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Preface

Is your body just a consumer good, like any other? Can your genes
and tissue be processed, sold and turned to make a profit? They

most certainly can, and any number of interested parties have their
eyes on them, in ways that will probably never have occurred to you.
Part of the job of this book is to alert you to what they might be.

Unlike some other exposés of organ sales and the tissue trade, this
book doesn’t conclude that the way in which the body is becoming an
object of commercialisation —‘body shopping’—is inevitable. It can
be resisted, it is already being resisted in many parts of the world and
it should be resisted elsewhere. Nor does the book lump together all
the instances of body shopping as equally monstrous or momentous.
Some are more important to resist than others, although these are not
necessarily the ones that have attracted the most media attention.
Everyday, less dramatic instances—like umbilical cord blood 
banking—probably affect more people than florid abuses. 

By taking a historical long view—for instance, comparing the agri-
cultural enclosures of common land in early modern times and the
patenting of the human genome—and a global broad view—with
examples from Tonga, France, the US, the UK, Spain, Cyprus, Eastern
Europe, China and elsewhere—this book enables the reader to make
those careful distinctions. It’s easy to feel lost in a big buzzing confu-
sion about all the new technologies, when some fresh headline about
new advances in stem cell research, or whatever, hits the papers every
week. But even if the technologies are new, the moral problems they
raise are familiar enough to be within our grasp. Looking at interna-
tional and historical comparisons helps us get a purchase on them.

What this book also enables the reader to do is to recognise the
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ingenuity of the ‘body shopping’ industry in all its unexpected forms,
from private umbilical cord blood banks, to the trafficking of women
for their eggs in southern European clinics, to the better-known but
still shocking cases, such as the international trade in the organs of
executed Chinese prisoners. The landscape is hard to map because
the shorelines and continents seem to be drifting all the time, with
every new development in biotechnology. This guidebook is as 
up-to-date as it’s possible to be in such a shape-shifting field. 

In many cases, I’ve been fortunate to have had an unusual degree of
access to the scientists and doctors pioneering these developments.
For example, Chapter Seven, on cosmetic surgery and face and hand
transplants, draws on my experience on the UK hospital clinical ethics
committee that was asked to approve the first human hand transplant,
and on my experience as a co-presenter at a seminar at the École de
Médecine in Paris with the French surgeon who performed the most
recent face transplant. Chapter Four, on the Hwang Woo-Suk fraud in
the stem cell technologies, includes little-known accounts by the
Korean feminist activists who were instrumental in bringing the scan-
dal to light. Colleagues from several European Commission projects
have also provided me with rarely publicised material, for example
about the extent of commercial egg sales in Spain.

I have done my best to get the science and medicine right, based on
my long experience of teaching and writing in the field of medical
ethics and law, as well as working with physicians on hospital ethics
committees, in professional bodies and in UK medical Royal Col-
leges. At the same time, I’ve been careful to make the legal and ethical
analysis as painstaking as possible. So although it should already be
clear that I don’t think body shopping is a good thing, I do present
arguments in its favour: for example, the claim that commercial
biotechnology will present us all with manifold benefits if we let well
enough alone. I also try to ground those arguments in the ideas of
philosophers, from Plato to Locke to Marx.

My training as a philosopher and lawyer tells me to play devil’s
advocate to my own beliefs, and that’s what I try to do. But I do also
take a position. It’s not the commonly held one in the field of
bioethics, where most academics, at least in the English-speaking
countries, favour organ sales, for example. So I’ve had to argue all the
harder for it.

viii PREFACE
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This book is also different in that it isn’t just about the United
States. The US is still (thankfully) atypical, although probably the fur-
thest developed in ‘body shopping’ (a strange way of being the leader
of the free world, but there it is). Perhaps that’s because of its health
care system. Since US residents with no health insurance regularly
have to make decisions about how to set the value of their health
against their cash, Americans already think in terms of their body
parts as ‘worth’ dollars and cents. For example, an uninsured man
who lost two fingers in an accident was offered a choice of reattaching
his ring finger for $12,000, or his middle finger for $60,000. He could
only afford one, and that had to be the cheaper option.1

The notion that a particular body part is worth x dollars clearly
underpins a Faustian health care bargain like that, even though
organs and tissues (apart from eggs and sperm) can’t legally be
bought and sold in the United States. In European socialised medi-
cine or insurance-based systems, that routine equating of body parts
with cash doesn’t have to occur to anything like the same extent. 

And that matters, because the standard US response, on both sides
of the political spectrum, to new risks—like those to women who
donate eggs for stem cell research—is to assume that if we have paid
people enough, they have accepted the risks voluntarily and can be
assumed to have accepted the consequences too. But that argument
just won’t wash. In other areas, like health and safety at work, anyone
but the most rabid free-marketeer would accept that the fact of being
paid isn’t the end of the debate: there is still a rightful role for regula-
tion to protect the vulnerable. We need to look at other models of reg-
ulation of body shopping, and there are some promising ones in the
academic literature, like the notion of a biobank as a charitable trust
run for the benefit of the patients and the public. Part of the role of
this book is to bring some of these models to a wider audience.

Body shopping is indeed alarming in its pace and scale, but exces-
sive scaremongering has the adverse psychological effect of making us
too frightened to take action against its worst abuses. As the French
say, du calme, and as they also say, bon courage. The fight isn’t over yet.
Indeed, it’s hardly begun.

Donna Dickenson
Paris and Oxford

June 2007

PREFACE ix
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1
Body shopping at both ends 

of life: babies and bones for sale

Trade in human tissue, like any other consumer commodity, now
stretches from the time before birth to the treatment of the body

after death. This chapter shows that trade—part of what I call ‘body
shopping’, the way in which the body has become a commodity—in
practice at both ends of life, arguably robbing birth and death of
whatever sacred quality they still possess in a secular society. It also
asks how we can understand the way in which the body has become an
object—a thing—and why some commentators actually think there’s
nothing wrong with that.

‘A GLOBAL MARKET IN BABY-MAKING’

On the recreation room bulletin board in a Spanish university, a
poster urges ‘Help them! Give life!’ The target audience is cash-
strapped female students, who are being asked to sell their eggs to a
profit-making fertility clinic for 1,000 euros. A little emotional appeal
to altruism—‘Give life!’—helps the advertising campaign, perhaps,
but the eggs aren’t really a gift: these women sell their eggs. In doing
so, they take their part in an expanding global market in baby-
making, as do the couples who buy the eggs through IVF clinics. ‘In
these cases, and thousands like them’, as the American commentator 
Debora Spar writes in her book The Baby Business, ‘the parents aren’t
motivated by commercial instincts, and they hardly see themselves as

1
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“shopping” for their offspring. Yet they are still intimately involved
with both a market operation and a political calculation.’1

Spain numbers a total of 165 private fertility clinics offering in vitro
fertilisation (IVF)—more than any other European country.2 Many
offer astonishingly good results, far better than the dismal rates of
success that IVF often produces. The secret of their success is that they
have stopped employing surplus eggs from other IVF users (in the
process euphemistically known as egg ‘sharing’) because these
women are ‘too old’. By definition, this hard-nosed reasoning goes,
any woman attending an IVF clinic has a fertility problem. Instead,
the for-profit Spanish clinics target young women at the peak of their
fertility, such as students, and pay them for their ova. 

So do the many private US clinics that pay for eggs. Advertisements
like the one on the Spanish university bulletin board regularly circu-
late in US college newspapers, offering egg ‘donors’ amounts up to
$50,000,3 from an average of about $4,500.4 ‘Desirability’ of genetic
traits primarily determines the price: blonde, tall, athletic and musi-
cal donors command the higher rates, at considerable risk to them-
selves. One report documented the taking of seventy eggs at one time
from a ‘donor’ who nearly died in the process.5

The US market for fertility treatment operates on a gargantuan
scale. Americans paid well over $37 million for ‘donor’ eggs in 
2002 alone.6 Monies paid to egg sellers, however, were dwarfed by
revenues to drug companies for fertility drugs (over $1.3 billion) and
to IVF clinics (just over $1 billion). The Center for Egg Donation in
Los Angeles, the first commercial egg ‘brokerage’ service, opened for
business in 1991, followed rapidly by larger brokers like the Center
for Surrogate Parenting, the Genetics and IVF Institute and the
Repository for Germinal Choice. A full-fledged market has now
emerged, with a differentiated pricing structure following geograph-
ical trends: highest in New York, lowest in the mid-west. The Center
for Egg Donation boasts an online database, from which clients can
shop for ‘donors’, viewing photos of the egg supplier and her chil-
dren, reading about her hobbies and even checking her SAT (college
entrance exam) scores.7 ‘Boutique retailers’, such as the Californian
company A Perfect Match, place very specific advertisements in Ivy
League college newspapers, such as their 1999 offer of $50,000 for
eggs from a seller who was at least 5’10” tall, had a combined SAT

2 BODY SHOPPING
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score of 1,400 points and possessed a blemish-free medical record.
No doubt the price would be higher now.

In January 2007, it was announced that a for-profit ‘human
embryo bank’ centre was even offering one-stop shopping, eliminat-
ing the need to select eggs and sperm in separate transactions. A Texas
company, the Abraham Center of Life LLC of San Antonio, became
the first firm to provide batches of embryos from which customers
could choose their preferred model off the peg. Selecting only sperm
donors with a higher degree and egg donors in their twenties with at
least a college education, the Abraham Center nevertheless denied
any taint of eugenics: ‘We’re just trying to help people have babies,’
said director Jennalee Ryan. She, together with some commentators,
differentiated between producing babies to order, custom-made, and
offering customers a choice off the shelf; the first smacks of eugenics,
creating a ‘master race’, but there’s nothing wrong with the second,
they argued, because choice is a good thing.

While some bioethicists condemned the new embryo bank as bla-
tant baby shopping, others remarked that it was just a logical extension
of choosing an egg donor or a sperm donor by their genetic character-
istics or educational level. John Robertson, of the University of Texas
at Austin, shrugged off criticisms: ‘If you step back a little bit, you real-
ize that people are already choosing egg and sperm donors in separate
transactions. Combining them doesn’t present any new major ethical
problems.’8 But is it fair enough to shop for eggs and sperm as if they
were consumer goods and, logically, to produce embryos and babies
made to order? The president of the American Society for Reproduc-
tive Medicine, Steven Ory, remarked of the Abraham Center: ‘We find
this very troubling. This is essentially making embryos a commodity
and using technology to breed them, if you will, for certain traits.’9

In the world of for-profit fertility, the Abraham Center is just offer-
ing a tailored product, in a market where branding is everything.
Another niche market, gay men, is met by a new Los Angeles group,
The Fertility Institutes. According to Dr Jeffrey Steinberg, director of
The Fertility Institutes, ‘We are the only program for gay men that has
psychological, legal, medical, surrogates, donors and patients all
taken care of in one place.’10 Gay couples can select the sex of 
their offspring (or, strictly speaking, one partner’s offspring), with 
about 65 per cent requesting boys. The majority of initial clients
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weren’t US citizens but rather men from Britain, China, Canada,
Italy, Brazil and South Africa. 

Private American fertility centres mimic commercial companies in
their advertising, treating their clients like customers and babies like
any other consumer good, available on demand. At the Advanced
Fertility Center in Chicago, for example, customers are offered a
money-back guarantee: no baby, no payment. To produce such a
medically improbable result, when the average pregnancy success
rate in US clinics is 27 per cent,11 this clinic must be treating patients
and ‘donors’ with dangerously high levels of hormone stimulation.
No matter: the Center’s Affordable Payment Plan ‘can make your 
fertility care less expensive than a second car’.12

But that’s what we might expect of a free-market economy with an
ethos of personal choice. If Spain, still a profoundly Catholic country,
displays a similar kind of free market in human eggs, it suggests that
‘body shopping’ is rapidly evolving into a global phenomenon.
Human tissue, including human eggs, is increasingly just another
object of commerce, and that phenomenon occurs around the world.
Just as ‘in today’s global market, a healthy human egg from a young
white European woman is more valuable than gold’, 13 so other forms
of human tissue and genetic material are the focus of a new ‘Gold
Rush’, whose Klondike is the human body. 

The world-wide scale of egg selling, as an example of globalised
‘body shopping’, applies to both sellers and buyers. The US market in
eggs began as a mainly internal enterprise, but by 2003 approximately
one-third of customers at the US Center for Egg Donation came from
abroad, often through the global Internet.14 Conversely, American
women are among the customers of Southern and Eastern European
for-profit treatment centres. Most external demand for Spanish pri-
vate clinics’ eggs, however, comes from Germany and Italy, where egg
donation is forbidden by law, with an estimated three thousand Ger-
man women obtaining Spanish eggs every year. But even the compar-
atively liberal United Kingdom, which allows egg donation but
forbids payment beyond a maximum of £250 for ‘expenses’, has
begun sending couples in search of eggs to Spain—not deliberately,
but as a side effect of the 2005 policy abolishing anonymity for egg
and sperm donors. Many British couples now travel to Spain to get
round that requirement.

4 BODY SHOPPING
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Nor are the sellers of eggs to Spanish clinics necessarily Spanish
themselves. Immigrant women, mainly from Eastern European
countries, provide an important alternative source of donors to
female students. Now that the Iron Curtain has been drawn aside,
Eastern European women are ‘free’ to sell their eggs anywhere in
Europe. And so they do, particularly in Cyprus and Spain, Southern
Mediterranean countries that act as a point of transit between East
and West.

At the Petra Health Clinic in Larnaca, Cyprus—an offshoot of the
Reproductive Genetics Institute in Chicago—women recruited
through the clinic’s branch in Ukraine are paid $500 to fly in and
‘donate’ eggs. The clinic’s resident Russian director, Galina Ivanovna,
claimed in a 2006 interview with the Observer that these women were
being given an all-expenses-covered holiday, not paid for their eggs,
although her account was a little confused. ‘We put them up in flats
and give them a free holiday but now, it seems, they feel they can pay
for their own. If you wish,’ she told an undercover reporter, ‘you can
pay them too.’15 In return, the ‘client’ would be allowed to choose
from a range of donors according to preferences in height, weight,
hair and eye colour, education level and occupation. ‘Do you 
want a baby who looks like you?’ Ivanovna asked: personalised baby
marketing.

Although many of the egg ‘donors’—better termed sellers—are
unemployed or working in menial jobs, female engineers and other
highly educated women can also be drawn by the sum offered: paltry
in Western eyes, but enough to live on for six months in Russia or
Ukraine. Larissa Kovoritsa, a liaison nurse linking Russian donors to
a fertility clinic in Nicosia, Cyprus, told the Observer reporters that
some women lived primarily from selling their eggs. ‘For them it’s like
giving blood; you give and then you forget,’ said Tatjana, a twenty-
eight-year-old tour representative who had considered selling her
eggs but shrank back from the thought that ‘there might be a piece of
me, some little Tatjana out there in the world’. Not everyone is equally
squeamish. ‘They just give their eggs and get the money. It’s a pure
transaction.’16 Coming from Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia and
other newly capitalist states of Eastern Europe, these women, Tatjana
claims, sell more than just their eggs. ‘They work the cabarets, they’ll
sleep with men, they’ll sell their eggs, and then they go back again.’

BODY SHOPPING AT BOTH ENDS OF LIFE 5
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Blood, of course, is infinitely replenishable in a healthy individual.
By contrast, it is generally agreed that a baby girl is born with all the
egg follicles she will ever possess, so that each batch of eggs taken is
gone for good. What the long-term effects are on these women’s fer-
tility and chance of premature menopause is anyone’s guess. The
phenomenon of egg selling is still comparatively recent, and the sell-
ers mostly in their twenties, so it will take at least fifteen years for the
risks of premature menopause to be known. 

We already know that other risks, to do with the intense hormone
stimulation to which these women are subjected, can in some cases be
fatal. What’s more, whereas IVF clinics in Western Europe and the
United States are moving towards policies of minimal hormone stim-
ulation, the Eastern European and Mediterranean egg-selling clinics
routinely extract three or four times the quantity of eggs that would
be taken in a well-run clinic. Women are actually given a productivity
bonus if they produce high numbers of ova. In one Kiev clinic, for
example, women are offered a basic fee of only $300, but given a
bonus of $200 if they produce as many as forty eggs. Doses of follicle-
stimulating hormone at more than twice the recommended maxi-
mum level are routinely used to produce these bumper crops.17 But
the human female is programmed by nature to produce only one or at
most two eggs per cycle.

So given that egg sellers in Cyprus are usually paid about one-
fiftieth of what the buyers pay the clinic, this form of body shop-
ping—shading over into ‘baby shopping’—looks thoroughly
immoral, exploitative and shocking. So says the former Chair of the
UK Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority, Suzi Leather,
who has condemned what she calls ‘a global market in baby-making
… a profoundly exploitative and unethical trade’.18 Yet other com-
mentators see nothing wrong with this and other instances of body
shopping—the way in which organs, eggs, sperm and other forms of
human tissue are bought and sold on global markets like commodi-
ties. In fact, many regard body shopping as a positive force for good.

EXPLOITATION, JUSTICE AND FREEDOM OF CHOICE

There are two common responses to the way in which human tissue
is becoming a commodity just like any other. The first approach,
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more commonly heard on the left of the political spectrum, runs
something like this: 

What do you expect? We live in a consumer society, where money is
the measure of all things. Bodies and parts of bodies are no different.
Yes, of course, it’s dreadful, but only the terminally naïve are shocked
by it. You’ll never be able to regulate it, either. There’s too much at
stake for the big biotechnology firms, and they can make life very
uncomfortable for any government stupid enough to try. 

The second viewpoint shares with the first an assumption that you
can’t buck the market—but regards that as a good thing. That  view,
more common to the political right, is usually couched something
along these lines: 

Yes, we do live in a free-market economy, which will bring us great
things if we just let well enough alone. Biotechnology is one of those
great things, and it shouldn’t be regulated by government. Any
attempt to do so will subvert the progress of science. If selling eggs or
other forms of tissue improves the fertility of women who have to
undergo IVF, and also provides the sellers with an income, then that
has to be a good thing for both parties. And if it occurs on a global
scale, so much the better: more backward countries can be brought
into the realm of the market, and their people will also benefit. It’s
paternalistic and condescending to interfere with anyone’s free
choice to buy or sell body parts.

You might be surprised to find the second view predominating
among the academic community in bioethics (the study of moral and
legal issues arising from the new biotechnologies) but so it does. This
book is an exception to the rule. But oddly enough, most academic
bioethicists who subscribe to the free-market view regard themselves
as the valiant mavericks, even though they are increasingly in the
majority.19 Some of them include bioethicists from poorer countries,
who might be expected to be sensitive to global injustice. Yet one
Iranian commentator, for example, claims that it would be a new
form of colonial exploitation to deny Iranians the right to sell their
kidneys, either domestically or on a world market.20 Apart from writ-
ers from particular religious traditions—such as Jewish commenta-
tors who interpret their halacha (law) as making it wrong to take
advantage of another’s poverty by buying his organs21—it seems to be
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harder and harder to find anyone willing to condemn the globalised
trade in human tissue.At the same time, as the next section will show,
the abuses of that trade are becoming more and more flagrant.

But whereas it might look obviously unjust for a poor woman to
sell her eggs, at a knock-down price, to a rich couple, some commen-
tators actually argue that justice demands that we allow organ sales.
Cecile Fabre, Professor of Law at the University of Edinburgh, thinks
that if we feel those who lack material resources should be given equal
shares with the wealthy, then we ought to allow those who lack full
health to have access to the organs they need to make them well.
(Fabre doesn’t deal explicitly with infertility, which isn’t necessarily
the same as illness—not life-threatening illness, anyway.) Govern-
ment regulations should allow organs to be redistributed along set
lines, but in addition, some types of markets in organs should be per-
mitted, she thinks.

Can we simply equate human organs with objects of property-
holding like savings, stocks and shares? We would have to do so, in
order to accept Fabre’s parallel between redistributing wealth and
redistributing health. In fact, the law doesn’t recognise any property
in the body: you can’t actually own your organs, tissues or eggs, in a
legal sense. After all, we simply are our bodies; we aren’t embodied in
our savings accounts or shareholdings. I can’t exist apart from my
body, although I can exist apart from my savings account. 

So Fabre’s argument looks problematic from the start. We can’t be
obliged to share something in which we don’t have a property, and we
don’t have a legal property in our bodies. But even if we did accept her
argument about fair shares in health, we still might jib at her further
claim that the sick ought to be able to buy healthy organs if govern-
ment agencies or health services can’t provide enough of them out-
side the cash nexus. 

In fact, claims Fabre, the current system is unfair to donors who
derive no profit from their organs, when for-profit clinics and private
organ brokers do make money from them. The altruism of tissue
donors is already being exploited. Additionally, she says, it’s the organ
recipient who is at risk of being exploited, if the pressing choice is an
organ transplant or death. Those who need urgent transplants would
pay any price they could possibly afford. For this reason, Fabre prefers
a regulated system of government compensation for organ donors,
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rather than for-profit firms of the kind that predominate in Spanish
and American egg provision.22 But if that system can’t meet all the
demand, she is willing to countenance private sales. Furthermore, she
thinks that even those who aren’t in greatest ill-health have the right
to pay for tissue, and that sellers have the corresponding right to pro-
vide them with organs for cash. ‘One also has the right to sell one’s
organs to those who do not need, but rather want, treatment requir-
ing body parts.’23

Yet it’s hard to see how any such government compensation sys-
tems could operate across international borders. Body shopping is
now a global phenomenon, although international regulation lags
behind. It seems perverse to think that Third World kidney sellers
have a duty to make First World kidney patients better, in the largely
unregulated global tissue trade.24 But that would be the implication of
Fabre’s view, if extended globally.

Even within Europe, where the EC Tissue Directive now provides
some regulation, trafficking in human organs, just like the market in
eggs, tends to prey on the poorer ex-Soviet countries outside the
European Union. A report published in 2003 documented an exten-
sive brokerage network involving organs from Russia, Ukraine,
Georgia, Bulgaria and Romania (the latter two then outside the EC).
Organised crime was involved in this as in other forms of trafficking,
such as trafficking for sex. Although fourteen out of fifteen EC states
had made it illegal for their nationals to buy and sell organs from each
other, only one out of fifteen (Germany) prohibited its citizens from
travelling to other countries to buy organs; the practice dubbed
‘transplant tourism’.25 The rest of the European countries have one
law for their own people and another for foreigners.

Whether or not it means that the buyer rather than the seller of
organs is the vulnerable party, Fabre is perceptively right to remark
on the way in which recipients of tissue will be willing to pay almost
any price. An eBay auction of a healthy human kidney attracted
worldwide bids of up to $5.75 billion before being revealed as a 
fraud. In body shopping the usual rules of market transactions and
elasticity don’t seem to apply, and that also applies to ‘baby shop-
ping’, particularly the market in eggs and sperm. As Debora Spar
writes, ‘For the baby market does not operate like other markets do.
There are differential prices that make little sense; scale economies
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that don’t bring lower costs; and customers who will literally pay
whatever they can.’26

It’s fair enough to bear in mind that the buyers can also be
exploited in the body shopping business, but are individual egg sellers
the real exploiters? Or is it the middleman? Private infertility clinics in
the United States typically charge between $6,000 to $14,000 for each
cycle of IVF treatment, and most women purchase more than one
cycle. The mark-up for sperm is even greater: a gross mark-up, in the
US, on average, of 2,000 per cent. Men receive an average of $75 per
specimen, containing between three and six vials of sperm, whereas
the sperm banks sell each vial for somewhere between $250 and
$400.27

If there is exploitation in egg and sperm sales, are such price differ-
entials the source of it? Or is the imbalance in income between the
typical organ or egg seller and the recipient the real problem? Is there
a problem at all, if sellers voluntarily accept the prices they’re offered?
After all, isn’t that the essence of a free market? Aren’t we just being
hypocritical when we try to distinguish between selling bodily tissue
at the going rate and selling any other good or service in the market? 

Many commentators would say so. If both parties to the transac-
tion in eggs or organs are happy with it, who says there’s anything
wrong going on? Isn’t it actually liberating for both sides? Women
who buy eggs can extend their fertile period, cheating the biological
clock. Women who sell eggs are just earning their living by a more
extreme form of what most people have to do: sell the labour of their
bodies. There’s nothing inherently exploitative about that, many
argue: it’s just a fact of life. But is that overly simplistic? We need to
look more closely into some definitions of exploitation, a term that
sometimes seems to generate more heat than light.

The German philosopher and economist Karl Marx wrote 
extensively about the meaning of exploitation, providing insights
that turn out to be relevant to the way in which human tissue has
become a product in twenty-first-century biotechnology—although
he himself was writing about the factory goods of nineteenth-century
industry. Bearing that limitation in mind, it’s worth making a 
short excursion into what Marx had to say, before returning to
another, even more extreme form of body-shopping at the end of this
chapter.
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Marx distinguished first between attributing ‘use value’ to some-
thing, objectifying it, and, additionally, making it an object of
exchange, commodifying it. Objectification is just the process by
which something external to ourselves is made to satisfy our wants
and needs, which isn’t inherently objectionable (to coin a pun). Part
of what seems shocking in body shopping, however, is that our 
bodies aren’t usually conceived of as external to ourselves. If I sell my
eggs or my kidney, then I am objectifying those parts of my body and,
additionally, commodifying them, turning them into objects of
trade. Again, that may or may not necessarily be wrong, but until the
advent of modern biotechnology, it was largely unknown. With the
exception of the pan-European trade in saints’ relics during the 
Middle Ages, there wasn’t generally money to be made from human
tissue, certainly not on today’s global scale. 

Modern biotechnology also muddies the clear distinction between
things external to our bodily selves and those intrinsic to us. Mechan-
ical ventilators or pacemakers are incorporated from outside into our
bodies, while parts of our bodies such as tissue samples or DNA swabs
may be separated from us for other uses. The notion of ‘external’ has
become deeply problematic in modern bioethics. With that develop-
ment come difficulties that Marx didn’t have to confront: what can be
rightfully separated into an object with use and/or exchange value,
and what can’t?

Although some analysts contend that Marx viewed commodifica-
tion as wrong in itself, others assert that neither objectification nor
commodification is intrinsically malign in Marx or anywhere else.28

What is wrong is making a saleable object of something that should be
treated as having value in itself, irrespective of what use might be
made of it. Because people have value in themselves, parts of people,
you might think, would be particularly problematic. If it’s wrong to
make people into objects or things—as slavery does—and if the body
is the person, then is it wrong to trade in bodies and their parts?

So the first question is whether bodies and their parts are the sorts
of things that have value in themselves, beyond the realm of com-
merce. If human tissue can’t be turned into a commodity without
harming people’s worth as persons, then any form of tissue sale is in a
sense exploitative, whatever price is offered for it. It’s demeaning to
human dignity, treating the person like a thing. In that case, there’s no
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injustice done when the donor isn’t recompensed for her eggs or
organs, because human tissue isn’t the sort of object on which a finan-
cial value can be set. The injustice lies in paying for the tissue, not in
who gets the payment or how much the payment is.

However, it also seems unjust when biotechnology companies,
for-profit egg brokers and private IVF clinics charge recipients of 
that tissue a price above the minimum that reflects their labour in
processing the tissue. That implies a different definition of exploita-
tion: taking away the rightful reward that should belong to the 
person who does most of the work. Exploitation would then have to
do with the disparity between the amount of labour or value put into
the organ, egg or sperm by the person selling it and the final price 
paid by the buyer for the ‘finished’ product. The mark-up for sperm
might be less unfair than the amount offered for eggs, even though
the percentage of profit is higher, given the fairly minimal amount 
of effort and risk involved in giving sperm, compared to egg 
donation. 

The seventeenth-century English philosopher John Locke thought
property rights flowed from ‘mixing’ our labour with the raw mater-
ials of the production process. Marx built on this idea, interpreting
labour as adding crucial value to raw materials. In essence, this
‘labour theory of value’ underpins his definition of exploitation. If the
person performing the most labour receives the least return from the
final product, then elements of exploitation have crept in.

A great deal of academic ink has been spilt in the United States
about what would be a ‘fair price’ for eggs and sperm.29 As we’ve
already seen, however, there’s almost infinite price elasticity for the
‘finished product’ (if you can call a baby a product). The ‘use’ value of
a baby to the contracting couple in a surrogacy transaction, or to an
infertile woman buying eggs through an IVF clinic, borders on the
infinite. Where the line is drawn doesn’t depend on willingness to pay
but on ability to pay. So there are difficulties in applying Marx’s
analysis, because the ‘baby business’, and ‘body shopping’ in general,
don’t entirely fit the model of factory goods with which Marx was pri-
marily dealing. In another sense, though, the potential for exploita-
tion is even clearer when the ‘product’ can be sold for such a vastly
inflated price but the ‘worker’—the egg supplier, for example—
receives a fixed, very minimal fee.
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Marx rightly reminds us to be alert to the typical power and wealth
differential between buyer and seller in body shopping. That gener-
ally operates against the seller rather than the buyer, as Fabre would
have it. When the trade in human tissue is globalised and largely
unregulated, as it is in human eggs, those power and wealth differen-
tials are increased, as when poor women from Eastern Europe supply
their eggs to wealthy couples from Western Europe. 

It’s also important to note that people can be exploited even if they
sell their labour voluntarily at the price they’re offered. That’s why
almost all modern Western governments have minimum wage legis-
lation, or health and safety at work standards. Yes, you voluntarily
choose your job—up to a point, given that we all have to live—but
that’s not the end of the matter. There is still a rightful realm, accepted
by employers and employees alike, for government regulation. ‘Free
choice’ is not a knock-down argument.

Clinics like Petra at least pay their egg suppliers something, even if it’s
a paltry sum. But there have also been a number of well-documented
thefts of eggs and other forms of human tissue, sometimes at the most
august institutions. Even those who favour legalising the sale of eggs 
and other forms of human tissue should be troubled by these cases. 
Does legalising a market in tissue make illegal activities like theft and
black markets more or less likely? Those who favour legalisation 
optimistically reckon it would drive out illegal activities, but in the
United States, where buying eggs is legal, illicit scandals still occur.

The University of California at Irvine has been accused of multiple
thefts of eggs and embryos at its fertility clinic, dating as far back as the
1980s. Layne and Rosalinda Elison are among those claiming they
were robbed. In 1987 Rosalinda was twenty-six years old, with two
children, when she went to UCI fertility doctors to reverse a tubal lig-
ation (sterilisation). Her doctors, Ricardo Asch and Jose Balmaceda,
waited about eighteen months before performing the minor surgery.
During that time, Rosalinda Elison said, Asch and Balmaceda told her
that her eggs weren't viable and pumped her full of fertility drugs. ‘I
was used as a lab experiment, a lab rat,’ she said. Fertility clinic records
show that seven of her eggs were removed without her knowledge and
given to another woman, who subsequently gave birth to twins.30

Rosalinda didn’t find out her eggs had been stolen until 2002. Along
with twenty-eight other couples who allege their embryos or eggs
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were stolen, she has initiated a lawsuit for fraud against the university,
which brazenly argues that too much time has elapsed since the
alleged offences for the case to be valid.

Those who favour organ sales, even a regulated trade, might well
want to distance themselves from the extreme abuses now rife in
‘body shopping’. And so they should, because some of those abuses
are very extreme indeed—such as the case of Alastair Cooke’s bones.
That example shows that no one, no matter how well-off or famous,
is exempt from the abuses which this book is about. In Victorian
times, it was the poor whose bodies were particularly at risk from ‘res-
urrection men’, better known as grave-robbers. In an ironic form of
democracy, now we’re all equally vulnerable. And whereas in the case
of egg sales it was poor women from Eastern Europe who were most
at risk, the Cooke case shows that ‘body shopping’ makes no distinc-
tions of gender or geography.

THE UNLOVELY BONES

That torso that you’re living in right now is just flesh and bones. To
me, it’s a product.31

In December 2005, it was revealed that a body parts ring, including
surgeons and undertakers, had removed the thigh bones from the
corpse of the well-known broadcaster Alastair Cooke and sold them
for $7,000 to a company supplying dental implants. During his work-
ing life, Cooke enjoyed huge popularity on both sides of the Atlantic
for his long-standing BBC programme on US politics and culture,
Letter from America. In death, his bones themselves became a letter
from America: a warning of what happens when free markets in
human tissue slide out of control.

Like the global market in women’s eggs, the illicit trade in human
bones is world-wide. Illegally harvested bone from the United States
has turned up in dental implants and orthopaedic transplants in the
United Kingdom and elsewhere. Although the UK had already had its
own tissue scandal in 2001, with the Redfern report on the retention
of dead children’s tissue without their parents’ consent by a pathol-
ogist at the Alder Hey hospital in Liverpool, no world-wide commer-
cial trade was involved. Van Veltzen, the pathologist involved, had
kept the tissue for his own idiosyncratic use.32
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By early 2007, however, a considerable number of patients in the
UK had undergone surgical procedures using bone from the US
criminal ring involved in the Cooke case. In September 2006, twenty-
five UK hospitals were warned about the recall of some eighty-two
suspect bone products by Swindon-based Plus Orthopaedics, a com-
pany connected with the dubious US supply chain centred on the
New Jersey firm Biomedical Tissue Services. More than a hundred
criminal counts of forgery, fraud and grand larceny have since been
lodged against the firm’s director, Dr Michael Mastromarino, and an
embalmer connected with him, Joseph Nicelli.33

In most of those cases, the UK hospitals came clean and notified the
patients concerned, but three major London teaching hospitals
refused to inform their patients that they might now be contaminated
through what was meant to be a healing procedure.34 Alastair Cooke
died at the age of ninety-four from lung cancer, which had spread to
his bones. As Cooke’s daughter, Susan Kittredge, said: ‘That people in
need of healing should have received his body parts, considering his
age and the fact that he was ill when he died, is as appalling to the fam-
ily as is that his remains were violated.’35 Later she wrote: ‘Imagine for
just a second being told by your doctor—as thousands of patients
have been—that in retrospect they aren’t exactly sure where the tissue
they put in you came from. How could you run away from yourself
fast enough?’36

Those UK hospitals which did notify their patients offered them
screening to rule out infection with hepatitis, HIV or syphilis. In the
case of Cooke’s bones, however, there was an additional risk of con-
tamination, because the stolen thigh bones would have been affected
by cancer. Not only were his thigh bones pilfered as his body lay in its
casket in a Manhattan funeral home; his records were also falsified by
the New Jersey firm, with his age wrongly certified as eighty-five and
his cause of death recorded as cardiac arrest, not cancer. 

Nor was Cooke the only victim. Over a thousand other bodies were
targeted by the same New Jersey ring, which is alleged to have been
operating for at least five years in an extensive conspiracy including
undertakers, surgeons and biomedical companies. Cooke’s thigh
bones were allegedly sold for more than $7,000, despite their cancer-
ous condition, but other parts of the body are also in demand: ten-
dons, ligaments and possibly even skin. In a macabre way, Cooke was
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fortunate: other corpses were much more extensively ransacked. The
body of an eighty-two-year-old woman, Esfir Perelmutter, was
exhumed to reveal that most of her bones below the waist were miss-
ing, replaced with plastic plumbing tape. Like Cooke, Perelmutter
died of cancer, but her medical records were falsified to read that she
had succumbed, at sixty-five, to a heart attack.

It would be comforting to think that the Mastromarino ring was a
particularly grisly aberration, but the American journalist Annie
Cheney has discovered that it is only one small cog in a nation-wide
‘bone machine’. Before the criminal investigation into its activities,
Mastromarino’s firm, Biomedical Tissue Services, was part of a
national network of tissue banks supplying Regeneration Technolo-
gies Inc. (RTI), a profit-making Florida processing firm that earned
$75 million in 2003 alone. Traded as a legitimate firm on the New
York Stock Exchange, RTI takes a ‘proactive’ approach designed to
overcome awkward seasonal fluctuations in its ‘raw material’, human
corpses. By courting funeral directors—known as ‘crystal partners’—
with the promise of amounts up to $7,000 per body, and through
buying up non-profit-making tissue banks, the firm has successfully
broadened its ‘supplier base’ to include some three hundred funeral
homes across the United States. Expanding overseas with distribu-
tion agreements in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, South Korea,
Greece, Italy, Spain and Portugal, RTI has turned its operations into
a globalised business.37

Because, in many US states, no one keeps tabs on the way corpses
are treated before burial or cremation, there is room for widespread
abuse. Bodies intended for cremation, like Cooke’s, are particularly
vulnerable to mutilation, because there is no evidence afterwards,
only ashes. After his death in 1955 and before his cremation, Albert
Einstein’s body was ransacked for his brain by the pathologist who
conducted his autopsy, Dr Thomas Stoltz Harvey. In any case, a mere
10 per cent of US states inspect crematoria, and roughly half have no
laws governing cremation at all.38 The US Food and Drug Adminis-
tration allegedly turns a blind eye to infringements of the law, treating
data about a tissue bank’s operations as proprietary commercial
information. (In fact the FDA had inspected Mastromarino’s com-
pany and apparently knew perfectly well that he obtained body parts
from funeral homes.) Tissue banks themselves hide under the ironic
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cover of the donor’s dignity, when pressed to reveal whether their
sources of supply are fully documented and completely consensual.
‘Discussing such details could give donor families the wrong impres-
sion, tissue bankers say—it could make families feel as if their loved
ones were nothing more than commodities.’39 Precisely.

Most people probably assume that body-snatching was success-
fully relegated to the realm of horror films by legislation against the
abuses of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, but in the twenty-
first century new sources of demand have created renewed sources of
supply. The uses of human tissue have expanded to include bone dust
paste in periodontal surgery, transplant of dissected heart valves,
cadaver skin grafts for burn victims, and beauty treatments such as
facial injections. Aborted foetuses from the Ukraine are routinely
used in ‘rejuvenating’ treatments given to wealthy Russian women.40

‘Suppliers’ of bodies and body parts include morgues, medical
schools, tissue banks, for-profit firms, funeral homes and crematoria.
It may seem surprising that medical schools figure on this list, but so
they do: in March 2004 the director of UCLA medical school was
arrested for illegally selling donated body parts given by people who
had thought they were altruistically leaving their bodies to science.41

Scandals involving sale of bodies from willed-donor programmes
have also surfaced at the University of Pennsylvania, Tulane, the State
University of New York at Syracuse and a number of other American
medical schools who have all worked with body-brokers. Between
1998 and 2004, Louisiana State University medical school, for exam-
ple, earned nearly a quarter of a million dollars by selling donated
cadavers. ‘LSU has, in essence, become a corpse wholesaler,’42 even
though it is illegal for a non-profit institution such as a university to
generate revenue. These interstate sales violate Louisiana state law,
which makes it an imprisonable crime to transfer any body out of the
state, but the Louisiana attorney general has declined to investigate. 

‘Buyers’ are found among major teaching hospitals, medical asso-
ciations, doctors and researchers. ‘The demand for bodies and parts
surpasses the supply, which keeps the prices of human flesh and
bones very high. Each corpse that travels through the system can gen-
erate anywhere from $10,000 to $100,000, depending on how it is
used.’43 Table 1 breaks down the prices commonly paid in the United
States per ‘unit’ of body tissue.
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Table 1 Prices for Body Parts (taken from Annie Cheney, Body 
Brokers: Inside America’s Underground Trade in Human Remains,
2006)

Head $550–$900
Head without brain $500–$900
Brain $500–$600
Shoulder (each) $375–$650
Torso $1200–$3000
Forearm (each) $350–$850
Wrist (each) $350–$850
Hand (each) $350–$850
Leg (each) $700–$1000
Knee (each) $450–$650
Foot (each) $200–$400
Cervical spine $835–$1825
Eviscerated torso $1100–$1290
Torso to toe $3650–$4050
Pelvis to toe $2100–$2900
Temporal bones $370–$550
Miscellaneous organs (each) $280–$500
Whole cadaver $4000–$5000

Tissue processing had already become big business by the 1980s, with
the founding of two highly profitable companies, CryoLife and
Osteotech. The less legitimate side of the business, illicit supply by
funeral homes, began about the same time, when David Sconce,
director of the Lamb Funeral Home in Pasadena, California, was
found to have removed teeth, eyeballs and hearts from bodies
intended for cremation and sold the tissue to a biological supply com-
pany.44 ‘Inspired’ by Sconce’s example, funeral director Michael
Brown later set up a willed-body programme at his own Californian
crematorium, dubbing the new operation Bio-Tech Anatomical and
offering clients free cremation in exchange for body donation. Bio-
Tech Anatomical then sold their body parts, without their advance
consent or that of their families. Donor confidentiality meant that
buyers never saw consent forms, so no questions were asked. Orders
placed through brokers are even more anonymous: clients may not
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have any idea where the body parts originated when a middleman is
involved. 

Brown made over $400,000 from sales of body parts before being
charged in October 2003 with sixty-six counts of mutilation of
human remains and embezzlement.45 Although he pled guilty to all
charges, he exhibited no remorse. ‘One way or another someone
makes money off of the dead,’ he said. ‘Funeral homes, they’re all for
profit. When you drive by a funeral home and you see those signs that
say that stuff about dignity and care? There’s no dignity in death.’46

Despite his own indictment, Brown doubted that there could be con-
sistently effective regulation of the trade in human remains. ‘It would
be an arduous task to try and regulate it … It’s not going to happen …
Not in a capitalistic society … There’s too much money to be made.’47

True enough, after Brown closed up shop, his clients had little
trouble in finding new suppliers, such as the Arizona firm Science-
Care Anatomical. Its director, James E. (‘Jimmy’) Rogers, was in fact
‘inspired’ by Brown, just as Brown had been by Sconce. When Rogers
and Brown met, Brown’s firm was firing on all cylinders, and Rogers
was quick to emulate its success. ‘Jimmy was like a rocket off the
launching pad,’ laughed Brown afterwards. ‘He took it and went with
it. I don’t know whether it was the money or his own entrepreneurial
spirit that got him to do it. But you know, the entrepreneurial spirit
can’t be tamed.’48

Opening in June 2000, ScienceCare operated an aggressive market-
ing campaign for donations in newspapers, senior citizens’ conven-
tions, nursing homes and hospices, with a Yellow Pages listing under
‘cremation’. Offering its ‘suppliers’ free transportation for the body,
free filing of death certificates and a free cremation, ScienceCare has
quickly expanded its ‘buyer’ list to include major surgical equipment
companies. It now has a branch in Denver and a spin-off company,
operated by a former employee, BioGift in Oregon. (Abhorrent as it
may seem to tout for business among those who can’t afford a proper
funeral, even the American Medical Association has proposed offer-
ing relatives a $10,000 tax credit or a funeral expense supplement if
they will donate the body for transplantation.49)

Although the sale of human organs and dead bodies is outlawed in
the United States by the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act of 1987, the 
tissue ‘industry’ takes advantage of a legal loophole permitting 
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‘harvesters’ to charge unspecified ‘processing’ fees. Rogers has been
careful to operate within that loophole: in a letter to Brown, he noted
that ‘This is another good reason to charge procurement and pro-
cessing fees, etc., as opposed to fees for a specific tissue.’50 By inflating
the amount they spend on labour, transportation and storage of
organs, body ‘brokers’ can make a tidy profit.51

Isn’t it just a matter of closing that loophole? Those who favour
legalising the sale of organs might well think so. They would probably
say that it’s unfair to tax them with abuses as gross as those in the
Cooke case, or indeed in other shocking instances, such as the well-
documented sale of thousands of executed Chinese prisoners’ organs
for the global transplant trade.52 Some commentators claim that it’s
actually the prohibition on organ sales—which, unlike sales of eggs
and sperm, are banned in the US—that drives desperate recipients
into an undercover trade and ‘transplant tourism’.53 Indeed, some of
them argue, it’s only by legalising the sale of all forms of human tissue,
eggs and organs that we can hope to bring the ‘industry’ out into the
clear light of regulation and to eliminate black markets in tissue.54

Illicit traders, in this sanguine view, will be caught and prosecuted
once legitimate traders have an interest in seeing stricter oversight of
the entire tissue industry. 

But this argument runs counter to common sense and historical
evidence. The simplest way to prevent abuses in the tissue trade is to
outlaw the for-profit tissue business altogether, and to use the full
vigour and rigour of the law in prosecuting offenders. Markets in eggs
and sperm have been permitted in the US for over twenty years, but
the abuses are actually getting worse all the time. We have plenty of
evidence to show that so-called legitimate traders aren’t policing their
more doubtful confrères. Instead, what once seemed dubious—as
designer embryo shopping does now and as the sale of eggs itself did
twenty years ago—just becomes more mainstream.

It’s unnecessarily pessimistic to say nothing can be done about
body shopping. Outside the US, action is already being taken at both
national and international level, for example, in the 2004 Human Tis-
sue Act in the UK and the European Union Tissue Directive, both of
which came into effect in 2006. There are loopholes in the UK legisla-
tion—eggs and sperm aren’t covered, for example—and of course
there will still be some abuses. There will always be people who break
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any law. But imagine if someone were to argue that because there will
always be murders, we should relax the laws on murder, or abolish
them altogether. That would be a very dubious logic, but it’s exactly
the same kind of argument used by those who favour legalising tissue
sales, because black markets in tissue will go on otherwise. It’s a weak-
willed way of appeasing lawlessness, rather than trying to regulate it.

Once the body is viewed as a full-fledged commodity, we will lose
our sensitivity to abuses like many of the cases in this chapter. Then it
will become much harder to draw the line, as proponents of regulated
body shopping want to do, between rightful and wrongful kinds of
trade in bodies. Why shouldn’t dead bodies then be viewed as one of
the rightful objects? Or embryos ranged in a bank like dresses on a
clothes rack? Drawing fine lines, like the one between ‘custom-made’
and ‘ready-made’ embryos, will more readily become the order of the
day, once we admit that body tissues can legitimately become com-
modities. And some of those lines will be very fine indeed.

Traditionally, as we’ve seen, the law took the view that bodies and
body parts were not the kinds of things that could be owned, still less
made the objects of profit. But at present, as Fabre and others right-
fully argue, the law allows some people to make a profit from human
tissue—everyone except the person who donated it. Those who
favour legalising tissue sales want to rectify that anomaly by allowing
everyone, including the original ‘sources’ of the tissue, to buy and sell
bodies and body parts within the law. The more obvious way out of
the contradiction, however, is to enforce the older prohibition fairly
across the board.

But why does the law take the view that human tissue isn’t a thing
that can be owned? And how consistent is that position? In the next
chapter we’ll explore the roots of the traditional view and its applica-
tion in some modern examples, beginning with the case of John
Moore, who protested that ‘My doctors are claiming that my human-
ity, my genetic essence, is their invention and their property. They
view me as a mine from which to extract biological material. I was
harvested.’55
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2
What makes you think you 

own your body?

In 1976, John Moore, then thirty-one years old, developed a rare
cancer called hairy-cell leukaemia. Over the next fourteen years, he

was to be transformed from patient to patent: US patent number
4,438,032, for the ‘Mo’ cell line, licensed for $15 million to the
biotechnology company Genetics Institute Inc. and the drug firm
Sandoz Pharmaceuticals.

Moore was neither the first patient used in this way, nor likely to be
the last. Along with his cell line, now renamed ‘RLC’, tissue bank cat-
alogues list the HeLa line—derived from Henrietta Lacks, who had
died in 1951 of an usually virulent cervical cancer. A biopsy sample
from her tumour, taken without her consent, was subsequently
turned into a remarkably productive cell line for cancer research. On
the very day she died, the lead researcher involved, George Gey,
appeared on national television holding a vial of cells he simply called
‘HeLa’, announcing that from them ‘it is possible that … we will be
able to learn a way by which cancer can be completely wiped out’.1

The promise of scientific progress first materialised from the HeLa
cells in a different form, however: they made it possible for
researchers to grow the polio virus in sufficiently large quantities to
enable the vaccine to be developed. The cells were so powerful that
they could reproduce an entire generation every twenty-four hours.
Gey freely shared his resources with colleagues elsewhere in the
United States and abroad, who used them to search for leukaemia
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cures, to study the causes of cancer and to explore the effects of drugs.
But Henrietta Lacks’s widower and five children knew nothing about
any of this until 1975, when her daughter-in-law Barbara Lacks hap-
pened to meet someone at a dinner party who remarked, ‘Your name
sounds so familiar. I’ve been working with some cells in my lab;
they’re from a woman called Henrietta Lacks. Are you related?’

By then, Henrietta Lacks had been dead for twenty-four years; her
family was deeply shocked to find that her cells were still alive. No
matter how much benefit the HeLa line had done—and there is no
denying that it had produced benefits, becoming the standard
medium for work by molecular scientists—the family has never rec-
onciled itself to being kept in ignorance by researchers. Interviewed
forty years later, Lacks’s husband expressed many of the same con-
cerns that would be raised by the Moore case: ‘As far as them selling
my wife’s cells without my knowledge and making a profit—I do not
like that at all. They are exploiting both of us.’2

The difference is that Moore filed a court action to recover profits
from what he claimed was his property in his own body. On that
ground he lost, although he succeeded in establishing that his doctors
had breached their professional duty and denied him the opportunity
to give genuinely informed consent. But the courts were unwilling to
contravene the traditional legal doctrine that we do not in fact own
our bodies, as most people probably think they do. 

THE CASE OF JOHN MOORE 

Although Moore was an American case, it was based on the common-
law principle that we cannot be said to own any tissue that has been
taken from our bodies. That tenet applies to the law in all the English-
speaking countries. Similarly, under the civil law systems of France,
Belgium and the Netherlands, for example, tissue removed during a
procedure is considered to be abandoned.3 In both cases, contracts in
bodily tissue and materials are difficult or impossible to enforce,
although for different reasons. In both systems, patients have no fur-
ther property rights in their tissue once informed consent to its
extraction or donation has been given. So although it is legally bind-
ing only in California, Moore’s case transcends its immediate time
and place.
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Moore had consulted a specialist at UCLA Medical School in Cali-
fornia, Dr David Golde, who performed a battery of tests—extracting
samples that included sperm, blood and bone marrow aspirate.4

Golde and his research associate, Dr Shirley Quan, rapidly realised
that Moore’s blood-products and other tissues augured profits.
Specifically, Moore’s tissues produced unusually copious quantities
of T-lymphocytes (white blood cells controlling the production of
lymphokines, proteins which regulate the immune system). If
researchers could isolate the genetic ‘blueprints’ from Moore’s tissue,
they could then manufacture lymphokines for both research and
therapeutic purposes. And like the bottomless porridge pot in the
fairy tale, the ‘Mo’ cell line could produce unlimited quantities.

In due course, the UCLA doctors also removed Moore’s spleen,
which was clinically necessary. (It weighed twenty-two pounds, over
twenty times the normal weight.) The clinicians had providently
made prior arrangements to have sections of the organ taken to a
research unit, without Moore’s knowledge. After the spleen was
excised, Moore was asked to revisit Golde’s clinic in Los Angeles peri-
odically, flying down from his home in Seattle to donate a variety of
other samples which he was told were essential to his follow-up treat-
ment. When Moore asked Golde whether these samples could be
taken by a doctor in Seattle, Golde offered to pay for his plane tickets
and a hotel stay in the posh Beverly Wilshire. 

Initially Moore complied with Golde’s requests, but seven years
after his surgery, he began to suspect major mischief. During his
clinic visits, he had been asked to sign a so-called ‘consent’ form that
went well beyond the well-established requirement of informed con-
sent to the operation itself, which Moore had willingly given. Now he
was also being asked to sign a statement that had nothing to do with
the operation and everything to do with commercial gain: 

I (do, do not) voluntarily grant to the University of California all
rights I, or my heirs, may have in any cell line or any other potential
product which might be developed from the blood and/or bone mar-
row obtained from me. 

Moore began by circling ‘do,’ but his reasons cast doubt on whether
his ‘consent’ could be termed voluntary, as informed consent must
be. ‘You don’t want to rock the boat,’ he remarked in a later interview.
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‘You think maybe this guy will cut you off, and you’re going to die or
something.’5

On his next visit, Moore was given an identical form to sign, but
this time he circled ‘do not’. When he arrived back at his hotel, he
received a phone call from Golde, asking whether he had ticked the
wrong box by mistake and requesting him to come in to sign ‘cor-
rectly’. Moore didn’t confront Golde directly, but neither did he go
back to the clinic. On his return to Seattle, Moore received a letter
with a fresh copy of the form, marked at the crucial spot with a sticker
saying ‘Circle “I do”’, followed a few days later by a letter from Golde
urging him to sign. It was then that Moore decided to take legal
advice. His lawyer, Jonathan Zackey, discovered that in 1981, two
years previously, Golde had already filed for a patent on the ‘Mo’ cell
line, along with certain proteins produced by the cells. Golde and
Quan were listed as inventors of the cell line, with their employers, the
Regents of the University of California, named as assignees.

In 1984, Moore instituted a lawsuit against Golde, Quan, the
biotechnology firm Genetics Institute Inc., the drug company Sandoz
Pharmaceuticals and the Regents of the University of California. In
addition to claiming lack of informed consent and breach of ‘fidu-
ciary duty’ (the obligation of doctors to act in their patients’ interest
rather than their own) Moore alleged that he had been the victim of a
legal wrong called ‘conversion’, which entails illicit interference with
someone’s rightful property—in this case, Moore’s excised tissue. 

You might say that the profit-making product was no longer
Moore’s property, because the finished cell line created by the
researchers differed from the ‘raw material’ of Moore’s tissue.6 But
the point of the conversion action was to try to establish that laws
about wrongful use of property were still relevant. After all, Moore
had explicitly refused to sign a form saying that he relinquished his
rights to Golde and his collaborators. The fact that Golde had sent
Moore that form implicitly proved that Golde’s side recognised that
Moore had property rights interests in the cell line, about which they
felt uneasy.

Moore’s primary objective was to vindicate his own dignity; his
secondary aim was to stake a claim in the profits generated by the
patent and the cell line. Those goals, however, were only attainable if
the court recognised that there could be such a thing as property
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rights in the body. This was a historic claim. The nearest precedent
was probably Doodeward v. Spence,7 an Australian case in which a
freak show proprietor successfully reclaimed the body of a two-
headed foetus, which had been confiscated by the police. In that 
gruesome instance, however, the tissue donor—the pregnant
woman—was not involved, unlike the Moore action. In the event, the
final court judgment in Moore denied that there were any convincing
precedents supporting the argument that tissue removed from the
body can be called a form of property.8 Nor was the court about to set
one now. Moore failed to establish ownership rights in his tissue.

So what makes you think you own your body?—as Golde’s side
argued, with powerful effect, against Moore. Most people are sur-
prised and somewhat shocked at the thought that Moore might not
have owned his body. Legal doctrines, under both civil and common
law systems, have left us with something of a vacuum. But in fact it is
generally recognised that we do not own our bodies in law: they are
not the subject of property rights in any conventional sense.9

We have a right to give or withhold consent to an operation, cer-
tainly, but that’s a different matter from controlling the use of any tis-
sue removed during the procedure. Once tissue is separated from the
living body, our common law generally assumes either that it has
been abandoned by its original ‘owner’, or that it is and was always res
nullius (no one’s thing), an object belonging to no one when
removed.10 Under previous circumstances, the tissue would have
been presumed to have been removed because it was diseased, and so
of no further value to the person from whom it was extracted. In that
sense, it might conceivably be called ‘waste’, as Golde’s lawyers
argued and as the California Supreme Court accepted. But with the
advent of modern biotechnology, the case is radically altered. 

As the first chapter of this book demonstrated, people’s tissue now
has tremendous potential ‘biovalue’: at least, some forms of tissue
from some people, including T-cells from John Moore. The Califor-
nia Court of Appeal, which ruled in Moore’s favour but was overrid-
den by the majority in the state’s Supreme Court, remarked,
perceptively, that the ‘extraordinary lengths’ to which Golde had
gone in luring Moore back to give specimen after specimen demon-
strated that he certainly didn’t regard Moore’s tissue as junk. The
same could be said about the pressure Golde put on Moore to sign the
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release form: using the ‘waste’ analogy was hypocritical in those cir-
cumstances. At the time the case reached the Supreme Court, the cell
line was valued at three billion dollars. Some junk!

The distinction between the patient’s definite right to withhold
consent to an operation and his lack of any property rights in the tis-
sue taken lay at the heart of the California Supreme Court’s final judg-
ment in Moore’s case. On the consent issue, it seemed abundantly
clear that Moore had been lied to. He was told that extractions of fur-
ther samples were essential to his treatment, which was not true: they
were only crucial to development of the commercial cell line. His
consent to the initial splenectomy was valid, but not the subsequent
consents to the taking of further tissue. 

But did Moore also have a right to be informed about possible
commercial uses of the tissue? Is that a requirement for informed
consent? Or must patients merely be told the medical facts rather
than the commercial ones? That would mean they only had the right
to know about risks, side effects and potential benefits of the 
procedure, rather than details of licensing agreements and clinicians’
personal financial interests. 

Because the standard for informed consent in the United States
is—roughly speaking—what a reasonable patient would want to
know, rather than the more paternalistic English guideline of what a
reasonable doctor would reveal,11 the California Supreme Court felt
able to state that patients did need to know whether their doctors
might be swayed by their own financial interests. ‘The possibility that
an interest extraneous to the patient’s health has affected a physician’s
judgment is something that a reasonable patient would want to know
in deciding whether to consent to a proposed course of treatment.’12

So in the final judgment, Moore was given the right to sue Golde
for failure to obtain informed consent to the further procedures, and
for breach of the doctor’s fiduciary, good-faith duty to put his
patient’s interests above his own. That was as far as the Supreme
Court was willing to go, even though the Court of Appeal had ruled in
Moore’s favour on the property issue. This fiduciary duty approach
can only go so far: it can protect a patient from an individual physi-
cian who acts illicitly, but not from other researchers, employers or
firms who don’t owe the patient a fiduciary duty.13 Moore was 
entitled to know about Golde’s interests in the cell line when he was
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making his decision about whether to give or withhold consent to
extraction of his tissues, but he wasn’t entitled to any such interests
himself. 

However, the Supreme Court justices were radically divided in
their opinions, and their disagreement goes to the core of the debate
in this book. Do markets in human tissue—‘body shopping’—debase
our very humanity? Or is it only fair to allow those who donate 
tissue to profit from it as much as researchers and biotechnology
companies do?

HOW MUCH WORK DOES IT TAKE TO MAKE 
A SPLEEN?

Although the dominant concern in the California Supreme Court’s
decision was preventing impediments to research from any further
lawsuits like Moore’s, at least one judge siding with the majority, Jus-
tice Arabian, did express his fears about ‘the effect on human dignity
of a marketplace in body parts’.14 But in his dissent from the majority
decision, Justice Broussard scoffed that body parts were already being
valued in dollars and cents. Everyone stood to make a profit from
Moore’s tissue—except Moore.

Far from elevating these biological materials above the market, the
majority’s decision simply bars plaintiff [Moore], the source of the
cells, from obtaining the benefit of the cells’ value, but permits defen-
dants [Golde and the university hospital], who allegedly obtained the
cells from plaintiff by improper means, to retain and exploit the full
economic value of their ill-gotten gains free of their ordinary com-
mon law liability for conversion.15

In a view like Broussard’s, ‘human dignity’ is just a smokescreen,
unless it’s backed up with concrete rights. Indeed, the majority in the
Court of Appeal decision, which had found in Moore’s favour, held
that not to grant patients rights of control over their excised tissue
would violate privacy and human dignity.16 You could well argue that
the real assault on human dignity comes from the exploitation of the
vulnerable donor. Justice demands that both those who donate the
raw tissue and those who use their skills to refine it should be
rewarded proportionately, you might think, according to their
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labour. As Justice Mosk, another dissenting judge, wrote in his 
opinion: 

Recognizing a donor’s property rights would prevent unjust enrich-
ment by giving monetary rewards to the donor and researcher propor-
tionate to the value of their respective contributions. Biotechnology
depends on the contributions of both patients and researchers … 
Failing to compensate the patient unjustly enriches the researcher
because only the researcher’s contribution is recognized.17

But how much of a contribution did Moore make to the original
splenectomy, as opposed to the repeat visits to donate other tissue
samples? Those weren’t necessary for his treatment, but the first oper-
ation, to remove his spleen, was clinically essential. He would have
had it anyway, as he acknowledged. So no additional work was
entailed on his part. Neither can he be said to have put any work into
making his own spleen.

Should Moore have been financially rewarded for undergoing an
operation that benefited his health and entailed no actual labour? Was
he wronged by not having been paid? The traditional common law
position is ‘no’: Moore wasn’t exploited, because he got what he wanted
from the splenectomy, a possible cure for his leukaemia. That was
where his true interests lay. Any value attached to the spleen after its
extraction was purely fortuitous. It might even be unfair to reward
Moore for having the good fortune of possessing particularly potent T-
cells, by no dint of his own effort. (Of course we do allow people who
chance to have particularly beautiful bodies and faces to reap rewards
as models or actors, but they might be said to have put more effort into
their appearance—dieting, undergoing plastic surgery, working out at
the gym—than Moore, who had done nothing to produce his T-cells.)

The argument that we should be rewarded for our labour contri-
bution, as made by Justice Mosk, may seem very much common
sense, but like most common sense, it relies on the insights of 
long-dead philosophers. John Locke (1632–1704) is usually seen as
the ultimate source of the belief that we own our bodies, and that
therefore we have a rightful claim to own the results of ‘mixing the
labour’ of our bodies with raw materials. If that is so, and if 
that labour is the primary source of an object’s value, as Marx’s 
conception of exploitation holds, then Justice Mosk is right. 
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But actually it’s not so clear that we do own our bodies unre-
servedly. Self-ownership in the sense of ownership of the physical
body isn’t the crux of Locke’s argument. We own our actions, as
moral agents, but not necessarily our physical bodies. It’s because I
own my actions that I have a rightful claim to the resources or wealth
produced by my actions, not because I own my body. 

Although the conventional belief that we do own our bodies
implicitly rests on Lockean foundations, in fact Locke never says that
we have a property in our physical bodies, but rather that we have a
property in our identities as persons. He is careful to distinguish
between persons and bodies, and between the labour of our bodies
and our bodies themselves, when he says: ‘Every man has a property
in his own person; this nobody has any right to but himself. 
The labour of his body and the work of his hands we may say are 
properly his.’18

What’s mine, then, is the labour but not necessarily the body, the
work but not the hands. We have a title to that with which we have
‘mixed our labour’ because our labour is the expression of our agency
and status as persons, not just because the raw materials have touched
our bodies. The connection isn’t literally between our bodies and the
hoe, flute or pen, but between our skills and the fruit, music or poem
that flow from the labour in which we use those tools.

Further—and this is crucial for property in tissue, body parts or
DNA—we don’t have a property in that which we have not laboured
to create. We don’t own our bodies merely because ‘we’—whoever
that disembodied ‘we’ may be—inhabit them. In Locke’s view, we
don’t own our bodies at all: God does, because he alone created them.
Whether or not we accept Locke’s belief in God, the point remains the
same: if we only own that which we’ve worked to create, then we don’t
own our bodies. (One possible rejoinder—that we do work to main-
tain our bodies, by eating the right foods or going to the gym—
quickly runs into problems. Does that mean that health fanatics own
their bodies, but couch potatoes don’t? Would the judges in a future
Moore case have to work out a sliding scale to assess donors’ claims to
property in their tissue, according to the number of reps on the bicep
press they do every week?)

Moore couldn’t actually be assumed to own his spleen, then,
because he hadn’t worked to create it. In contrast, as the Supreme
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Court majority was keen to point out, Golde and his fellow
researchers had laboured to create the ‘Mo’ cell line, using their
‘human ingenuity’ and ‘inventive effort’. In dissenting from the
Court of Appeal decision that had found in Moore’s favour on the
conversion claim, Justice George had also likened Moore’s spleen to
mere ‘raw material’. It had ‘evolved into something of great value
only through the unusual scientific expertise of the defendants, like
unformed clay or stone transformed by the hands of a master sculp-
tor into a valuable work of art’.19

So on the basis of how much work had gone into the valuable cell
line, it’s by no means clear that the decision in the Moore case was
wrong, although Moore had put more effort into providing other
forms of tissue after the splenectomy than the judges gave him credit
for. But there could be many other reasons for calling the Moore deci-
sion ill-conceived. After all, the logic of the traditional common law
position—that tissue taken from the body is ‘no one’s thing’—works
against Golde as much as against Moore. If human tissue isn’t the sort
of thing that can be owned, patented or subjected to an action in con-
version for recovery of property, then Golde, Quan, UCLA, Genetics
Institute Inc. and Sandoz Pharmaceuticals had no right to the profits
from Moore’s cell line either. ‘No one’s thing’ should mean precisely
what it says. 

That logic would have been devastating for Golde’s side, of course.
But as the dissenting judges at the Supreme Court level pointed 
out, the researchers and university would have been quick to press
theft charges against someone who purloined the Moore cell line
from their premises. So clearly they believed that human tissue in this
form was something capable of being owned. It was hypocritical of
them to deny that Moore could have at least some property rights in
his tissue. 

The California Supreme Court judges, however, decided to allow
utilitarian arguments about overall good consequences for society to
trump claims about an individual patient’s rights. They clearly
wanted to encourage biotechnology research, which they naïvely
depicted as motivated by scientific progress alone. In that pretty pic-
ture, there is no mention of restrictive clauses imposed by drug com-
panies on negative findings being published by researchers, or of
patents taken out by biotechnology companies that hamper other
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researchers who can’t pay the licence fee; yet these abuses exist, as
later chapters of this book will demonstrate. 

Instead, the majority opinion depicted an altruistic model of scien-
tific progress, threatened by Moore’s unseemly greed. ‘At present,’
the majority judges wrote, ‘human cell lines are routinely copied and
distributed to other researchers for experimental purposes, usually
free of charge. This exchange of scientific materials will surely be
compromised if each cell sample becomes the potential subject 
matter of a lawsuit.’ 

So why did the court think that Golde had taken out a patent? The
whole point of patenting is to prevent free and unfettered use of a
researcher’s ‘invention’ without payment under licence. (Whether
we can call a human cell line an ‘invention’ is an important question,
which will also recur in a later chapter of this book.) Indeed, Lori
Andrews, who was involved as an attorney in Moore and similar cases,
has argued that the Supreme Court finding was a sort of self-denying
prophecy. By providing researchers with every incentive to commod-
ify tissues, immune from patients’ lawsuits, it actually made them less
likely to share samples and slowed biomedical research.20

Not only was the court’s view politically blinkered, it’s also logi-
cally contradictory. As the US academic lawyer James Boyle writes of
the Moore decision in his influential book Shamans, Software and
Spleens: 

On the one hand, property rights given to those whose bodies can be
mined for valuable genetic information will hamstring research
because property is inimical to the free exchange of information. On
the other hand, property rights must be given to those who do the
mining.21

The Court of Appeal had taken a more worldly-wise position when
finding in Moore’s favour: ‘If this science has become science for
profit, then we fail to see any justification for excluding the patient
from participation in those profits.’22 Misled by their jejune accep-
tance of an unduly altruistic picture of what goes on in scientific
research, however, the Supreme Court judges in Moore gave almost
all the spoils to one party: the researchers rather than the tissue donor.

After the California Supreme Court decision, Moore and the
defendants settled, on the basis of breach of fiduciary duty, for an
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amount thought to range between $200,000 and $400,000—most of
which vanished in legal fees.23 Still trying to establish the point about
ownership of his cell line, however, Moore appealed to the United
States Supreme Court but failed to obtain a hearing. Both Golde and
Moore are now dead.

DONORS OR DUPES?

Moore had succeeded only in establishing Golde’s breach of the
duties of a doctor, not his ownership rights in tissue taken from his
body. He won on the informed consent and fiduciary duty grounds,
but lost on the property issue. After Moore’s death, a later case,
Greenberg,24 highlighted the inadequacy of relying on informed 
consent and fiduciary duty to protect tissue donors. By the time of the
Greenberg case, twelve years after the final Moore decision, the court
was much more alert to the question of unjust enrichment, but the
donors still wound up feeling duped.

Daniel and Debbie Greenberg had lost two children to the rare
genetic condition Canavan disease, a degenerative brain disorder pri-
marily affecting families of Ashkenazi descent (Jews originally from
Central and Eastern Europe). Approximately one in forty Ashkenazi
Jews is a carrier of the recessive Canavan gene, named for the
researcher Myrtelle Canavan, who first identified the condition in
1931. As with other recessive-gene-related disorders like cystic fibro-
sis, parents can carry the gene without knowing it, because they have
no symptoms themselves. If two carriers have children, each child has
a one in four chance of inheriting two recessive Canavan genes and
displaying the condition. Children who only inherit the dominant
non-Canavan gene from one parent and the Canavan gene from the
other will be carriers themselves but won’t be affected by the disorder.

Canavan disease is one of a group of inherited neurological disor-
ders, including the better known Tay-Sachs disease, which impair
growth of the myelin sheath, the ‘white matter’ of the brain that insu-
lates the nerves. It’s caused by an enzyme deficiency leading to a
chemical imbalance that makes the ‘white matter’ spongy. Children
with Canavan disease cannot crawl, walk, sit or talk; they may also
develop seizures, paralysis and blindness. Most die before puberty;
the condition is always fatal.25
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After the deaths of their children, Jonathan and Amy, the Green-
bergs contacted the genetic researcher Dr Reuben Matalon and con-
vinced him that there was an urgent need to identify the genetic basis
of Canavan disease. Had such a test been available at the time
Jonathan was diagnosed with the fatal condition, the Greenbergs
would not have had to endure the same trauma with Amy, conceived
after Jonathan’s diagnosis. The Greenbergs, determined to prevent
other families from suffering as they had, founded a local branch of an
organisation for parents of children with Tay-Sachs and related dis-
eases, through which they met Dr Matalon. 

Working collaboratively with Matalon over a period of thirteen
years, the Greenbergs helped to build up a research bank containing
tissue from other Canavan children, as well as their own son and
daughter. Locating a total of over 160 other affected families, 
they arranged for samples of urine, blood, skin and even  brain 
tissue to be donated to Matalon for his team’s research into the
genetic basis of Canavan disease. The Greenbergs established a 
database, the Canavan Registry, listing families with a history of the
disease and specifying which tissues had been preserved at autopsy
from those children. They also contributed substantially from their
own purse and helped to raise funds for Canavan researchers
employed by the Miami children’s hospital, including Matalon him-
self. ‘All the time we viewed it as a partnership,’ David Greenberg said
afterwards.26

They were mistaken. Without the Greenbergs’ knowledge—just as
in John Moore’s case—the hospital at which Dr Matalon worked
took out a comprehensive patent in 1997: US patent number
5,679,635, covering the gene coding for Canavan disease, diagnostic
screening methods and kits for carrier and antenatal testing. Two
years later, the hospital began to collect royalties from the patented
genetic test, claiming that as a non-profit-making body—ironically
enough—it needed to recoup its outlay on research. That was a piece
of effrontery, since the initial seed money had actually been provided
by parents like the Greenbergs and by the charitable Canavan Foun-
dation, but standard pleading in medical research. It’s a good reason
to be sceptical of the claim that companies and researchers need to
make profits in order to make good their losses, where start-up
research funding is actually provided by the public purse.
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By this time, the genetic test for Canavan disease was recom-
mended by the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
for all Jewish women of Central and Eastern European descent—a
sizeable market. Although the royalty was ‘reasonably’ priced at
$12.50 per test, it was still too much for the Canavan Foundation,
which had previously offered free testing. This, and other commu-
nity-based screening programmes, had already helped to reduce the
incidence of the disease by 90 per cent.

Now other parents would have to pay to find out whether their
children might suffer from the condition, even though the Green-
bergs and other Canavan parents had freely contributed the tissue,
money and time that made the patent possible. Furthermore, the hos-
pital attached a number of additional conditions, limiting the num-
ber of laboratories that could perform the tests and the number of
tests to be performed annually. As a result, many laboratories stopped
offering the diagnostic test altogether to parents trying to establish
whether they were carriers.27 Children who would suffer from Cana-
van disease were now being born unnecessarily, to a short life of suf-
fering: precisely the outcome the Greenbergs had hoped to avoid for
other families. In fact, it would have been better if they had never
taken the initiative to get research started on the disease that killed
their children. Now doctors were even barred, by the terms of the
patent, from diagnosing Canavan disease through traditional meth-
ods not involving genetic testing.

In October 2000, the Canavan families and associated charities
filed a lawsuit alleging breach of informed consent, breach of fidu-
ciary duty, fraudulent concealment and unjust enrichment. Led by
Daniel Greenberg and David Green, the plaintiffs (those bringing the
action) also included the Canavan Foundation and the National Tay-
Sachs and Allied Diseases Association. The hospital, together with Dr
Matalon, were cited as respondents. The plaintiffs alleged that had
they known that Matalon and the hospital intended to commercialise
the discovery, they would either have withheld the samples and fund-
ing they provided, or found another researcher who had no such per-
sonal interests in mind. Such idealistic scientists do of course exist: for
example, Francis Collins and his colleagues at the University of
Michigan—the researchers who identified the gene coding for cystic
fibrosis—decided to prohibit restrictive licensing agreements. 
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(Cystic fibrosis, another recessive genetic condition, is the most com-
mon inherited disorder affecting Caucasians.)

Three years later, in September 2003, the parties finally reached a
confidential settlement, following the 2002 ruling of a court in
Florida. Although that agreement was hardly an out-and-out victory
for the Greenberg camp, which won only on the unjust enrichment
claim, neither was it as clear-cut a victory for the forces of commer-
cialisation of human tissue as Moore.

The other charges against Matalon and the hospital failed. Because
not even the Greenbergs, still less the other families, had actually been
Dr Matalon’s patients, the court ruled that informed consent did not
apply. This was not a one-to-one therapeutic relationship. Fiduciary
duty, the grounds on which Moore had won, couldn’t protect anyone
but a patient; the Canavan parents weren’t Matalon’s patients. The
individualistic slant of medical law, which does tend to focus nar-
rowly on the doctor-patient dyad, is ill-equipped to deal with the
wider sorts of research and corporate interests in cases like Greenberg.

But at least the starry-eyed view of altruistic science that shaped the
Moore judgment was a little less prevalent by the time of Greenberg. In
the latter case, it was quite clear that genetic patents could impede
medical progress rather than facilitate it. If the Miami hospital
insisted on a licence fee for other institutions wanting to perform
diagnostic screening and clinical research, both Canavan families and
scientific progress could and would suffer. The settlement exempted
research doctors and scientists seeking a cure for Canavan disease
from having to pay any royalty fee to the Miami hospital. A number
of licensed laboratories were also granted an exemption from having
to pay a fee for patients having the diagnostic test. 

In return for these concessions, however, the plaintiffs had to agree
not to challenge the hospital’s ownership of the Canavan gene patent.
The hospital was permitted to continue to license and collect royalty
fees for clinical testing, except from exempted labs. It was little won-
der that commentators generally reckoned that the Canavan decision
still favoured researchers over tissue donors, just like the Moore
case.28 Although the hospital administrator who announced the set-
tlement congratulated all parties on having united to fight the com-
mon enemy, Canavan disease, most of the spoils went to the
hospital.29
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So did most of the legal points in argument about whether there
can be such a thing as property in the body. Again, the attempt to
make a case for ‘conversion’ failed, because the Greenberg court still
wouldn’t accept that there was a property interest in body tissues or
genetic material donated for research. If the plaintiffs didn’t have a
property in the donated tissues, then the respondents couldn’t be
guilty of interfering with that property. Following the majority judg-
ment of the California Supreme Court, the judges in Greenberg
resisted the notion that anyone other than the hospital or researchers
could have a property interest in the Canavan patent and tissue bank. 

Moore didn’t labour to create his spleen, so on a Lockean basis
there was no very good reason to say that he had a property in his tis-
sue. But the Greenbergs and other Canavan families had put time,
money and effort into creating the tissue bank on which Matalon’s
research crucially depended. Indeed, the whole thing was their idea:
Matalon didn’t possess any particular skills or interest in the genetic
basis of Canavan disease, nor was he already working in the area. In
fact, his group had already been refused funding from the National
Institutes of Health because they had no track record in genetic
research. 

In 1999, the question about whether there can be property in the
body had also been raised in the UK, when a sculptor, Kelly, made a
brazen and rather cunning claim. Although he admitted to having
taken preserved body parts from the Royal College of Surgeons with-
out their consent, he said he had committed no theft of property—
because there is no such thing in common law as property in the
body. The College succeeded in recovering the body parts on the basis
of a Lockean argument, that its members had invested their skills and
labour in preserving them.30 However, unlike members of the Royal
College, Matalon possessed no particular expertise in the area where
he was claiming property rights.

‘So it turns out that the money and research skills were totally
replaceable,’ commented the US bioethicist Jon Merz. ‘The only
thing that was absolutely required in order to make the discovery was
the participation of those families.’31 In fact, the families’ claim was so
unusually strong, and their legal action so well organised, that it’s
hard to envision any future case resolving in favour of tissue donors
and their families, if the Greenbergs and their allies lost.
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The judge in Greenberg did recognise that the plaintiffs had con-
tributed substantially enough to claim unjust enrichment; Matalon
and the hospital didn’t deserve all the spoils. 

The complaint has alleged more than just a donor-donee relation-
ship for the purposes of an unjust enrichment claim. Rather, the facts
paint a picture of a continuing research collaboration that involved
Plaintiffs also investing time and significant resources in the race to
isolate the Canavan gene. There, given the facts as alleged, the Court
finds that Plaintiffs have sufficiently plied the requisite elements of an
unjust enrichment claim.32

Unjust enrichment, in this sense, meant that one party had freely con-
ferred a benefit on another, but that the recipient had gained finan-
cially from the benefit without paying for it. That, the court held, was
inequitable—a form of exploitation, you might say. In the Moore
case, Justice Mosk had likewise raised the issue of unjust enrichment
in his dissent: ‘Recognizing a donor’s property rights would prevent
unjust enrichment by giving monetary rewards to the donor and
researcher proportionate to the value of their respective contribu-
tions.’ But of course he was in a minority. 

Here, in the Greenberg case, tissue donors might possibly see some
basis for attempts to share in the proceeds, even without enjoying
full-fledged property rights. In that sense, the decision in the Canavan
case does represent an advance on the final opinion in Moore, but it
still left the Greenbergs and other similarly situated patients and fam-
ilies without a firm right in the patent.  That’s very odd: if they were
entitled to some of the spoils, it must have been on the same basis as
Dr Matalon—of having put labour into the patent. If that effort was
enough to ground a property interest for one side, the researchers,
why not for the families?

Perhaps the issue just didn’t arise in the same terms as in the earlier
case. Moore was openly seeking a share of the profits from the ‘Mo’
cell line. The Canavan families and foundation primarily wanted
control rather than money—the power to exempt diagnostic labora-
tories and researchers from having to pay a licence fee, to keep the
database and the genetic sequence in the public domain. Although
the plaintiffs did also file for damages of $75,000—fairly small beer by
American standards—they were motivated benevolently, by the
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desire to assist the foundation. After all, that’s why they had agreed to
assist Dr Matalon in the first place, to help families at risk from 
Canavan disease. They assumed everyone else’s motives would be as
philanthropic as their own.33

No doubt that’s why they felt sufficiently betrayed to start legal
proceedings—just as Moore had, by Dr Golde’s breach of fiduciary
duty. In terms of the two possible senses of exploitation we explored
in the previous chapter, they felt abused not by the financial imbal-
ance in value between what they put in and what they got back, but by
the way in which the dignity and value of their children’s lives were
ignored in favour of making money. Laurie Rosenow, an attorney on
the plaintiffs’ side, identified this motivation explicitly, stating that
the Canavan families ‘have charged their rights were violated because
they were misused by researchers for financial gain’.34 As David
Greenberg described his feelings: ‘What the hospital has done is a 
desecration of the good that has come from our children’s short lives.
I can’t look at it any other way’.35

The bottom line is that the Canavan families gave freely of their
time, money and beloved children’s tissue—perhaps the ultimate
gift. In a way, their loss was even greater than Moore’s, and their trust
in the altruistic purposes of the collaboration even more obviously
abused. When a gift’s purpose is misused this way, it negates the very
value of giving. Yet throughout the biotechnology sector, it is increas-
ingly assumed that donors of tissue or genetic data will give freely,
without conditions or recompense. No such restrictions apply to the
tissue banks or biotech firms, who can make full commercial use of
the gift. As Robert Cook-Deegan of the Kennedy Institute of Ethics at
Georgetown University has commented: ‘We have a system where the
research participants are treated as pure altruists but everyone else is
treated as a pure capitalist.’36

Altruism is a good thing, of course, but one-way altruism smacks of
exploitation and engenders mistrust, which actually undermines
altruism. Presuming that patients will be donors, but making them
feel like dupes, will kill the goose that lays the golden eggs. This psy-
chological reality is what many utilitarian commentators miss when
they argue that scientific progress must come first and that the con-
sent of patients and families should simply be presumed.37 That cal-
lous approach will inevitably backfire, as it did in the Greenberg case. 
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Unless a gift of tissue is shown proper respect—which doesn’t just
mean payment—appeals for tissue in the name of scientific progress
will fall on cynical ears. ‘You don’t want research subjects to feel
embittered and betrayed,’ as one academic commentator remarks.
‘In the long run, for research with human subjects to survive, those
human subjects have to feel that they’ve been treated fairly.’38 Surveys
are already beginning to show that the public suspects that biotech-
nology is dominated by the profit motive, rather than concern for
their welfare.39

Nearly forty years ago, the sociologist Richard Titmuss wrote an
influential book, The Gift Relationship, which argued that altruistic
systems of blood collection were both morally and practically super-
ior to paid ones.40 Contrasting what was then a largely paid system in
the United States with an almost entirely voluntary one in the United
Kingdom, Titmuss demonstrated that rates of blood-borne illness
were lower in the UK (because underprivileged blood sellers in the US
were more likely to have illnesses such as hepatitis) and that there was
a national sense of pride in the UK blood collection system. That
strong sense of identification with the National Health Service and
the public blood donation system, he argued, both flowed from and
helped to perpetuate ‘the gift relationship’. Idealistic as that may
sound, there was practical truth in it: my husband has so far donated
his rare Group A rhesus negative blood forty-eight times, while both
his mother and grandmother managed more than fifty donations
each.

Titmuss is now thoroughly out of academic vogue, and the gift
relationship is more honoured in the breach than the observance,
although it is much trumpeted in official statements. Even on the
political left, commentators argue that fractionation and commodifi-
cation of blood products, even in the UK system, indicate that no
purely altruistic system of tissue collection can long survive in late
capitalism.41 Further to the right, some writers openly and positively
advocate the sale and purchase of stem cells and other tissues.42

Mixed private and public systems of organ and blood procurement
now prevail in both the US and the UK. The squalid picture of ‘ooze
for booze’ no longer applies in the US, in part because Titmuss’s book
did lead to reforms of the blood supply system. In the UK, however,
NHS control over the blood supply system is mediated through 
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private suppliers, and many recipients distrust any but their own
blood after the scare over BSE (‘mad cow’ disease). The African-
American writer Michelle Goodwin asserts that a similar mistrust
prevails among black Americans, because of medical scandals such as
the Tuskegee study, in which poor black men were allowed to die
from untreated syphilis for fraudulent research purposes. She favours
a modified market system in organs instead.43

Some institutional observers believe that whether tissue is sold for
profit matters less than whether it is sold to government agencies or
other rational bureaucracies, rather than to private buyers in a 
free-for-all.44 Other more theoretical writers, including the enor-
mously influential Jacques Derrida, scoff at the very notion of gift,
‘deconstructing’ it altogether.45

Gift requires counter-gift, as anthropologists widely recognise.46

For the donor, giving is always about reciprocity, getting something
back in return, even if the reciprocal satisfaction is a philanthropic
sense of having contributed to the public good. Where a gift provokes
further taking instead, and a sense of being duped—as in the Green-
berg case—the whole structure of the gift relationship totters. One
side cannot go on giving indefinitely while being taken baldly for
granted. A genuine gift relationship also imposes responsibilities on
the recipient. 

If that notion were taken seriously, biotechnology firms,
researchers and funders would urgently need to find new models of
collaboration with tissue donors. In later chapters, we will look at
some possible substitutes for an increasingly hollow and one-sided
gift relationship. Because a few easily cultured cell lines like ‘Mo’ and
‘HeLa’ predominate in most laboratories, it would not actually be
that difficult to give the originators of such cell lines, or their families,
the control they seek.47 And in most cases it is control rather than
profit that they’re after: Moore only sought a share in the profits
because his attorneys could think of no other way to frame his
ground-breaking case than as an action in conversion. 

Before we cede ground to the demand that private organ sales
should be allowed because donors are increasingly unwilling to give,
we ought to try to give those who donate rather than sell their tissue
the respect and control they deserve. ‘Only connect,’ as the novelist
E.M. Forster wrote. Organ-donor families have organised reunions
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between recipients’ and donors’ kin, creating a modern form of the
reciprocity that typifies gift.48 Other forms of mutual respect and con-
nection, this time between researchers and donors, might involve no
more than periodically recontacting donors and allowing them to
give or refuse consent to particular uses of their tissue, or to private
versus public research collaborations. The ‘conditional gift’ approach
is well worth trying and is already being tried in some quarters.49 Why
not? University endowments to provide a particular facility, or wills
which impose conditions on beneficiaries, are well-established exam-
ples. Another possibility is joint patenting between patients and
researchers, with profits flowing back into further research. The PXE
International Foundation, set up by parents of children with the
inherited disease pseudoxanthoma elasticum, provides an example of
a possible middle way between pure altruism and pure capitalism.

So is the gift relationship still relevant? Actually, more so than ever,
provided it’s genuine. The altruistic psychology of gift still matters
hugely to donors like the Greenbergs, and underpins the sense of
injustice they felt when their gift was abused. The language of gift is
now used to camouflage what is really exploitation, as when consent
forms stipulate that tissue donors will have no further share in the
profits from their tissue. Researchers, biotechnology companies and
funding bodies certainly don’t think the gift relationship is irrelevant;
they do their very best to promote donors’ belief in it, although it’s a
one-way gift relationship. What is really egg barter or sale, as we saw
in Chapter One, is euphemistically called donation by the buyers.
And in the next chapter, we will look at how commercial firms also
employ the rhetoric of gift in a new form—the gift of umbilical cord
blood.
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3
‘With love at Christmas—a 

set of stem cells’

Christmas shopping for the unborn baby has never been easy. How-
ever, stem cell technology may have brought what is possibly this
year’s most original gift. For a mere £1,250, it is possible to harvest
stem cells from the umbilical cord at birth and store them, frozen, for
up to twenty-five years. ‘Stem cells are not just for life—they’re for
Christmas’, said Shamshad Ahmed, managing director of Smart
Cells International, a company offering stem cell gift certificates as a
new line this year. He has sold the idea to fifty customers so
far—mainly grandparents who want their descendants to have access
to stem cells’ healing powers, in the event of illness or injury.1

Asum of £1,250 to ensure a child’s future health: wouldn’t every
prospective parent who could possibly afford it want to store

cord blood cells for the new baby? Stem cells extracted from cord
blood can now be stored in private banks, in the hope that stem cell
technologies will have advanced enough in the child’s lifetime for
them to come in handy. As an Australian father said of his decision to
‘bank’ with the firm Cryocite: ‘I think it’s quite clear that this tech-
nology is moving very quickly, and for not a huge amount of money,
in fact quite a small amount of money, it’s a good punt.’2

What is this technology, and what are its supposed benefits? It’s
been discovered that umbilical cord blood contains haematopoietic
(blood-making) stem cells, similar to but fewer in number than 
those found in bone marrow, although even more flexible in their
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potential. These cells are what is called pluripotent, that is, capable of
differentiating into a number of other tissues. Embryonic stem cells,
which were first developed into separate cell lines by researchers at
the University of Wisconsin in 1998, are the most flexible of all: gen-
uinely totipotent, capable of making any other form of tissue. Umbil-
ical cord blood comes a close second. Although the stem cells are
present only in very low frequencies, it’s thought they may have the
potential to develop into many different types of tissue, including
cartilage, fat, liver and heart cells as well as blood.3 If the methods used
in other stem technologies to encourage cell lines to grow are applied
to cord blood, then possibly those cells could also be cultured into a
wide range of tissues.

Bone marrow transplants are already used for certain blood dis-
eases, such as leukaemia. Umbilical cord blood from other donors has
also been used for similar purposes,4 but more excitingly, it might
additionally have the potential to be turned into a number of other
forms of tissue matched to the donor herself. The potential advantage
of stem cells taken from the cord blood at birth is that they would be
tissue-matched to the baby, avoiding the problem of immune rejec-
tion that might arise from a transplant from another person. So, in
theory—and it is still very much in theory—taking umbilical cord
blood could provide the baby with a personal ‘spare parts kit’ for later
life. And for people who object to embryonic stem cell research
because they view it as killing embryos, umbilical cord blood appears
to offer an ethically acceptable alternative.

In the United Kingdom, mothers can already bank cord blood in
public repositories for transplantation, although most mothers may
never have heard of that possibility, unless they happen to give birth
in one of a few selected maternity units. The tissue types of both cord
blood and bone marrow donors are available for matches anywhere
in the world, including of course for the infant herself. 

The public NHS Cord Blood Bank does also allow for ‘directed
donation’ to at-risk families. Some doctors ask the public bank to
store cord blood from infants born into families affected by a known
genetic disease, where cord blood transplants can help. If these cells
are compatible, they can be used in future for that child or a sibling.
(The well-publicised phenomenon of the ‘saviour sibling’, deliber-
ately conceived so that their cord blood can help an existing child,
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shows that compatible cord blood from siblings can be of definite
benefit, for example in potentially fatal blood disorders.5) This altru-
istic cord blood banking service has been available since 1996,
although it’s currently restricted to four hospitals. What’s new is the
burgeoning of commercial cord blood banks. 

When human tissue is an investment opportunity for Richard
Branson, you know it’s become just as much of an object of com-
merce as mobile phones, CDs or train tickets. Virgin’s decision in
February 2007 to set up a new business in umbilical cord blood bank-
ing is just another example of body shopping—although in this case,
the tissue isn’t sold to someone else, but back to the baby’s parents.
The Virgin Health Bank, a £10 million venture, is partly funded by the
biotechnology venture capital fund Merlin Biosciences.

Branson’s target is every couple expecting a baby—a huge market,
at a cost of £1,500 for each baby. Four-fifths of the sample will be
pooled for others’ use and one-fifth retained for the baby—a minus-
cule amount, considering that the valuable cells only occur at very low
frequencies. Capitalising, in every sense, on the fact that there are only
four NHS cord blood banks and that their activities aren’t well
known, Branson plans to charge parents for the chance to be altruis-
tic—which mothers who have access to an NHS cord blood bank can
already do, without having to pay £1,500 for the privilege.

Branson is by no means the only corporate player, even if Virgin is
the biggest one. Stem cells from umbilical cord blood aren’t just for
babies—they’re for business. Commercial cord blood banks are not
only on the rise in the United Kingdom, but also throughout the rest
of Europe, as well as the United States. Often there is no bright line
between their activities and those of their public counterparts. For
example, the director of the non-profit Dusseldorf CB Bank is a sci-
entific advisor and member of the board of directors of the profit-
making firm Kourion Therapeutics AG, which estimates that the total
cell therapy market in Germany will exceed $30 billion by the end of
this decade. Kourion, in turn, was recently taken over by the US firm
Viacell, parent company of the Viacord private cord blood bank.6

The potential market for umbilical cord blood banking is huge:
every prospective mother, her partner and their own parents, in the
classes and countries wealthy enough to afford it. Even developing
countries like India are sprouting commercial banks for their 
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wealthier citizens—at 59,500 rupees ($1,321), their very much
wealthier citizens.7

Tinged with the glamour of stem cell technologies, cord blood
banking apparently offers our children the proverbial elixir of youth.
Supposedly, according to Catherine Waldby and Robert Mitchell, it:

... allows them to live in a double biological time. The body will age
and change, lose its self-renewing power and succumb to illnesses of
various kinds. The banked fragment, frozen and preserved from
deterioration, can literally remake a crucial part of the account
holder’s body: the blood system.8

Here is an ancient incantation, even if the technology is modern. The
myth of the infinitely regenerative body, the dream that every biolog-
ical loss can be repaired—these are powerful hopes, especially when
we hold them not on our own behalf, but for our children and chil-
dren’s children. 

But if it’s such a ‘good punt’, involving a comparatively small
amount of money, why does the UK Royal College of Obstetricians
and Gynaecologists generally advise against taking cord blood for
commercial banking? The college was particularly worried about
banking cord blood for premature babies, babies delivered by Cae-
sarean section and twin births, but it was also troubled that in other
cases, too, delivery room staff might be diverted from their main tasks
at a critical moment. Overall, the College was very sceptical about
whether the speculative benefits outweigh the known risks. 

‘TOTALLY SAFE AND HARMLESS’?

The collection immediately after the birth of your baby is totally
painless for mother and baby and does not present any risk. It is com-
pletely non invasive [sic]. The collection of the blood is only done
AFTER the baby has been delivered. A small prick in the umbilical
cord enables the blood to be collected ...9

The collection of these precious stem cells is totally safe and harmless
to both mother and newborn …10

It’s widely assumed that taking cord blood poses no threat to mother
or baby, but that is in fact a false assumption, although the commer-
cial cord blood banks do their very best to encourage it. Nor is the
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‘pay-off’ from the ‘punt’ quite so attractive as the advocates of 
private banking claim. As the Royal College warns, ‘despite the
amount of interest in the field, the therapeutic role for such cells
remains speculative’.11 Let’s begin with the risks to the mother, then
look at risks to the baby, before evaluating the countervailing 
benefits.

Contrary to the cheerful impression given by commercial cord
blood banks and echoed by a surprising number of otherwise well-
informed ethical and legal scholars, the collection of umbilical cord
blood normally takes place during childbirth, not afterwards. All 
but one of the private UK banks12 prefer to extract the blood during
the third stage of labour, between the delivery of the baby and that 
of the placenta, because more blood can be obtained that way.12 As 
far as the mother is concerned, childbirth is not over after the baby
has been delivered. In fact, the greatest risks to her lie in the third
stage, since postpartum haemorrhage is the main cause of maternal
death.

What exactly are these risks? The most obvious is that delivery
room staff will be distracted from their main tasks. The first breath,
foetal adaptation to the outside world and safe expulsion of the pla-
centa are all complex processes. In the crucial and chancy third stage
of labour, as thoughout childbirth, doctors’ and midwives’ primary
duty of care is to the mother and baby, not to the priorities of a cord
blood bank. They aren’t employees of the blood bank, but profes-
sionals with a professional duty to perform. If parents or grandpar-
ents have signed a contract with a private blood bank, however,
pressure may be brought on delivery room staff to fulfil it.

Because only a tiny fraction of the cells in cord blood are actually
stem cells, capable of developing into many different forms of tissue,
the private bank’s interest lies in extracting as much cord blood as
possible.13 (In other words, they’re not all ‘magical’, so to be sure
you’ve got the ‘charmed’ ones, you need to take quite a lot.) Studies
indicate that more blood, with higher stem cell counts, is obtained if
the blood is collected while the placenta is still attached to the uterus,
rather than after it’s been expelled, and that there is also less possibil-
ity of infection.14

However, the mother needs a speedy and safe third stage of deliv-
ery, to minimise the risk of haemorrhage. There is some conflict
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between that requirement for the mother and the baby’s need for the
highest possible blood flow through the cord, although there the evi-
dence is mixed. What seems quite clear is that the greatest conflict lies
between the interests of either the mother or the baby, and that of the
commercial cord blood bank. That conflict of interests exists even
where public banking is concerned, but because there is less pressure
to obtain as much blood as possible when the blood is going to be
pooled, the conflict is less serious.

To see how greatly a birth involving extraction of cord blood differs
from the ‘usual’ birth, let’s sketch in the contours of a normal third
stage of delivery. In an ‘expectant management’ third stage of labour,
the baby remains attached to the umbilical cord, while blood contin-
ues to pulse for several minutes between the bodies of mother and
child. The placenta would usually be delivered within thirty minutes
to one hour and would then be separated from the cord. This process
mimics that of other mammalian deliveries, where mother and baby
lie still while waiting for the placenta to appear.

In ‘active management’ of the third stage, oxytoxic drugs are
administered to hasten the separation of the placenta from the 
uterus, just as the baby’s front shoulder appears. (Oxytocin in its 
natural form is a hormone secreted by the pituitary gland to initiate
labour, stimulate contractions of the uterus and begin the process of
lactation.) The baby takes a few breaths, the cord is clamped and cut
soon thereafter, and the placenta is delivered by gentle pulling on 
the cord. 

The greatest quantities of cord blood, however, are only obtained
when the placenta is still in the uterus and the cord has been clamped
immediately, even before the baby’s first breath. This process would
contravene current standards of good practice in the third stage
under either expectant or active management. Clamping the cord
before the baby’s first breath obviously contradicts the more ‘natural’
form of delivery, expectant management. Active management
includes clamping the cord, but after the baby has taken her first
breaths.

Leaving the placenta attached to the wall of the uterus risks haem-
orrhage, the greatest cause of maternal death. That’s why the balance
of medical advice now favours routine administration of an oxytoxic
drug, to stimulate contractions of the uterine muscles and ensure
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quick, clean delivery of the placenta.15 Together with early clamping
of the umbilical cord—while it’s still pulsing—oxytoxic drug admin-
istration also reduces the length of the third stage of labour. No harm
to the baby has been found to result.

The only harm from this procedure, in fact, is to the profits of the
cord blood banks. To get the most blood possible, the umbilical cord
has to be pulsing actively, meaning that the placenta still has to be
attached to the womb. In a randomised clinical trial conducted by the
private cord blood bank Eurocord, 100 collections made while the
cord was still attached were compared with 100 taken after the pla-
centa had separated. Significantly more blood was collected while the
placenta was still attached to the uterine wall.16

In public banks, there is less pressure to maximise the donation,
since cord blood is immunologically naïve: that is, lacking a strong
response to tissue from another body, making pooled donations
effective and allowing less perfect tissue matching for a transplant 
to succeed. A private bank, by contrast, will want to take as large a
sample as possible, for ‘security’ and so that those benevolent grand-
parents feel that their Christmas present represents value for money.

Private blood banks have an obvious incentive to want more blood
rather than less. Cryo-Care, for example, prides itself on obtaining
not one but two lots of blood, ‘for added security’. Whose security is
served remains a moot point—certainly not the mother’s. As a
woman who has undergone childbirth twice herself, I wrote in an 
earlier article:

The final stage of labour often sees the mother exhausted by pain and
effort, only eager to conclude the business at hand by expelling the
placenta, and to have her baby with her. She may well also have to
undergo painful stitching of the perineum, if an episiotomy has been
performed. How can it possibly be part of the doctor’s duty of care 
to impose an additional burden on her by performing cord blood
collection?17

From the viewpoint of risks to the mother, the evidence is limpidly
clear: against taking cord blood. But you might argue that if a woman
knowingly takes additional risks to benefit her child, that’s wholly
admirable. Unfortunately, it also looks as if the risks to the baby are
greater than the benefits.
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BENEFITS OR RISKS FOR THE BABY?

Unimaginable possibilities … A once in a lifetime opportunity …
Saving something that may conceivably save his or her life someday
… Like freezing a spare immune system …18

Cord blood stem cells are a miracle of nature that are only available
once in a lifetime.19

‘Our son Joseph is cured … The cord blood saved my son.’20

Commercial cord blood banks play up the speculative future benefits
to the baby, but keep silent about the much better-established risks
imposed by taking cord blood at the moment of birth. After all, pre-
sumably there is some physiological benefit in the blood still flowing
from the placenta: it’s ‘nature’s way’. Although the private banks’ lit-
erature gives the impression that cord blood is merely a waste prod-
uct, clamping at an early stage and preventing the full flow of blood
may well deprive the newborn of something valuable. Delayed
clamping can provide the infant with an additional 30 per cent 
blood volume and up to 60 per cent more red blood cells. That extra
flow of cord blood results in additional iron stores, less chance of
anaemia later in infancy, higher red blood cell flow to vital organs,
better adaptation of the heart and lungs and raised likelihood of suc-
cessful breastfeeding.21

The benefits are especially marked for premature babies. In a sys-
tematic review of seven studies, involving a total of 297 infants,
delayed cord clamping for premature babies was found to improve
their overall health, resulting in fewer transfusions for anaemia or low
blood pressure.22 One might assume that, for premature babies in
particular, any blood removed is taken at a cost to the infant’s health.
Immediate clamping—which produces the most blood for bank-
ing—has also been reported to result in brain haemorrhage for 
premature infants, although it appears to be less harmful for full-
term babies.23 Some doctors doubt whether it is right to take any
blood from the newborn because the long-term effects are still
unknown; after all, cord blood transfusion is only a relatively recent
phenomenon.24

Summing up, there are substantial risks to mother and infant from
the strategy that produces the most blood for collection and storage.
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Those to the mother are more obvious, but those to premature babies
in particular are also well documented. Given that the first duty of a
doctor is to ‘do no harm’, it’s no wonder that the Royal College of
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists advises its members to be cautious
about cord blood collection. 

But what about the possibility of therapeutic gains from cord blood
to the baby or others? If the benefits are really as great as they’re
cracked up to be, they might outweigh the risks—and you might
argue that the calculation of risks and benefits should be up to the
mother. The problem is that mothers are being bombarded with
highly misleading information. 

A transfusion of  the baby’s own cord blood may not be the miracle
cure touted in the banks’ leaflets, so readily available in your local
surgery or antenatal clinic. In fact, the consensus in the medical liter-
ature is that in the very unlikely event—about one in 20,000—of a
cord blood transplant being advised, the patient would be better off
using pooled blood from a public cord blood bank, rather than their
own blood banked privately at birth. Those benevolent parents or
grandparents may not be doing the new baby any service, and might
also be putting both mother and child at additional risk during the
delivery. 

The private cord blood banks often list a very wide range of diseases
and disorders supposedly treatable with cord blood stem cells. Before
their usefulness in other non-blood-related conditions can be
known, however, we need a much stronger evidence base and proper
clinical trials. But that doesn’t stop the commercial cord blood banks
from making claims like: ‘The current research indicates many areas
where UCB [umbilical cord blood] stem cells may be used in everyday
circumstances. Examples include cardiovascular disease, degenera-
tive neurological conditions, tissue and organ engineering and dia-
betes.’25 There’s more than a whiff of wishful thinking here, and of
preying on vulnerable people who suffer from these other conditions,
or who know someone close to them who does.

It’s true that there have recently been some encouraging but very
preliminary results about the use of foetally derived stem cells in
treating heart, spine and brain diseases.26 Some of these studies were
done in animals, so they’re a long way from being proved or approved
for humans. For many of the conditions listed by commercial banks,
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such as osteoporosis or immunodeficiencies, there is actually little or
no evidence of any benefit. 

Unless a family has a history of blood disorders, there is only a one
in 20,000 chance that the infant will need her own blood during her
first twenty years of life.27 Blood disorders are the area in which cord
blood transplants are best established, dating back to a case of 
Fanconi’s anaemia in 1986.28 (In this rare, genetically linked disease,
bone marrow failure develops between the ages of five and ten, and
the chances of survival are poor.) Cord blood continues to be most
useful in cases like this, or in leukaemia and other haematological
cancers, where it can lessen patients’ dependence on bone marrow
transplants. 

But even in these cases, your own blood isn’t necessarily the best.
Contrary to intuition, the blood of others (an ‘allogeneic’ transplant
from someone whose tissue matches that of the patient) may be clin-
ically better for the patient than her own (an ‘autologous’ trans-
plant).29 Somehow, it seems that an allogeneic transplant increases
the immune response and lessens the patient’s chances of relapse after
bone marrow transplantation.30 There aren’t any statistics yet for
transplants involving cord blood rather than bone marrow, but it
seems likely that the same logic would apply. If the source of the dis-
order is ‘in the blood’—genetically based—the baby’s own blood
might even do more harm than good.31

That one child in 20,000 who will need a cord blood transplant is
also unlikely to be able to rely just on the sample taken at birth. The
‘once in a lifetime’ opportunity might turn out to be a cruel illusion.
A single sample is unlikely to be enough to treat any person who
weighs over fifty kilogrammes, which would include most adults.32

The median total stem cell yield of one cord blood unit is less than half
the dose generally used in transplants. In the case of Branson’s bank,
which plans to store only one-fifth of the blood taken for the child’s
private use, the ratio is more like one-tenth (that is, one-fifth times
one-half). 

So parents who pay £1,500 to use the Branson bank will probably
need to ‘go public’ in the end, supplementing the child’s own blood
with that of other tissue-matched donors, most likely from a public
cord blood bank. Private health services are often accused of piggy-
backing on public ones, using staff trained at public expense or 
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facilities provided by the state. Private cord blood banking brings this
point about free-riding home in a particularly acute clinical way. In
addition to the need for doubling up with public blood, private banks
such as Virgin want to use NHS staff to collect the blood—although
the RCOG guidelines stipulate that collection must be done by a
trained third party not involved in the delivery, so as not to divert the
attention of doctors, midwives and nurses at a critical moment.

Let’s recap: mothers in labour are being put at additional risk, for
benefits to their babies which are largely speculative, in order to make
profits for private cord blood banks. Privately banked blood is actu-
ally less clinically effective than pooled, publicly banked blood for the
very few babies who will ever require a transplant. Getting your own
blood isn’t necessarily a good idea, particularly if the disorder being
treated is ‘in the blood’ to begin with, as in a genetic condition, or in
cases where pre-leukaemic mutations or leukaemia cells are already
present in the cord blood of children who later develop that illness.33

The medical case against private cord blood banking is largely damn-
ing. In fact, it’s the twenty-first-century equivalent of Titmuss’s argu-
ment about the ‘gift relationship’: for those who still want to give,
altruistic donation is both clinically and ethically superior.

When Richard Branson announced the Virgin cord blood bank at
a press conference in February 2007, he remarked: ‘We are dealing
with those [stem cells] taken from umbilical cord blood, which is nor-
mally discarded after a child is born. Using these cells as treatment
presents no ethical issues.’34 No ethical issues? Playing on expectant
parents’ sense of guilt if they haven’t done everything possible for
their baby could be seen as a form of emotional blackmail, when the
evidence shows that cord blood extraction may harm both mother
and baby and that the banked blood is unlikely to do any good. That,
beyond doubt, is an ethical issue, particularly when we consider that
only wealthier parents can afford to bank their infant’s blood pri-
vately. That blood then becomes a sort of consumer good or venture
capital, for the use of one person alone—unlike the public blood
banks, open for all to use. 

Public cord blood banking is still limited in scope, but it’s growing.
World-wide, by 2003, there were already over 70,000 units of placen-
tal blood stored in public banks, with an international search facility
available to match blood samples with recipients. Even in the United
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States, public banking has been established in twenty-two individual
repositories such as the New York Blood Center and is to be extended
into a more cohesive national system, with an appropriation of ten
million dollars for a national system in the 2004 Federal budget. In
France, public placental blood banks date back to the early 1990s,
comprising traceable units which can be claimed back for a particular
child’s treatment. (The French national ethics committee disap-
proves of private banks, because they undermine social solidarity.)

Public banking has the additional advantage of being more represen-
tative of a good ethnic mix. Because tissue types vary between popula-
tions, and cord blood transfusions need to be tissue-matched to avoid
rejection by the body’s immune system, a public cord blood bank is
more likely than a private one to serve minority ethnic groups well. Cur-
rently, about 40 per cent of donations to the UK National Cord Blood
Bank (NCBB) come from minority ethnic groups, with the hospitals at
which public donation is available having been chosen partly for their
ethnic mix. That blood is available for tissue-matched recipients any-
where on the planet, of whatever national or ethnic origin. Private
banks, of course, rely on ability to pay, and so discriminate in favour of
wealthier majority ethnic populations and richer countries, even when,
like the Virgin bank, they incorporate an element of sharing.

But if enough couples who can afford it decide to bank privately as
a ‘good punt’, the stock of publicly donated blood will inevitably
decline. Just as Titmuss argued, when the motivation of private gain
infects a not-for-profit health system, altruism is undermined and
public-spiritedness suffers. The irony is that it’s not just the public
health system that suffers in the cord blood case: so do those privi-
leged mothers and babies who can afford to ‘go private’. 

WASTE NOT, WANT NOT

… [S]tem cells are available in large numbers from umbilical cord
blood immediately after birth, something which in the past was sim-
ply discarded with the placenta.35

In the United States, there are twenty-two local public cord blood
banks but no comparable national public bank to the UK model,
although in the past few years Federal funding has been allocated to
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starting one, with the active support of American obstetricians.36 As
you might expect, US private banks strenuously reject regulation,
appeal to their customers on the basis of ‘biological insurance’ and
offer gimmicks such as a college savings plan as part of their package.
The success of private cord blood banks in the United States has also
been attributed to the frugal Puritan desire to avoid waste.37 That
argument—that cord blood is just junk—is frequently heard on the
other side of the Atlantic. In announcing the Virgin cord blood bank,
Richard Branson stressed that umbilical cord blood ‘is normally dis-
carded after a child is born’.

But is umbilical cord blood really just junk? We’ve already seen evi-
dence that the baby needs it, especially the premature baby. Nor—
contrary to claims like Branson’s—is it simply extracted from
material discarded after childbirth: it has to be taken during the third
stage of labour, by an additional risky intervention. And of course
there’s a pivotal sense in which it isn’t waste: it’s valuable. Just as in the
case of John Moore, it’s hard to believe that anything so valuable
could be ‘junk’, but it suits the interests of those who want to make
profits from tissue to claim that it’s worthless.

What the waste claim actually does is to mask the mother’s rightful
‘ownership’ of the cord blood, making it appear to be something
abandoned—open to the private cord blood bank to process and
store, for a hefty fee. (That it is rightfully the mother’s, rather than the
baby’s, will become clearer in the next section, but either way, it cer-
tainly isn’t just abandoned, when the mother goes to the extra risk
and trouble of having it extracted.) If cord blood is seen as abandoned
tissue, the right to claim it seems to be open to the first comer. Waste
tissue is common to all; the person who might once have had a 
particular claim in it has abandoned that right.

So if cord blood is presented as waste, it can all the more readily
become the property of a private cord blood bank, by virtue of the
‘effort’ and ‘skill’ which the bank has put into storing it. Commercial
cord blood banks in the United States often stipulate that if the annual
storage fee isn’t paid, the blood becomes the property of the bank.
Private banks are already charging the mother for the privilege of giv-
ing her blood to the baby, at some risk to herself, as we have seen. It’s
adding insult to injury for them to deprive her of her own ‘property’
if she doesn’t pay the storage fee.
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In apparent—but false—contrast, a private UK bank, Cryo-Care,
stresses that the stored blood remains the property of the parent. This
is actually a meaningless reassurance. Whereas the US banks typically
charge annual storage fees at a lower rate, Cryo-Care has already col-
lected the full twenty-year storage fee in advance. Because the firm
demands full payment up front, the question of what happens if pay-
ments lapse simply doesn’t arise. True, Cryo-Care proudly advertises
that it doesn’t impose a further charge for retrieval of the blood, but
this is hardly something to boast about. Private blood banks should
not impose a charge for returning what was never theirs to begin with.

In both cases, private cord blood banks are actually assuming rights
to which they’re not entitled. If the test of a property right in something
is putting labour and skill into it, doctors, nurses and midwives provide
the skill and women in childbirth the labour. And in neither case
should the cord blood be thought of as abandoned material, ‘waste’ to
which the first-comer can lay a claim. Extracting cord blood requires a
special separate procedure, not normally part of either ‘expectant’ or
‘active’ management of labour. Cord blood is not simply a normal
waste product of labour that would otherwise be discarded.

We’re back to the arguments in the Moore case, when those who
stood to profit assiduously promoted the claim that the potentially
valuable tissue was merely ‘waste’. As we saw then, that strategy was
more than a little hypocritical: if the tissue was only waste, why was
there so much commercial interest in it? Just as Golde and his col-
leagues took out patents on Moore’s supposedly valueless tissue, so
firms are also starting to take out patents on cord blood—as well as
reaping excellent rates of profit from the large ‘customer base’ they
can expect. 

As long ago as 1987, just after the first successful clinical use of cord
blood to treat Fanconi’s anaemia, and long before stem cell therapy was
mooted, the Biocyte Corporation filed US patent number 5,004,681,
for the cryo-preservation of neonatal and foetal blood and its thera-
peutic use involving haematopoietic cells.38 Three subsequent patents
were filed in 1988, 1990 and 1995, on the collection, processing and
storage of cord blood, under the aegis of a new firm, PharmaStem
Therapeutics, Inc., which also acquired the rights to the 
first patent and took out international patents in Europe and Japan.
Following a challenge, the initial patents were overturned, based on the
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assertion that the company hadn’t really made an original invention,
but merely demonstrated that the cells could be frozen and thawed.

However, that didn’t stop PharmaStem from suing five private
cord blood banks that refused to pay royalties every time they col-
lected a unit of cord blood. In 2003, the company succeeded in per-
suading a jury that the patents should be enforced against four out of
five of the banks. The remaining bank had already settled with Phar-
maStem. These cases were still under appeal at the time of writing,
along with a US Patent Office judgment revoking the patents on col-
lection, processing and storage, but upholding the patent describing
the therapeutic use of cord blood.

In June 2004, the firm sent out letters warning American obstetri-
cians that they were infringing its patents if they co-operated with any
of the four ‘guilty’ banks in extracting cord blood. The four banks
must continue to pay royalties until the patent cases under appeal are
finally settled. Public US banks would also be affected if PharmaStem
succeeded in upholding its patent, but because they don’t charge fees,
they couldn’t pass those costs on to the ‘customer’. Although the
PharmaStem patent was revoked for Europe by the European Patent
Office in 2003, clinicians in Europe shouldn’t be too confident until
they see the outcome of the American cases. 

WHOSE BLOOD IS IT ANYWAY?

Researchers … have cast doubt on such schemes but Mr Ahmed [of
Smart Cells International] remains upbeat: ‘Stem cells are a long-
lasting insurance policy that has a once-only purchase date.’39

Insurance policy, discarded waste, mother’s tissue, baby’s private sav-
ings account: exactly what is the property status of umbilical cord
blood? We’ve established that umbilical cord blood isn’t just a dis-
carded product which can be claimed by a private bank, but that does
not settle the issue of who does have property rights in it—if anyone.
Common law, as we’ve seen in the previous chapter, has always been
very loath to allow people to have property rights in their bodies, how-
ever widespread the misconception that we do own our bodies. 

There are good arguments in favour of recognising the labouring
mother’s entitlement to the cord blood. The Royal College of 
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Obstetricians and Gynaecologists statement on cord blood banking
took the ground-breaking but authoritative position that cord blood
is the mother’s property, based on legal advice received by the 
College. If that view were more widely known, it would be harder for
companies like PharmaStem to claim patents on cord blood.

On one hand, it has been suggested that the cord blood sample is
more likely to be the property of the child on the basis that it is devel-
opmentally, biologically and genetically part of the child. On the
other, it might be proposed that it is more likely that the sample is the
property of the mother … Legal rights of property are not generally
founded on genetic identity.40

The College found in favour of the second view, that the sample
belongs to the mother. In terms of both law and physiology, this
analysis has to be right. Our culture tends to privilege genetic iden-
tity—to believe that ‘genes are us’—but that’s irrelevant in this case. 

The placenta is part of the mother’s body throughout the third
stage of labour, remaining attached to the wall of her uterus. When
the cord blood produced by the placenta is extracted during that
stage, then clearly that blood also comes from the mother and is hers.
On the other hand, if the blood were taken after the placenta had been
expelled from the mother’s body, it might conceivably be seen as
abandoned, unless she had expressed a desire to retain the afterbirth,
as is done in some cultures. But that possibility is really irrelevant:
most private cord blood banks wouldn’t want the blood to be taken
after the placenta has separated from the uterine wall, because less
blood is produced that way.

Normally, the baby would receive from the mother all of the blood
supplied through the conduit of the cord, until clamping occurs (in
‘active’ management of labour) or until the placenta is expelled natu-
rally (in ‘expectant’ management). The mother is the donor of the
blood in the usual situation, and the infant the recipient. That posi-
tion holds even if the mother decides not to give all the cord blood to
the baby at birth, but to store some of it, either privately or publicly.
When cord blood is removed, it is taken from the maternal side of the
clamp on the cord. It never enters the infant’s body, or the portion of
umbilical cord that remains on the infant’s side. So there is no physi-
ological reason to assume, as is often done, that cord blood ‘belongs’
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to the infant. When cord blood is taken, a portion of that blood is
donated by the mother to the cord blood bank, rather than to the
infant. In private banking, it is donated for the baby’s benefit, but the
mother is always the donor: it is hers to give.

And she also puts effort into the process: as one childbirth manual
says of labour, ‘You’ve never worked so hard in your life.’41 Although
women’s labour in childbirth is often seen as just a natural function,
rather than conscious effort, there is little that is ‘natural’ about the
extraction of cord blood. Women who decide to donate that blood on
their baby’s behalf are consciously and actively participating in a fur-
ther intervention, which may prolong their labour and put them at
some additional risk. 

In our society we quite often reward risk-taking with ownership
rights: that, after all, is the rationale for profits. It’s supposedly
because firms take risks, which may result in losses, that they are enti-
tled to reap profits when they accrue. But in the case of private cord
blood banks, the mother (and, to some extent, the baby) take risks,
while the private firms make the profits and often claim the cord
blood as their own property. If cord blood actually belongs to the
mother, then private cord blood banks are charging her for the privi-
lege of storing what is rightfully hers. The Virgin bank, which pro-
poses to charge her for the privilege of donating it altruistically as
well, takes that outrageous logic one step further. 

Some commentators sceptical of private banks have dismissed
them as akin to pawnbrokers, but at least a pawnbroker pays the client
while the valuable object is kept in store. Here the client pays the
pawnbroker. Perhaps a better analogy is a lock-up storage depot,
although most people would blench at a contract stipulating that the
depot could claim all their valuables if they missed a payment. 

Arguably, those contracts are simply fraudulent. The bank has no
prior rights over the cord blood, which is rightfully the mother’s all
along. She just doesn’t realise it—because this is a new area of
biotechnology and biolaw, because the private cord blood advertising
leaflets are sometimes quite misleading and because even respected
academics are confused about the issues. All these factors make cord
blood collection prone to confusion of all sorts (not least on the 
yet-unanswered question  of what happens if a private cord blood
bank collapses).
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Worse still, cord blood has been seized upon as a supposed cure-all
in some cases where there is no evidence at all of any benefit.

CORD BLOOD, THE CURE-ALL?

James Logan, from Edinburgh, went blind overnight at the age of
twenty-one, as a result of a rare and incurable genetic condition called
Leber’s optic atrophy. In February 2007, now aged forty-five, he
underwent a ‘revolutionary’ therapy, based on umbilical cord blood
stem cells of undisclosed origin. Dr Robert Troessel, who runs clinics
in London, Antwerp and Rotterdam, claimed that the treatment
would repair the damaged optic nerve and restore Logan’s sight com-
pletely—for a mere £21,000.

Experts in Leber’s atrophy have described Troessel’s method as
‘impossible biological gobbledygook’.42 For the three people in every
100,000 who experience sight loss through Leber’s atrophy, that loss
is immediate, although the optic nerve continues to degenerate for
another three months. During that ‘active’ phase, stem cell treat-
ments might—might—conceivably have some effect. But in Logan’s
case, that phase was over twenty years ago. 

Patrick Yu Wai Man, an expert on Leber’s atrophy from the Uni-
versity of Newcastle , and his colleague, Philip Griffiths, a consultant
ophthalmologist at the Royal Victoria Infirmary, have written: 

The bottom line is that there is currently no proven treatment for
[Leber’s atrophy]. We don’t know the source of Dr Troessel’s so-
called ‘stem cells’, whether his preparation is safe for human injec-
tion or has received ethical approval from the relevant regulatory
bodies. We are extremely concerned that James and possibly other
patients might be subjecting themselves to unproven and possibly
dangerous treatment.43

In other words, there’s no medical reason to expect this cord blood
‘cure’ to work and plenty of reasons to think that vulnerable patients
are being preyed upon.

One of those other patients was sixty-six-year-old Patricia Frost,
whose progressive multiple sclerosis left her unable to feed, wash or
dress herself. Patricia Frost claims that she felt instant improvements
within an hour of her injections at the Preventative Medicine Clinic.
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That supposed improvement ceased fairly quickly, ‘and then when it
stopped I was saying to my husband, “Oh, it’s a con, it’s a real con.”’

Troessel is already under investigation by the Dutch health author-
ities and the General Medical Council in the United Kingdom. The
Swiss firm with which he is associated, Advanced Cell Therapeutics
(ACT), has already been ordered to cease its operations in Ireland by
the Irish Medicines Board, for a similar cord blood-based treatment
applied to neurological disorders. Denied a licence from that Board,
ACT simply moved its operations offshore to international waters,
where neither Irish nor European Community rules apply. Four hun-
dred patients from Ireland and the UK underwent the procedures on
the Swansea–Cork ferry in one month alone, May 2006. Even larger
numbers of UK patients are thought to have undergone similar pro-
cedures at Troessel’s Preventative Medicine Clinic in Rotterdam—
the clinic Logan attended.

Executives of a related firm, Biomark International, which for-
merly provided the stem cells to ACT before it was closed in 2003 after
an FDA investigation, have been indicted for fifty-one counts of fraud
and other offences by a jury in Atlanta.44 They stood accused of dis-
tributing stem cell treatment drugs which have no medical basis and
of providing misleading information about the powers of stem cell
treatments.

In May 2006, the BBC revealed that the stem cells supplied by ACT
were not made for human clinical use and might contain animal
material. Professor Neil Scolding, of  Frenchay Hospital in Bristol,
alleged that ACT refused to provide any scientific information on
how the cell lines were prepared. The firm is accused of having
bypassed research ethics committees in the Netherlands and of failing
to carry out properly constituted clinical trials. In August 2006, a BBC
Newsnight report claimed that ACT was selling research-grade stem
cells for use in patients, although they had neither been screened for
HIV nor used in anything but animal experiments. 

The Preventative Medicine Clinic has since cancelled its ACT treat-
ments, but at the time of the BBC report, it denied the allegations. The
cord blood cells, it claimed, were:

... donated free by consenting parents in the First World … They are
certainly not animal cells, nor are they designated solely for animal
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studies. The cells supplied by ACT have certificates of analysis from
accredited laboratories to prove their type, viability and purity… No
recipient of ACT’s therapies has ever reported adverse or negative
side effects despite administering 736 treatments for over eighty con-
ditions (primarily neurological) over a four-year period.45

But have they ever reported any benefits? Without properly con-
ducted clinical trials, it’s impossible to tell, but on the face of it, the
method of administration—injecting cord blood stem cells through a
subcutaneous incision—sounds thoroughly implausible. According
to Colin McGuckin, professor of regenerative medicine at the Uni-
versity of Newcastle:

If these cells are injected under the skin, they are extremely unlikely
to have any effect as the immune system is designed specifically to
reject foreign tissues. At most, I would expect them to cause nothing
more than a rash.46

Just as diligent parents who want to do the best for their children are
being targeted by the dubious tactics of some commercial cord blood
banks, a similar sort of ‘emotional blackmail’ goes on at the other end
of the umbilical cord stem cell supply chain. It’s hard to avoid the
conclusion that the vulnerability of patients like James Logan and
Patricia Frost is being exploited by this type of ‘stem cell tourism’—
and that legitimate, productive stem cell research is also at risk of
being besmirched. In the next chapter we’ll further explore the mys-
tique of stem cells, a powerful ‘brand’ in ‘body shopping’. 
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4
Stem cells, Holy Grails and 

eggs on trees

A PIECE OF SCIENCE FICTION

In 2005, the Korean scientist Professor Hwang Woo-Suk published a
paper in the highly respected journal Science, the tale of a successful
quest to find the Holy Grail of stem cell research. Perhaps the proverbial
man on the Clapham omnibus might not have recognised the Grail in
the paper’s title, ‘Patient-specific embryonic stem cells derived from
human SCNT blastocysts’, but the biotechnology community certainly
did.1 What Hwang claimed to have created was a potential repair kit, 
tailored to any adult who could afford one: a personalised stem cell line
capable of producing ‘spare parts’ which the body would recognise as its
own tissue and which it could use to repair damaged organs or systems. 

Here again, as in the umbilical cord blood story, we meet the old
dreams of infinite regeneration, immortality and eternal youth—all
in modern guise. Together with the consumer-friendly notion of a
personal stem cell line—to match your personal MP3 player with
your own personalised music tracks—those enticements create a
powerful ‘brand’ indeed. Amid scenes of global media jubilation,
Hwang promptly offered to franchise his team’s expertise, creating a
‘World Stem Cell Hub’ with satellite laboratories in California and
England. But events intervened, as they have a habit of doing.

Like umbilical cord blood, Hwang’s technique would have avoided
the problem of rejection, by which the body’s immune system ferrets
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out and destroys invading foreign tissue. In theory, a single cell from
my body could be turned into an immortal cell line matched to 
my own immune system—because the ‘parent’ cell was taken 
from my body in the first place. The genetic content of the fused cell
would be identical to the genome of the person who gave the somatic
(body) cell.

There, however, the similarity between cord blood stem cells and
Hwang’s technique ends. Cord blood stem cells are sufficiently flexi-
ble, or ‘pluripotent’, to produce a range of other tissues, if developed
appropriately. Normal adult cells are already specialised, into skin,
blood, bone or whatever; they have lost that flexibility. But they can,
in theory, regain plasticity and develop into a variety of tissues by the
somatic cell nuclear transfer procedure (SCNT). 

In SCNT (sometimes known as ‘therapeutic cloning’) an adult cell
is transferred into a human egg which has had its own nucleus
removed. With a bit of encouragement, the remaining cytoplasm
within the egg then ‘reprogrammes’ the transferred nucleus into a
blastocyst (a very early stage embryo) and continues to divide like a
naturally conceived embryo.2 This was the procedure which Hwang
and his colleagues claimed to have perfected, creating eleven new
human stem cell lines from cloned human embryos.

A similar technique was used in 1997 to create Dolly the sheep,
with the major difference that the reprogrammed sheep egg was
allowed to complete its embryonic and foetal development and grow
into a full-fledged lamb. In ‘therapeutic’ as opposed to reproductive
cloning —quotation marks have been inserted because no therapies
have actually resulted yet—the intention is not to create a cloned
human being, but to produce stem cell lines for healing purposes. If
there are ethical objections to therapeutic cloning, they have nothing
to do with whether it’s right or wrong to create a human clone. That
is still a science-fiction scenario.

But actually Hwang’s claim turned out to be a Science-fiction scen-
ario. Although research performed in 2002 had shown that SCNT
could partially restore immune function in immuno-deficient mice,3

there were no success stories in humans before Hwang’s 2005 paper
(with the partial exception of a less complete paper he had published
the year before). Yet the apparently rigorous refereeing process at 
Science couldn’t be wrong—could it? Besides, Hwang’s research 
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protocol had been approved by not one but two research ethics 
committees.

Some bioethicists were sceptical of Hwang’s claims from the start,
because he claimed such improbable figures for the total numbers of
eggs he and his colleagues had used. The media tended to ignore that
question, concentrating instead on the promised cures, but feminist
bioethicists in Korea and elsewhere were more alert to the issue of
where the necessary eggs could have come from. With the rather sim-
ilar ‘Dolly’ method, Professor Ian Wilmut and his team from the
Roslin Institute near Edinburgh began with some 400 sheep ova
(eggs), diminished to 267 after enucleation (removal of the nucleus).
(Bearing in mind that ova are smaller than the head of a pin, taking
out the nucleus is bound to be tricky.) Of those 267 eggs, into which a
somatic cell from another sheep was introduced, only one developed
into the ‘success story’ of Dolly. Yet Hwang claimed to have used
fewer than two hundred eggs to produce not one but eleven stem cell
lines—only eighteen eggs per line. Nor was he entirely consistent
about who the donors of the eggs were. 

In the excitement, however, most observers overlooked these
qualms. Those who did express ethical doubts generally focused on
whether it was permissible to ‘kill’ an early stage human embryo—
albeit one created not through the normal fertilisation process, but
rather by a form of cloning—and to create such an embryo purely with
a view to its destruction, in order to create a stem cell line from it. Few
observers (with the important exception of those alert to women’s
issues) seemed to want to ask where the eggs needed for somatic cell
nuclear transfer were to come from, if this new technique were to
become generally available. The newspapers, and even the scientific
journals, were as silent on the issue as if human eggs grew on trees. Yet
even extrapolating from Hwang’s rates, rather than the twenty-times-
greater wastage statistics in the Dolly technology, the activist Sarah
Sexton calculated that developing a personalised stem cell repair kit
for every diabetic in the United Kingdom would require between one-
third and one-half of young British women to donate ova.4 And that
was just for one condition, diabetes, out of the many diseases for which
somatic cell nuclear transfer was being touted as a hope of cure.

In the climate of adulation that followed Hwang’s Science publica-
tions, tricky questions about the necessary supply of eggs were far
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from welcome. As Paik Young-Gyung of the activist organisation
Korean WomenLink has put it: ‘After Hwang’s article was published
in Science, he turned into a sacred figure in the South Korean public
discourses.’5 Paik notes that only ‘pro-life’ organisations questioned
the research, focusing, as usual, on the status of the embryo, whereas
WomenLink’s concerns were the number of eggs that must have been
needed, the validity of consent from the women involved and the
conditions under which the eggs were obtained.

Together with ten other civic and feminist organisations, Korean
WomenLink established a coalition called Solidarity for Biotechnol-
ogy Watch (SBW) in July 2005, while Hwang was still firmly
enthroned on his pedestal. This joint organisation kept the questions
flowing about where Hwang had got his eggs from. ‘It was the SBW
which kept raising the ethical issues of Hwang Woo-Suk’s research
and questioning the validity of his articles at the same time. So if you
argue that it was feminists who helped open up the scandal,’ writes
Paik, ‘I think it is very much true to the case.’6

In particular, SBW brought to light troubling facts about the
source of Hwang’s eggs, which, it now transpired, had included
junior researchers on his team. That was a serious breach of profes-
sional ethics and of the principle of voluntary consent. Voluntariness
has been a key principle in research ethics since the Nuremberg Code,
created after World War II to prevent any repetitions of Nazi experi-
ments on concentration camp inmates. The subsequent Helsinki
Declarations governing research ethics likewise stipulate that
research subjects must never be forced or pressured to participate. If
the Korean rumours were true, a grave affront to professional ethics
would have occurred, a potential form of coercion. Junior researchers
could well feel that their careers would be jeopardised if they refused
to donate their eggs.

By November 2005, the results of SBW’s investigations had 
apparently reached the ears of Hwang’s research colleague Gerard
Schatten, of the University of Pittsburgh. Schatten resigned from the
team that month, giving as his reasons serious worries over whether
the ‘sourcing’ of eggs had been conducted ethically. The University of
Pittsburgh research committee had given permission for Schatten’s
collaboration with Hwang on the basis that no issues concerning
human subjects were raised. Incredible as it may seem that the
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women ‘donating’ eggs were apparently not initially recognised as
human subjects in the research, it does appear that Schatten became
increasingly worried about their position. 

Those concerns must have been grave, because Schatten also dis-
claimed any credit in the high-profile publications—worth their
weight in research-funding-gold to any academic. Fool’s gold, as it
turned out—because with Schatten’s resignation came the collapse of
the entire Hwang enterprise, the revelation that the research claims
were entirely fraudulent and Hwang’s indictment on charges of
fraud, embezzlement and violation of Korean laws against buying
human eggs. Over half the women who ‘gave’ their eggs to Hwang had
actually sold them to him.

Hwang hadn’t managed to create a single successful stem cell line.
Worse, he had wasted not something less than 200 eggs, but more like
2,200—over ten times that number—from 119 women. One woman
had contributed forty-three eggs, implying sky-high dosages of ovar-
ian stimulation—whose risks can be fatal. Fifteen to 20 per cent of
Hwang’s egg donors are now thought to have developed severe ovar-
ian hyperstimulation syndrome,7 as against a normal clinical rate of
0.5 to 5 per cent. 

It would be too comfortable to dismiss Hwang’s fraud as an unfor-
tunate single occurrence that could never happen again, or at least,
never happen in the West. One Korean analyst commented that
Korean women are expected to sacrifice themselves for the common
good,8 reinforcing the old stereotype of subservient Oriental women.
In fact, however, women in the West are also more likely to be organ
donors than men. Living donors of a kidney were found to be dispro-
portionately female in one US study—possibly because they were
more likely than men to be asked, on the assumption that women
should be altruistic.9

It won’t do to assume that Eastern women are just more sub-
servient, as a Scientific American commentator also implied in assert-
ing that ‘South Korea has a culture of egg donation for research’.10

Assisted by Korean Womenlink and thirty-five other women’s
organisations, two women who gave eggs to Hwang have now started
a lawsuit against the medical institutions and Korean government for
failing to enforce the statutory protections they should have been
afforded—which doesn’t sound particularly subservient of them.
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This lawsuit seeks compensation for failure to fully inform the
women of possible side effects and for absence of informed consent.

Korea isn’t the ‘Wild West’ of bioethics—not even the ‘Wild East’.
The Korean Law on Bioethics and Biosafety, which took effect on 1
January 2005, requires egg donation for both IVF and research pur-
poses to be genuinely altruistic, with written informed consent from
the donor after full explanation of the risks entailed. Trafficking of
eggs through commercial agencies is prohibited, as is reproductive
cloning, although ‘therapeutic’ cloning is allowed. These prohibi-
tions are not so dissimilar to those that obtain in those European
countries which permit SCNT stem cell research (currently the
United Kingdom, Spain, Sweden and Belgium). 

As the chair of a US Congressional subcommittee of investigation
put it:

Dr Hwang was not a rogue scientist operating on the fringes of his
field with no oversight. He operated in an environment that propo-
nents of cloning and embryo stem cell research would like to see
adopted in the United States. Dr Hwang enjoyed the full support of
his government, which vigorously promoted his research and funded
it with tens of millions of dollars. Dr Hwang also enjoyed enormous
popular support, and he had agreed to conduct his research under
accepted ethical protocols. Dr Hwang’s research was conducted with
the approval of two separate Institutional Review Boards [local
research ethics committees]. Nevertheless, Dr Hwang’s actions rep-
resent the fulfilment of every warning dismissed by proponents of
research cloning and embryonic stem cell research: thousands of eggs
were obtained through payments and coercion; many women suf-
fered terrible side-effects after they were not properly informed of the
risks; not a single embryonic stem cell line was obtained for the tens
of millions of dollars in government funds that were invested in the
research; anxious patients were misled about the research potential.11

Although this is a comprehensive catalogue of ‘the world’s biggest 
scientific fraud of recent times’,12 it skates over one other develop-
ment crucial to the theme of this book. Not only did Hwang improp-
erly ask members of his research team to donate; he also paid 
other women an average of $1,400 for their eggs—body shopping.
Those women constituted over half the total number of ‘donors’ (of
course they were really sellers). And that trade was conducted on an
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international scale, through a for-profit firm, ‘DNA-BANK’, among
other brokers. 

DNA-BANK had been trafficking in eggs since 2001, amid plaudits
for it in Korea as a model of innovative capitalism. The company
began by recruiting egg donors for Japanese couples travelling to
Korea for ‘reproductive tourism’ purposes—since surrogacy and 
egg donation are both illegal in Japan—but it soon ‘diversified’ into
providing eggs, via the Internet, for research purposes. With links to
hospitals and egg sellers in China and Malaysia and to a hospital
directly represented in Hwang’s research team, DNA-BANK had
developed into a sizeable presence by the time its activities were
unmasked at the time of Hwang’s downfall.13 (Some Korean newspa-
pers were less incensed about the way in which the law had been
flouted, or about the harm to the women from ovarian hyperstimula-
tion for profit, than about the evils of selling Korean women’s eggs to
the old enemy, Japan.)

Like the commercial agencies supplying eggs for IVF, whose activ-
ities were explored in Chapter One, egg brokers who sell to
researchers are springing up both in the Far East and in the United
States. Since 2001, the Bedford Stem Cell Research Foundation near
Boston has specialised in the provision of eggs for research rather
than IVF. Although the number of its donors (twenty-three, as of July
2006, producing a total of 274 ova14) is still only minimal compared to
the voracious demands of SCNT research, that position may well
change. Enterprises like the Bedford Foundation are fewer in number
so far than the profit-making IVF clinics which buy and sell women’s
eggs, but since the demand from the stem cell technologies is poten-
tially even vaster, they could soon grow. Or else the institutions pro-
viding eggs for IVF might ‘diversify’ into sourcing them for research.
That’s exactly what happened with the Korean business DNA-BANK:
it just converted its existing IVF-oriented networks in Japan, China
and Malaysia into research egg procurement.

And since the genetic content of the enucleated egg is irrelevant in
SCNT research, unlike IVF, why not go to the cheapest ‘provider’?
Poorer or non-white women’s eggs are in little demand for IVF (at
least in the US but not in Eastern Europe) because most couples who
can afford fertility treatment are white and middle-class. Supposedly,
disadvantaged women’s eggs are thought undesirable because their
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‘uncertain genetic, behavioral and environmental health may also
create a perceived “product liability” that would make their eggs
unattractive to both IVF clinics and prospective recipients’.15 But that
rare instance in which poor women are less liable to exploitation
doesn’t apply to egg sourcing for research.

For the past six or seven years other researchers and I have been
warning that we may eventually see a global trade in eggs for enucle-
ation, with African or Indian women as the ‘sources’.16 It may take
some time for that development to materialise, since most of the for-
profit international egg brokers operate in the IVF field, where
genetic content matters a very great deal—like the Cyprus and
Ukraine clinics in Chapter One. But unless national and international
governments wake up to the problem, it’s no more unlikely than the
development of specialist brokers who arrange clinical drug trials in
cheaper countries, like many African nations. Those brokers have
been operating for over ten years, serving the interests of the pharma-
ceutical firms.

Meanwhile, as the Korean commentator Paik Young-Gyung
reminds us: 

Up to this point, we hear about the inappropriate acquisition or uti-
lization of ‘human ova’. Yet where are the ‘people’ who donated or
sold ova and potentially experienced both physical side effects and a
sense of betrayal after the scientific fraud was revealed? Why is
nobody accountable for their suffering, legally, financially or even
morally?17

STEM CELL RESEARCH: HYPE AND REALITY

The case of Hwang Woo-Suk may seem too easy a target. Wasn’t he
just a charlatan? Isn’t it unfair to tar all stem cell research with the
same brush? Of course, during the year or two when Hwang was the
golden boy of stem cell research, many other researchers were quite
content to bask in his reflected glory. Hwang did the ‘therapeutic’
cloning ‘brand’ a great deal of benefit then. It would be disingenuous
of researchers in the same field to complain if the associations are
unfavourable now.

Nevertheless, it’s true that somatic cell nuclear transfer, or ‘thera-
peutic’ cloning, represents only a small fraction of current stem cell
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research initiatives. Perhaps because of the vast potential of a ‘spare
parts kit’ for everyone who can afford one, however, it has attracted
tremendous commercial and media interest, to the extent that many
people wrongly believe that patient-matched cures for all sorts of dis-
eases are just round the corner, if not already here.

It’s been said that stem cell research encourages a view of the nat-
ural world as an artefact: ‘to see the entire natural world, the human
body along with it, as having the status only of material to be manip-
ulated’.18 By creating immortal stem cell lines touted as having the
potential to reverse degradation and decay, we may even see ourselves
as remoulding the biological universe. Government science policies
have long tended to ‘privilege the promissory’, and stem cell research
technology is the promissory technology par excellence.

The sociologist Melinda Cooper has suggested that Western free-
market economies actively require this vision of an endlessly manip-
ulable future.19 She bases her claim on the work of Walter Benjamin,
who wrote of capitalism: ‘The gifts it dispenses emanate from a
promissory future and forgo all anchorage in the past.’20 Writing in
the early twentieth century, Benjamin clearly had other ‘gifts’ in mind
than those of modern-day biotechnology. But this idea of a ‘promis-
sory future’ through regenerative medicine fits stem cell research
remarkably well, just as it also does umbilical cord blood banking.
What greater gift could be given than the life-sustaining alchemy of
endlessly regenerative medicine? But are the promises of the promis-
sory future merely hollow?

Doubts about the actual medical benefits of stem cell technologies
aren’t confined to non-scientists like Cooper, and they apply with
particular force to ‘therapeutic’ cloning. Interviewed in The Times—
not known as a hotbed of radicalism—a leading British stem cell
researcher, Professor Austin Smith of the University of Cambridge,
said that ‘the promise of cloning for medical purposes has been over-
sold’. The emphasis given by the media to ‘therapeutic’ cloning
(SCNT) has distorted the entire picture of stem cell research and
given the public false hopes, in his view. ‘There are real question
marks about whether it has any utility at all,’ Smith declared.21

In the United States, another factor in the ‘hype’ around therapeutic
cloning has been the ban on Federal funding for new embryonic stem
cell lines, enacted under George Bush in August 2001. Embryonic stem
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cell research, derived from surplus embryos originally created for IVF,
involves a separate technique from therapeutic cloning, the method
that Hwang claimed to have pioneered. Cell lines may be grown by 
isolating embryonic stem cells from the inner cell mass of a human
blastocyst (a five-day-old embryo). These cells are cultured indefi-
nitely with the help of fibroblast feeder layers. This is essentially the
technique developed in 1998 by James Thomson and his colleagues at
the University of Wisconsin, and subsequently pursued by a number
of research teams.

Smith made it plain in his interview that he regarded embryonic
stem cell (ES) research as far more promising than ‘therapeutic’
cloning (SCNT), as do many researchers. In the US context, however,
progress in that form of research has been stymied by the religious
right’s abhorrence of ‘murdering’ embryos. (Since these embryos
would never be implanted in any woman’s womb, they wouldn’t
actually be killed by stem cell research: they would never have become
living babies anyway. In our common law, personhood starts at birth,
and since only persons can be murdered, the emotive language of
‘murder’ is just that: emotive.) 

Of course we all want cures for diabetes, Parkinson’s disease and
the myriad other conditions for which future benefits have been
claimed from stem cell research of either variety. But a note of caution
is required—if not an entire symphony of notes of caution. This is not
the first modern biotechnology whose speculative benefits have been
portrayed as virtually boundless.

Ten years ago, gene therapy was the buzzword: the notion that
individual disease-inducing genes in the body could be repaired by
inserting normal DNA into cells to correct defects. But of almost
seven hundred gene therapy trials approved in the United States,
none has yet resulted in therapies approved for clinical use there or in
Europe. Only a very few trials showed any efficacy at all, with safety
issues remaining unresolved even in those. There have been two 
definite results, however—the deaths of eighteen-year-old Jesse
Gelsinger in a 1999 gene therapy trial, and, eight years later, of thirty-
six-year-old Jolee Mohr in another such trial. It later transpired that
the principal investigator in Gelsinger’s case had financial interests in
the trial’s outcome. Similarly, it has been alleged that the doctor who
recruited patients into the trial in which Mohr died was paid  by the
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firm financing the experiment, Targeted Genetics—as was the ethics
board that was supposed to prevent such abuses. Connections of that
sort are likely to become increasingly prevalent in stem cell research,
too, because the US Federal ban is driving researchers into the arms of
private funders.22

How similar is that dispiriting record to the actual state of stem cell
research today? Admittedly, the Federal ban on funding might have
slowed the pace of advance in the United States, but there has been
copious private support, and sometimes substantial state funding: $3
billion in California alone. (However, the first of those Californian
grants wasn’t issued until March 2007, due to constitutional chal-
lenges from opponents of stem cell research.) Similarly in Europe, the
European Commission funding framework programme VII doesn’t
allow money for research involving the destruction of embryos, but
other sources have been found in those countries, such as the UK,
whose laws do sanction stem cell research. Whether or not funding
restrictions are to blame, stem cell researchers admit that they are ‘not
very close at all’23 to clinical trials, much less to therapies ready for
public use. 

No one, at the time of writing, has yet managed to do what Hwang
claimed to have done, although several research groups are trying to
perfect the SCNT technique. There is also considerable scepticism
about whether they will succeed, reflected in the reluctance of US
venture capitalists to back this form of stem cell research. One of the
only major ‘players’ in the US context is Advanced Cell Technology
(ACT) of Massachusetts, which was reduced to a ‘reverse buyout’ in
order to raise sufficient capital (a merger with a totally unrelated firm,
a maker of Hopi Kachina dolls, which was already listed on the 
stock market and could thus offer ACT the listing it needed in order
to raise capital).24 Douglas Fambrough, a Boston venture capitalist,
remarked: ‘I’m not aware of any companies besides ACT doing it
[somatic cell nuclear transfer].’25

‘Ten years ahead there may be no need for [‘therapeutic’] cloning,
except in certain cases,’ remarked Harry Moore of the Centre for
Stem Cell Science at the University of Sheffield, UK.26 It may well be
more productive to tackle the problem of immune rejection directly,
manipulating the immune system so that transplanted tissues and
organs are less likely to be rejected. Moore thinks that there is much
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to be learned from pregnancy, the prime and primeval example of
how the body can tolerate foreign tissue. If work on immune rejection
makes progress, then the appeal of a personalised ‘spare parts kit’
would be much less. We saw in Chapter Three that the comparable
promise of a personal repair kit through umbilical cord blood bank-
ing is also largely spurious, with better medical results from someone
else’s blood than the child’s own.

Or it may be that other ways of deriving stem cells will eliminate the
need for either embryos or eggs. Research published in Nature on 7
June 2007 by the Japanese scientist Shinya Yamanaka indicated that
mouse skin cells could be reprogrammed into becoming pluripotent,
by introducing into them four proteins which trigger the expression
of other genes. If similar techniques could be developed for humans,
and if ethical objections to tinkering with the genome could be over-
come, proponents of this technology think that ‘therapeutic cloning
could be mothballed before it succeeds’.27

In the separate instance of embryonic stem cell (ES) research,
things aren’t that much further advanced: ‘It looks like we’re a ways
off from being ready for prime time in man.’28 Human trials of ES-
derived cells will require rigorous safety precautions, partly because
they will attract vivid media interest, but more profoundly because
‘biological’ therapies may possibly cause more unpredictable out-
comes than standard ‘chemical’ drug trials. 

In 2006, six young male volunteers at Northwick Park Hospital in
London contracted sudden, massively life-threatening complications
from a trial of a biological drug known as TGN1412. This experimen-
tal treatment was intended for multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthri-
tis and other auto-immune diseases, in which the body’s immune
system reacts against itself. Although the drug had caused no adverse
effects in monkeys, two of the men who took part in this ‘Phase I’ trial
nearly died. 

Standard research protocols set up what are called ‘Phase I’ trials to
establish whether the drug being trialled may be toxic in humans. On
the core principle in medical ethics of ‘first do no harm’, it is quite
right that they should do so. But what sorts of toxicity might ES ther-
apies produce, and how might that be minimised? These questions
are rarely even considered in a media climate which promises untold
magic from stem cell research.
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Unlike the media, experts in the field often tend to be cautious
about ES research: ‘Long-term, I think there will be some therapeutic
benefit, but I mean really long-term … I’m thinking ten years before
we have an actual cure or benefit that’s really tangible, and I’m being
optimistic.’29 Patient advocates, understandably, have welcomed
plans by the US-based Geron Corporation to test neural derivatives of
its embryonic stem cells in humans with spinal cord injuries. But
some doctors, researchers and bioethicists have qualms about pro-
ceeding directly from favourable results in rodents (demonstrated in
2005 in a group of paralysed rats who were able partly to regain the
ability to walk) to experiments on humans, without testing non-
human primates first. Even the director of the University of Califor-
nia Institute for Stem Cell and Tissue Biology commented that
without the precaution of primate trials: ‘There is great potential for
harm.’30 And in the Northwick Park case, TGN1412 had been
through primate trials.

Commenting on a proposal by StemCells, Inc. of California to
begin a Phase I clinical trial on neural stem cell therapies in children
with a fatal enzyme deficiency syndrome called Batten Disease, the
US bioethicist David Magnus declared that there had to be a very
strong prospect of therapeutic benefit if the research posed more than
incremental risks to the patient. He added:

My view is, for almost all these techniques, that they would not meet
that standard for a prospect of benefit … When you have front-line,
cutting-edge research, I’m very concerned that we are seeing a repeat
of gene therapy—very thin, ‘just-so’ stories told about clinical bene-
fit but with very little chance of things happening to benefit
patients.31

Because body shopping is global, however, desperate patients are
already travelling to countries with loose regulatory regimes to ‘bene-
fit’ from untested stem cell therapies. As with the dubious clinics
offering transfusions of umbilical cord blood which we met in Chap-
ter Three, these agencies prey on the fears and hopes of patients who
have heard tell of the powerful magic of stem cells. As described by
Joshua Hare, a cardiologist at Johns Hopkins Medical School who is
running a legitimate trial for adult stem cell treatment of heart attack
victims: ‘In Ecuador fetal stem cells, obtained in the Ukraine, are
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being used to treat patients from the US. There are cowboys who want
to do this, and are going to do it.’32

So what can be done for such patients, if the outlook for stem cell
research really is so unpromising? It’s worth repeating that it’s the
techniques which have attracted the most hype—embryonic and
somatic cell nuclear transfer stem cell research—that are actually fur-
thest removed from clinical reality. Adult stem cells, although less
totipotent or pluripotent than embryonic ones, have nevertheless
yielded therapeutic benefits in some sixty diseases and conditions,
including cardiac infarction (death of some of the heart tissue).33 The
cell with the greatest flexibility is the fertilised egg, which can produce
any form of tissue. But stem cells found in specialised forms of tissue,
such as bone marrow, retain a certain degree of this capability to pro-
duce other forms of cells.

Techniques involving adult stem cells should be distinguished from
somatic cell nuclear transfer, in which an ordinary (non-stem) cell is
taken from an adult and inserted into an enucleated egg. They consti-
tute a third possible alternative to ES and SCNT research, without the
ethical difficulties involving destruction of embryos or exploitation of
women who provide eggs. Why are they less well known? Perhaps,
speculatively, it’s because embryonic stem cell research represents the
Fountain of Youth to its supporters and the Slaughter of the Innocents
to its detractors. Both inevitably attract media attention. ‘Therapeutic’
cloning, as we have seen, plays on the former myth, with the powerful
additional resonance of ‘personalised’ medicine.

Whatever the mystical connotations of ES and SCNT research, the
hard reality is that there is a no-ethical-holds-barred race among
leading scientists and their nations to do what Hwang failed to do.
The primacy of that motive was obvious in the decision in February
2007 by Britain’s regulatory agency, the Human Fertilisation and
Embryology Authority, to allow women to ‘donate’ eggs for stem cell
research, which many felt was a foregone conclusion—whatever the
risks. Given that the risks may be fatal, and that the benefits don’t
accrue to the women donating the eggs, opponents argued that the
precautionary principle would dictate a moratorium or a ban on egg
sourcing for research. Proponents of egg donation for somatic cell
nuclear transfer stem cell research often argue that the risks are spec-
ulative, but as we’ve just seen, so are the benefits of that technique. 
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A RISKY ENDEAVOUR AND A FAIT ACCOMPLI

Of course human eggs don’t just grow on trees, although you might
be forgiven for thinking they do, from the usual media debates on
stem cell technologies. Unlike sperm, they have to be extracted by
surgical procedures. But that’s only the third and last of three risk-
laden stages in egg donation: shutting down the woman’s ovaries,
stimulating them to produce multiple follicles (rather than the single
follicle usually produced in a cycle) and then—only then—extracting
the resulting eggs. All this makes egg ‘harvesting’ an undeniably risky
endeavour. 

The usual drug used in the first process, shutting down the
woman’s own menstrual cycle, is leuprolide acetate (trade name
Lupron) which has been reported as causing several side-effects,
including arthralgia (severe non-inflammatory joint pain), dyspnoea
(difficulty in breathing), chest pain, nausea, depression, dimness of
vision, loss of pituitary function, hypertension, tachycardia (rapid
beating of the heart), asthma, generalised oedema and abnormal liver
function.34 Irreversible losses of bone density, of up to 7.3 per cent of
total bone, have also been reported.35 The US Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA) has received many further reports of adverse effects
that have not yet been investigated further. The FDA currently has on
file over 6,000 complaints regarding Lupron, including twenty-five
reported deaths.36

Next, the woman must undergo daily injections over a period of
about ten days to stimulate her ovaries into producing extra eggs.
This process may produce cysts, enlargement of the ovaries and fluid
retention, with a potentially fatal outcome if ovarian hyperstimula-
tion syndrome (OHSS) occurs. In that event, the ovaries swell and
fluid builds up in the abdomen. Mild hyperstimulation will recede
after the next menstrual period, but severe OHSS can cause blood
clots, kidney failure, fluid in the lungs and shock.37 A number of
deaths from severe ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome have been
documented, usually among women undergoing stimulation for
IVF. Jacqueline Rushton, who died as a direct result of OHSS in
Dublin in 2003, suffered a gradual deterioration of her organs, virtu-
ally all of which were slowly destroyed.38 Temilola Akinbolagbe, a
young woman who died in April 2005 in London, suffered a more
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sudden death from a massive heart attack linked directly to ovarian
hyperstimulation syndrome.39

In March 2006, a study reported that ovarian hyperstimulation
treatment in mice also results in abnormalities in their offspring.
These effects include growth retardation, a delay in bone develop-
ment and an eight-fold increase in a significant rib deformity associ-
ated with cancer.  Animal studies can’t always be generalised to
humans (although it does often seem that there’s a great rush to do
just that when they’re favourable to stem cell research, like the much-
touted report, in June 2007, of embryonic stem cells produced from
mouse skin). None the less, the authors concluded that their findings
may have implications for the use of ovarian hyperstimulation treat-
ments in women.40

Even in the absence of full-blown OHSS, ovarian stimulation in
general has been linked in trials to pulmonary embolism, stroke, 
arterial occlusion and other life-threatening risks.41 The incidence of
the severe syndrome, which is known to have caused death, ranges
between 0.5 and 5 per cent of cases.42 However, it was estimated that a
full 20 per cent of women ‘donating’ their eggs to Hwang suffered the
full-blown syndrome. Where there is pressure to produce large num-
bers of eggs—as there was in Hwang’s research—there may be a
temptation to administer far higher dosages of stimulation than
would be the norm in IVF. 

These days, with the first ‘test tube baby’ nearing her thirtieth
birthday, we tend to regard IVF as ‘safe’, but some commentators
would like to think that egg donation for research is even safer. Both
views are fallacious. Temilola Akinbolagbe and Jacqueline Rushton
died of IVF-related ovarian hyperstimulation. And although doctors
may have believed at one point that women donating eggs for
research didn’t suffer the complications to which patients undergo-
ing IVF were exposed, a review of 1,000 cycles of egg donation found
this was not true.43

In the third stage, the mature eggs are removed through a minor
surgical procedure, laparoscopy or trans-vaginal ovarian aspiration.
The donor is given painkillers or placed under intravenous sedation.
Although conventional descriptions say the procedure should result
in no more than ‘mild pelvic discomfort’, one egg donor said it felt
‘like somebody punched you in the stomach’.44
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Finally, we won’t know the risks of premature menopause 
caused by the extraction of ova until the current generation of
donors, now mostly in their twenties and thirties, reach the normal
age of menopause. As it’s generally accepted that a girl is born with a
finite number of egg follicles, it stands to reason that taking ova out
might produce early menopause, but it’s just too soon to tell.
(Research carried out in the 1950s by Solly Zuckerman showed 
that female animals, including humans, are effectively born with all
their egg follicles. Work by the reproductive endocrinologist
Jonathan Tilly in 2004 suggested that transplanted ‘ovarian stem
cells’ in mouse bone marrow could migrate and repopulate sterile
ovaries, but that research has been found invalid in subsequent stud-
ies, published in 2005 by researchers at Harvard and in 2007 by the
scientists Lin Liu and David Keefe at the University of South Florida.
No evidence of egg regeneration in women was found in comparable
circumstances.)

You might think that the precautionary principle, ‘too soon to tell’
might translate into ‘too soon to authorise egg donation’. But you
would be wrong.

On 10 May 2006, Suzi Leather, then Chair of the UK Human Fer-
tilisation and Embryology Authority, announced a public consulta-
tion on whether egg donation for research rather than IVF purposes
should be approved by the HFEA. Her consultation statement
appeared properly concerned about the balance of risks and benefits,
but it also included a statement which gave grounds for concern: ‘A
paper was presented to the Authority today requesting a decision on
the appropriateness of allowing altruistic egg donation—either from
women who wish to donate purely for research or from women who
are participating in an egg-sharing scheme and receiving discounted
fertility treatment as a result.’45

The first set of concerns raised by this apparently mild statement of
fact, nestled among the arguments for and against, involved proce-
dural proprieties. If there was to be a fully open consultation, then
how could a decision be handed down before the consultation fin-
ished? That would be a fait accompli. Why was Leather even mention-
ing that she had already received a request for a decision? She didn’t
need to receive any such request in order to announce a consultation
on a topic of major importance. Was she perhaps thinking of 
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allowing the authority to exempt the source of that request from the
time frame of the consultation? 

Secondly, why had Leather run together the two very separate sets
of issues involved in purely altruistic donation and ‘egg-sharing’?
Although the HFEA had already allowed women undergoing IVF to
donate a portion of their ova in exchange for reduced-cost treatment,
those women were at least receiving some therapeutic benefit. In
addition, women may be willing to ‘share’ when it gives another
woman the chance of a baby, but there’s no such direct tangible bene-
fit to another person in the case of ‘sharing’ for stem cell research. As
we’ve seen, any benefits from stem cell research are still a long way
down the line.

Two months later, these qualms proved to be well grounded. On 28
July 2006, the HFEA gave permission to a team headed by Professor
Alison Murdoch to pay women who agreed to ‘share’ their eggs a
rebate of £1,200 towards the cost of their IVF treatment. Murdoch’s
group at the University of Newcastle (UK) had successfully created a
SCNT blastocyst from excess IVF eggs, but not an entire cell line.
They hoped to step into Hwang’s shoes, it seemed, and the HFEA was
prepared to make an exception in their favour—even before the con-
sultation document had been sent out. That didn’t occur until 
September 2006. It sounded very much as if the paper presented to
the authority in May 2006 had been from the Murdoch team, and as
if they weren’t willing to wait.

Although it’s illegal in the UK to pay for eggs used in either IVF or
research, the £1,200 rebate was still a form of body shopping, making
human eggs into a commodity. Under the euphemism of ‘sharing’,
this transaction was plainly barter: offering a woman cheaper IVF in
return for some of her eggs. Although Murdoch’s team had already
been granted permission in 2005 to ask IVF patients from whom
more than twelve eggs had been collected to donate surplus eggs for
research, they had collected only sixty-six ova over seven months. The
gargantuan appetites of SCNT for human ova couldn’t be sated so
lightly. (Indeed, even while the consultation process was taking place,
Murdoch’s team and a team from another university also filed sepa-
rate applications to be allowed to use enucleated animal eggs—
so-called ‘cybrids’ or cytoplasmic hybrid embryos—as well as human
ones.)
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Not only does giving women a rebate on their IVF treatment con-
stitute a form of body shopping; it also discriminates against less well-
off women. Three-quarters of women in a similar situation in
Belgium refused to share their eggs once their IVF treatment was fully
funded by the public health service.46 The financial incentive came
first for the majority of Belgian women. There was no reason to think
that the same wouldn’t be true for British women, except that the
UK’s National Health Service was dragging its heels in implementing
a national recommendation that women across the UK should
receive three free IVF treatment cycles on their doctor’s recommen-
dation, eliminating patchy variation in public provision from one
locality to another.

Egg ‘sharing’ also risks setting up a conflict of interest for clinicians,
whose first duty must be to the patient. If doctors also feel they must
obtain a set number of eggs for research—no matter how small (and
small numbers are unlikely to satisfy the needs of stem cell
researchers)—they’re being pulled in two directions. They may pos-
sibly be tempted to administer excessive hormonal dosage regimes in
order to collect enough eggs for research. Statistics from an HFEA
inspection of the Newcastle Fertility Centre in 2004 already bear out
this fear. A twenty-nine-year-old woman produced forty-four eggs
after superovulatory hormonal treatment, while another young
woman had twenty-nine eggs collected. It appears that twenty-three
embryos were collected for research using the eggs obtained from
these patients, while only eight were frozen for future use by the
patients themselves.47

We saw in Chapter Three that the UK Royal College of Obstetri-
cians and Gynaecologists was worried about a similar conflict of loy-
alties in the delivery room, in the case of umbilical cord blood. As I
remarked in a press interview at the time the HFEA authorised egg
‘sharing’ at Newcastle: ‘It’s pulling the clinicians in two different
ways. The primary objective has got to be to treat the individual
patient, but if there is also a desire to harvest extra eggs, I think there
could be two conflicting objectives.’48

The sense that the outcome was already a fait accompli was 
reinforced in September 2006 by the consultation document’s 
title: Donating eggs for research: safeguarding donors. There was 
that magic appeal to altruism again, in the weasel word ‘donation’
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—and there, in the subtitle, under the equally charmed word 
‘safeguarding’, lay a strong hint that there was no question about
whether ‘donation’ would be allowed. The only issue was under what
conditions.

That sense was reinforced by a further interim decision in January
2007 by the HFEA, again in favour of the Newcastle team, which was
now allowed a ‘temporary’ licence to collect ova from ‘non-patient’
donors as well as egg sharers. It seemed that the Authority had been
taken aback by the media storm over whether egg ‘sharing’ was a form
of trading in tissue but thought the ethical issues stopped there. The
consultation process had ended in December 2006, but it seemed the
Newcastle team couldn’t wait until the results were formally
announced in February 2007. 

So when the curtains were lifted on the outcome, the drama’s
dénouement had all the unpredictability of a badly scripted soap
opera. Announcing the result, the HFEA’s Chief Executive Angela
McNab stated that:

Today [20 February 2007] the Authority agreed to allow women to be
able to donate their eggs to research projects, provided that there are
strong safeguards in place to ensure that women are properly
informed of the risks of the procedure and are properly protected
from coercion … Given that the medical risks for donating for
research are no higher than for treatment, we have concluded that it
is not for us to remove a woman’s choice of how her donated eggs
should be used.49

Let’s pass over that specious concern for respecting ‘a woman’s
choice’, merely noting that what’s driving the demand for eggs is not
lengthy queues of women clamouring to donate, but high-stakes
international competition among stem cell scientists. Let’s focus
instead on the argument that ‘the medical risks for donating for
research are no higher than for treatment’. If women willingly
undergo the risks of ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome for one,
why not for the other?

Within two weeks of the no-surprises-there announcement by the
HFEA, the argument about comparable risks was pulverised by an
authoritative study in the Lancet. The authors, a Dutch research team,
offered convincing evidence that the best standard of treatment 
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for IVF should not need to involve doses of hormones at the levels
routinely used in gathering eggs for research. ‘Mild’ treatment strate-
gies were proved in a clinical trial to produce as good a pregnancy rate
as high-dosage therapies. Typically, one more cycle of treatment was
required, but the ‘take-home’ baby rate was roughly the same, with-
out the dangers.50 The only threat lay to the commercial success of 
the IVF clinics, which are ranked according to success per cycle in the
annual league tables produced by the HFEA. 

If the ‘mild’ treatment strategy comes to be more widely adopted
for IVF, then it becomes impossible to argue that women donating
eggs for research happily submit themselves to exactly the same 
risks that they would if they needed IVF. Because the cloning tech-
nologies remain so bloatedly inefficient, they effectively require the
multiple eggs that can only be produced by higher doses of hormones.
In contrast, in the mild stimulation treatment regime for IVF, 
a woman ovulates more naturally, after a lower dose of artificial 
hormones. 

Since high doses of hormones are not required for IVF, where 
the woman is at least deriving a therapeutic benefit, how can they 
possibly be justified when she is receiving no benefits at all? It is no
part of the duties of a doctor to impose risks on members of the 
public who are not otherwise their patients, and who are receiving 
no such benefits. The only partial exception, as we’ve seen in dis-
cussing the Northwick Park case, is for participants in research 
trials. But are ova donors the equivalent of research participants?

In fact, women who donate ova aren’t really subjects in a properly
conducted research trial, but merely providers of raw materials for
research.51 No number of safeguards will change that position. At
least the Northwick Park volunteers were monitored; Hwang’s
donors weren’t. We still don’t know the full extent of the damage
done to them.

Nor are egg donors really equivalent to people who give solid
organs, for example, a kidney. In that case, the recipient receives a
direct benefit, the ‘gift of life’—or at the very least, relief from the
rigours and risks of dialysis. Given the speculative nature of somatic
cell nuclear transfer stem cell research, it is by no means clear that any
woman’s eggs will produce any comparable benefit for a given indi-
vidual, or indeed do any good at all. 
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TO PAY OR NOT TO PAY: IS THAT THE QUESTION?

Does it make any difference whether egg ‘donors’ are paid?—whether
they are really egg sellers? The HFEA statement of February 2007 lev-
elled considerable firepower at the notion that women would be paid
£250 for their eggs, a story which had been leaked three days before in
front-page headlines in the Observer. The authority punctiliously
denied any such intention in its final statement, but we’ll never know
whether it hastily changed its position as a result of the Observer’s pre-
diction that the decision would ‘prompt a fierce backlash from lead-
ing figures in the medical world’.52

Admitting that women would be given £250 for ‘expenses’—or, as
some newspapers reported, £250 for forgone wages and an additional
amount for expenses—the authority seemed unaware that women
from Eastern Europe could easily be tempted by that sum. As we saw
in the example of the Kiev clinic in Chapter One, the basic rate for egg
sellers in some clinics is only three hundred dollars.  If the ‘expenses’
were to be seen as wages, their full stinginess could best be understood
in contrast with the number of hours women put into egg donation.
The ethics committee of the American Society for Reproductive
Medicine estimates that women spend a total of fifty-six hours per
cycle of egg donation: the three-stage process involving injections to
shut down the natural cycle, hormonal stimulation to produce extra
eggs and extraction of the eggs under anaesthetic.53 Even £250 
in ‘expenses’ works out to less than the UK minimum wage of £5.35
an hour.

But is the real problem the low level of ‘wages’ for providing eggs?
Any sum, according to some observers, is more than women deserve.
‘Some will argue that an egg has no monetary value when it is just one
of those ovulated each month by billions of women and that [sic] per-
ishes unfertilized.’54 No matter how vast the value placed on them by
the hunger of stem cell research, in this view eggs are just a natural
substance and women are merely fulfilling a natural function in ovu-
lating. Of course that position ignores the labour women put into the
patently unnatural process of egg extraction. 

To a certain extent, the debate over whether women should be
paid, and if so, how much, represents progress from the patronising
and outdated view that egg donation is just a passive, natural process.
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At least it recognises that women have a rightful property in their
labour and its products. Isn’t it fair to pay women who donate eggs for
stem cell research a comparable amount to other research volunteers?
The male Northwick Park participants  received about £1,200 for
their time and risk-taking. Only cultural prejudice, some might say,
blinds us to the inequity of treating women differently, expecting
them to sacrifice their time and tissue in order to benefit others. That,
at least, is the argument put forward by the Korean-American ethicist
Insoo Hyun, who chaired a task force exploring the issue for the
International Society of Stem Cell Research. Hyun writes:

The crux of the issue is this: if it is ethically and legally permissible for
women to offer their oocytes for stem-cell research, and if it is accept-
able to compensate healthy volunteers for their time, effort and
inconvenience when undergoing comparable invasive procedures
for research … then there is a strong, presumptive reason to com-
pensate healthy women who provide oocytes for basic research.
Those who want to limit remuneration to women’s direct expenses
must rebut this presumption.55

One answer to Hyun’s challenge has already been given: women giv-
ing their eggs don’t enjoy the status of research participants, so paral-
lels about paying research volunteers don’t work. But there are deeper
issues about whether payment prevents exploitation, or actually
paves the way to it. 

A commentator on Hyun’s proposal countered, ‘How can a fair
level of compensation be set for risks that are virtually unknown?’56

That’s perfectly true; we don’t have full information about some of
the drugs involved in reprogramming the menstrual cycle, we don’t
have a very precise estimate of the incidence of OHSS, and we won’t
know the risks of premature menopause for another generation. Fur-
thermore, we don’t know enough about whether these drugs are car-
cinogenic. One large-scale study of 12,000 women who received
ovarian stimulation drugs between 1965 and 1988 revealed no statis-
tically significant increases in breast or ovarian cancer, but did find
that women who had received them were 1.8 times more likely to
develop uterine cancer.57

Should ‘fair payment’ include an element of compensation for a
heightened risk of uterine cancer? Or is that invidious? Once a level of
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compensation is set, it will simply be assumed that if you’ve accepted it,
you’ve accepted the risks as well. Money tends to close off the debate—
but should it? One research study showed that higher payment levels
don’t function in research subjects’ minds as a warning of higher risk.58

If that is true, then we can’t assume that subjects have accepted the
higher risks just because they’ve accepted the money.

It would be worse than disingenuous for physicians who’ve
extracted eggs to disclaim all responsibility for any adverse conse-
quences, just because the women who provided those eggs had
accepted payment. Eggs have to be extracted by medically trained
personnel, and medically trained personnel owe their patients a duty
of care. That’s one reason why the US National Academies of Science
and several US states (such as Massachusetts and California) have
ruled out payment for egg donation in the research context. They’re
rolling back the commercialisation juggernaut, prohibiting payment
for eggs given for research—even though a loophole in the US
national organ procurement legislation has long permitted commer-
cial trade in eggs for IVF.

On the other hand, payment for eggs to be used in research could
be seen as more transparent than covert pressure of the sort that
Hwang may have put on his junior researchers, or of the kind that
families with over-optimistic expectations of stem cell research might
exert on their female members to help ‘save’ a relative. It can be just as
wrong to ask women to undergo these unknown risks for no payment
as for money. In that sense, too, ‘to pay or not to pay’ isn’t the 
question.

By asking for a share in the profits of the $3 billion cell line gener-
ated from his tissue, John Moore unfortunately and unknowingly set
the tone for all the controversies about body shopping. Commenta-
tors on both the left and the right of the political gamut now typically
cast the debate about human tissue in terms of a new version of Ham-
let’s question ‘To be or not to be?’—‘To pay or not to pay?’ But Moore
only framed his action in terms of conversion, recovery of property
taken by another, because he was advised that the common law could
find no other way to consider his claim. In the end, of course, he lost
anyway, but the pattern was set. It’s time to rethink this pecuniary
approach, which has failed to protect those who most need protec-
tion. To pay or not to pay: that’s not the question. 
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Too often, the idea of payment is being used to bypass crucial issues
about exploitation of donors, on the grounds that if women have
accepted payment for their eggs, they’ve also accepted the conse-
quences. In this view, they have forfeited any right to further protec-
tion. But that argument just won’t wash. In other areas, like health
and safety at work, anyone but the most rabid free-marketeer would
accept that the fact of being paid isn’t the end of the debate. Employ-
ees accept their employers’ wages, but they still retain rights to be pro-
tected from excessive risks, like being exposed to dangerous
chemicals or being forced to work dangerously long hours. We don’t
think that it’s paternalistic to enact those sorts of protections into law,
even if workers have ‘freely’ chosen to take their employer’s shilling.
We just think that employers, like doctors, owe a certain duty of care,
although we may disagree about the extent of that duty.

Well, then, how can women be protected from excessive risks in
donating eggs for research? On the precautionary principle, and
using the parallel of employment law, that should be the question,
rather than whether and how much to pay them. The problem is that
we just don’t have enough evidence about those risks, in the long-
term, to know how to protect women from them. To put the matter
another way: of course women should be allowed to make an
informed choice, but we don’t have enough information to enable
them to give a genuinely informed consent. 

Unlike the UK, some countries, like Canada, have enacted a mora-
torium on donation of eggs for research, for precisely that reason. Not
until we know more about the long-term effects of high-stimulation
regimes or possible early menopause, and until we have much better
evidence that SCNT research will be something other than a flash in
the pan, can we create meaningful forms of legislative protection for
egg donors. Concentrating on the payment issue shuts down those
protection questions and lessens the pressure to get that evidence.
That’s one reason why ‘to pay or not to pay’ is not the question. 

Another reason is that egg donors aren’t really akin to organ
donors, and so the arguments often advanced in favour of paid organ
procurement don’t apply to them. Advocates of paying for kidneys
can set out firm figures about the shortfall between numbers of
patients waiting for a kidney and numbers of kidneys donated 
altruistically. For example, Kieran Healy produces a dramatic table
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showing an implacably widening gap between the numbers of
patients on the waiting list for organ donation in the United States
and the numbers of cadaveric organs available. In 1988, the ratio of
cadaver donors to patients on the waiting list was one to
four—already a serious situation. By 2004, the ratio was more like
one to eleven: eighty thousand people waiting for transplants, but
only seven thousand cadaver donors.59 

The argument is that allowing financial incentives for donation—
either tax credits to the dead person’s estate or direct payment to their
beneficiaries—could directly lessen that acute shortage. One donor
would more or less equate to one person off the waiting list, assuming
tissue matching and successful immunosuppressive therapy. On a
hard-headed basis, overlooking the ‘yuck factor’ of paying heirs for
their loved one’s organs, you could argue that we should be paying for
organs because it will produce great social good. 

Breaking those figures down by race adds a redistributive justice
subtext to this argument. African-Americans have the highest death
rate among all Americans on waiting lists for organs.60 Registrants of
colour represented nearly half of all those waiting for kidneys in 2003,
with the majority of them African-Americans. The argument, then, is
that the current system of altruistic donation fails to serve their inter-
ests, and thus indirectly perpetuates racial injustice. Whether or not
you accept that argument, it’s backed by definite figures about who
needs a kidney and who could definitely benefit from paid donation,
if payment increased supply.

But in the case of paid egg sale for somatic cell nuclear transfer
research, the most that can be said is that certain groups of patients—
say, diabetics—would benefit from SCNT-based treatments if they
were successfully developed. That’s quite a massive ‘if’. One egg
donor doesn’t equate to one dialysis patient off the waiting list for a
kidney; it may not even equate to any benefits at all. 

If benefits do emerge from somatic cell nuclear transfer stem cell
research, then it seems only right that those women who helped to
make that progress possible should have some share in it. But again,
‘to pay or not to pay’ isn’t the question. What Moore wanted, and
what egg donors may well also demand, is recognition, gratitude and
a degree of control—the status of collaborators in scientific progress,
not just of raw material providers. 
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More and more attention is being paid to ways in which models
like benefit-sharing or the drawing up of charitable trusts can give
donors what they’re really looking for. And the tide of expert bioethi-
cists’ opinion on further ‘downstream’ uses of tissue is swinging more
in favour of donors, as against a blank cheque for researchers.61 In the
next chapter, on patents, we’ll meet some examples of how such new
models might work out in practice—along with some virulent exam-
ples of why those innovations are urgently required to prevent some
of the grossest abuses in body shopping.
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5
Genomes up for grabs: or, could
Dr Frankenstein have patented

his monster?

Before he was unmasked as a charlatan, Hwang Woo Suk had filed
for a patent relating to the eleven tissue-matched stem cell lines

he claimed to have created. Although the science turned out to be
bogus, it seems possible that the patent applications might still be
granted. But can a patent be valid even if the science behind it isn’t?
Although the common-sense reply would be ‘no’, in fact some com-
mentators think the answer to whether Hwang’s claim could succeed
isn’t at all obvious.1 That shows how far patent law has travelled down
the Yellow Brick Road towards an unreal and puffed-up Emerald
City. In biotechnology patent law, we urgently need the equivalent of
Toto pulling away the curtain, to reveal how flimsy the whole struc-
ture really is. 

While the Great Oz was generally welcomed as a benevolent dicta-
tor2—even if he was really just a patent-elixir salesman from Kansas—
the effects of monopoly patenting can be very pernicious indeed. By
2005, the number of patented human genes had increased to 4,270,
representing 18 per cent of the entire human genome.3 Of these four
thousand patents, 63 per cent were held by private firms: one company
alone, Sciona, holds patents on 2,500 genes.4

When these major biotechnology firms choose to do so, they can
halt the onward march of science and impede clinical care—making
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nonsense of the usual accusation that those who campaign against
body shopping are ‘anti-progress’. Often, contrary to stereotype, it’s
actually the firms and researchers misusing patent law who stand most
brazenly in the way of scientific progress, not the activists around the
world who have opposed them. Why should we expect these corpora-
tions to be altruistic seekers after scientific truth? Their responsibility
to their shareholders lies in making profits, not progress. 

Even when they don’t overtly impede other firms’ researchers or
clinicians’ needs, corporate ‘players’ often design their genetic
research strategy around which genes would be most profitable to
patent, rather than which diseases most need cures. The two don’t
always mesh, not least because the ‘worried western well’ are more
profitable.5 For example, pharmaceutical firms have filed defensive
patents on some genetic tests to undermine them deliberately,
because tailored medications specifically for people with certain
genomes would diminish the overall market for those drugs.6 And yet
the whole rationale of patents is that although they constitute tempo-
rary monopolies, they’re crucial to the long-term flourishing of med-
icine and science.

One of the most scandalous cases of restrictive patenting has
involved fees for diagnostic tests on two genes implicated in some
breast cancers, BRCA1 and BRCA2, levied by the biotechnology firm
holding patents on the genes, Myriad Genetics. Women with the
‘wrong’ version of these genes have a heightened risk of developing
breast cancer (up to 85 per cent, as against the usual 12 per cent,
although the genes account for only a minority of breast cancers).
These women also run a greater risk of ovarian cancer. 

In the United States, Myriad Genetics has a monopoly on all com-
mercial testing for BRCA1 and BRCA2, with the full test costing up to
$3,000.7 In Canada, an alternative test has been available since 2003,
despite threats from Myriad Genetics to launch a lawsuit against the
Ontario Health Ministry, which developed its own tests for the same
gene, using a different process. The Canadian test is both cheaper and
faster, again undermining the argument that patents are good for
patients.

A similar legal challenge from Myriad Genetics was quashed by the
European Patent Court in 2005, revoking an earlier grant of patent in
2001. Myriad had argued for its rights to the ‘isolated’ version of the
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BRCA1 gene, along with therapeutic applications and diagnostic tests
involving the gene. This claim was eventually rejected, with the
exception of a face-saving grant of patent on one single mutation of
the gene, out of the thirty-four that Myriad Genetics had originally
sought to control. The firm’s claim regarding the BRCA2 gene was
even more audacious. Although it had not discovered the gene’s func-
tion, which was uncovered by Cancer Research UK in 1995, Myriad
tried to muscle in when Cancer Research UK wanted to patent the
gene. Cancer Research UK only aimed to protect its own rights to
make the genetic test freely available for public health services. 

In the United States, where its patents are still valid, Myriad has
launched wide-ranging direct mailing shots to women, urging them
to ask their doctors for a diagnostic test. This sort of scaremongering
plays on patients’ understandable confusion about the effect of the
genes: although the vast majority of women with the BRCA1 gene will
develop breast cancer, most breast cancers are not caused by the gene.
So urging women to undergo an expensive genetic test for the sake of
their peace of mind raises both false alarm and false hope: false alarm
because the gene is comparatively rare, false hope because even if you
test negative for the gene, you can still develop breast cancer.

But how can a firm like Myriad Genetics get a patent on a human
gene in the first place? In an early landmark decision, Diamond v.
Chakrabarty, the US Supreme Court held that patents could be issued
on ‘anything under the sun that is made by man’.8 But how can it pos-
sibly be said that a gene is ‘made by man’? And whatever happened to
the idea that there is no such thing as property in the body? If one in
five genes can be the subject of a patent, isn’t the gene an obvious
object of property?

CAN YOU TAKE OUT A PATENT ON LIFE?

Those who oppose genetic patenting often use the term ‘patents on
life’ to describe what it is that they’re resisting. It does seem extremely
odd to think that genes—sometimes termed the building blocks of
life—can be patented. Before looking at why the law allows genetic
patents, however, we need to dispel one common myth: the idea that
granting firms patents on the components of life is the same thing as
giving them the power of life and death over our own individual lives.
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That notion was tested in the 1994 Relaxin case, when opponents
of a genetic patent argued that allowing the patent would be equiva-
lent to allowing slavery. Relaxin is a natural hormone secreted in
pregnant women by the corpus luteum (the progesterone-producing
body which develops from the empty egg follicle); its role is to relax
the uterus during childbirth. If drugs could be developed from
Relaxin, they might be very useful in cases of difficult childbirth,
including Caesarean deliveries. 

The Howard Florey Institute in Australia, which had isolated and
identified the DNA sequence generating the hormone, wanted to
manufacture synthetic quantities of Relaxin for that purpose. To pro-
tect itself against commercial competitors with the same idea, it
sought a patent. Having isolated the genetic sequence which codes for
the hormone, the Florey Institute used recombinant DNA techniques
to clone the gene, making it possible to produce synthetic Relaxin.
What was to be patented wasn’t the genetic sequence itself, as it
occurred in any pregnant woman’s body, but rather a copy of the gene
produced in the laboratory.

The German Green Party mounted a challenge against the Florey
Institute, arguing that the requested patent would contravene human
dignity by using pregnancy to produce profits. The Greens also
claimed that genetic patents constitute a modern form of slavery,
involving the dismemberment of female tissue and its sale to profit-
making companies. This, they said, contravened the general ‘human
right to self-determination’.9

Their argument failed. The European Patent Office rejected the
objection that granting a patent would amount to a form of modern
slavery over the pregnant women who had provided the genetic
material to be patented. There was no risk, it said, of any one 
woman being forced to endure any form of bodily invasion by the
patent-holder without her consent, still less of her becoming the
patent-holder’s slave. It wasn’t literally the case that any one’s body
was being ‘dismembered’ in the course of producing a patentable
genetic sequence, because that’s not how the genetic sequence was
produced. 

It’s important to avoid this confusion, since all too often the debate
on the rights and wrongs of patenting the human genome slides 
into the unrelated non-question of whether it’s right or wrong to 
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own a human being.10 The way in which Relaxin was patented is fairly
typical of a genetic patent: it’s issued not on the gene as it occurs in
your body or my body, but on an identical version of that gene 
produced in the laboratory. Yet that’s exactly what gives rise to the
conceptual paradoxes in patenting. 

On the one hand, no one actually owns the gene in your body or 
my body. It remains perfectly true that no one can own that; there is
no such thing as property in the body in that sense. On the other
hand, if I want to go for a diagnostic test to find out whether I have the
abnormal version of the BRCA1 gene, I have to pay a fee to Myriad
Genetics—at least if I want the test done in the United States. That
seems massively inconsistent: if the patent isn’t on the actual gene in
my body, how can Myriad rightfully charge a fee to diagnose whether
I have the faulty version of the gene?

There’s a difficult tension here, which really pervades this whole
book. When human biological materials are depersonalised through
modern biotechnology—reduced into constituent parts or replicated
in laboratories—they cease to be part of the person from whom they
came. Human genes, in particular, begin to look more like abstract
information rather than real tissue: a blueprint for how to build a
human being, it’s sometimes said. 

As the Cambridge cultural geographer Bronwyn Parry writes, only
recently have we learned to ‘disaggregate’ the human body in this
fashion:

New biotechnologies enable us, in other words, to extract genetic or
biochemical material from living organisms, to process it in some
way—by replicating, modifying or transforming it—and, in so
doing, to produce from it further combinations of that information
that might themselves prove to be commodifiable and marketable.11

These separated bits of biochemical material are much more like
things than human beings, it can be argued. Slavery is not permitted
because it’s about owning human beings, who are not just things. If
someone owns a patent on one of the genes occurring in my genome,
however, that doesn’t make me either a thing or a slave. (True, the US
Patent Office has declared that a patent claim on the entire genome of
any individual would violate the Thirteenth Amendment, which pro-
hibits slavery.12 But no such patent has yet been granted, although the
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artist Donna Rawlinson did file a patent application for an entity
called ‘Myself ’, consisting of her entire genome.13) 

Scientists and venture capitalists conventionally argue that, once
replicated in the laboratory, disaggregated entities from the body
exist ‘out there’. In this argument, genes or genetic sequences can be
seen as something apart from any one person’s body, and as waiting
to be ‘discovered’: a sort of virgin territory. But patent law rests on the
argument that those same scientists or venture capitalists haven’t just
discovered a pre-existing law of nature; they’ve produced an inven-
tion, making something novel. Because it’s their own invention, even
if it’s identical to the gene in its naturally occurring form, it’s
patentable. 

No actual genes in any individual’s body are owned when a patent
is granted, and the kinds of rights granted are far from absolute. A
patent only represents a time-limited monopoly over some aspects of
management of the patented material, in exchange for free disclosure
of information to the public at the outset of the patent term. For
example, in the European Patent Office decision about the Harvard
‘oncomouse’, developed for cancer research, only the negative right
to prevent others from using the ‘invention’ was awarded, not the
positive right for Harvard researchers to use the mouse themselves. 

But even that is just too much for those who oppose genetic patent-
ing on a basis that we might call spiritual, for want of a better term.14

If human genetic material partakes of the sacred—or is essential to
human dignity, in a more secular formulation—then it makes no dif-
ference how small a segment is patented or how few powers the patent
process actually conveys.

Yet why has the human genome taken on this iconic quality? Cord
blood or ova might be expected to carry equal or greater emotional
and symbolic freight: after all, they’re crucially involved in the sup-
posedly sacred process of human reproduction. And whereas ova can
only be taken from their ‘donor’ through risky and painful processes,
a DNA swab or a blood sample for genetic analysis can be separated
from its ‘source’ without any physiological harm. 

Even people who wouldn’t actually term the genome ‘holy’ express
concerns about genetic patenting. Somehow, the argument that no
individual genome is being patented, so that no one is being enslaved
in the process, fails to reassure many people that there’s no problem.
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Rather, the reverse is true: there’s widespread dismay at the fact that
the patent system dissociates the human source of the genetic mater-
ial from the ‘invention’ itself. As the US academic lawyer Rebecca
Eisenberg puts it, she’s constantly asked the same question, usually
posed with an air of righteous but genuine puzzlement: ‘How can
anyone possibly patent genes?’15

So what makes people so worried? Is it just that genetic patenting is
‘unnatural’? That simply isn’t a good enough explanation. All the new
biotechnologies are ‘unnatural’; for that matter, so is medicine itself.
Couples who bank umbilical cord blood privately presumably realise
that this technology is ‘unnatural’ but don’t think ‘unnatural’ means
‘bad’; they regard the possibility of cures being developed through
stem cell technologies as very favourable indeed. All the processes by
which patentable material is created are avowedly unnatural, and
proud of it. 

INVENTION OR DISCOVERY? THE CASE OF 
DIAMOND V. CHAKRABARTY

It’s precisely because patentable material is ‘unnatural’ that it can be
patented. The criteria for patenting include the crucial requirement
of an ‘inventive’ or ‘non-obvious’ step. A related distinction is that
the object of a patent shouldn’t represent the discovery of something
pre-existing, but rather an invention. European patent law explicitly
excludes mere discoveries from patentability, while US law admits
both discoveries and inventions but jibs at ‘laws of nature and natural
phenomena’.16 

Yet how can a patent on a gene or genetic sequence possibly be said
to represent an invention, rather than a discovery? As Eisenberg puts
it, ‘How can you patent genes?’ Her answer is this: 

One cannot get a patent on a DNA sequence that would be infringed
by someone who lives in a state of nature on Walden Pond, whose
DNA continues to do the same thing it has done for generations in
nature. But one can get a patent on DNA sequences in forms that only
exist through the intervention of modern biotechnology.17

The argument widely accepted by national patent offices, and
enshrined in the Trade-Related Intellectual Property Agreement
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(TRIPS) governing international standards,18 maintains that patents
do not cover genes as discovered in their naturally occurring form.
Instead a genetic patent demands the inventive step of creating 
genes artificially, by cloning and isolating them from the human
body. While the original basis of the invention was a form of human
tissue, that tissue has been reduced to the status of mere matter, no
different from any other naturally occurring substance. The distinc-
tively human element now lies not in the tissue itself, but rather in the
inventive step by which technology transforms ‘dumb’ matter. 

The further the object of a patent claim is from its natural state—
the more ‘man-made’—the more likely it is to fulfil the criterion of
being an inventive step.19 According to the influential holding in the
US case of Diamond v. Chakrabarty, ‘anything under the sun made by
man’ is patentable.20 In that case, a form of a bacterium was
patented—although you might well suppose that bacteria are natural
rather than man-made. 

Even in the United States, it was long assumed that scientific laws,
or varieties of plants and animals, were indeed ‘manifestations of
nature [that must remain] free to all men [sic] and reserved exclu-
sively to none’.21 Patent protection couldn’t be claimed for naturally
occurring species or substances.

If you think back to the Lockean notion that property rights are
grounded in labour, that makes sense. Patents are a form of property
rights, and it’s the labour of creating something new—like growing a
crop where once there was just a fallow field—that gives rise to prop-
erty rights.

However, you could also argue that discovering something new
requires labour too. Many of the difficulties around patents—and
body shopping more generally—concern the extent of labour that
has to be put into something in order to ground a property right in it.
As I asked in Chapter Two, concerning the case of John Moore, ‘how
much work does it take to make a spleen?’

From the point of view of the person from whom the original DNA
is taken, does giving an innocuous cheek swab confer a right in the
products developed from that cell line? That doesn’t involve anything
like as much time or risk as giving eggs for stem cell research. Some-
where in between comes John Moore, who was asked to return fre-
quently after his original splenectomy to donate other tissue samples,
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none of which involved processes as risky as superovulation and 
egg extraction but which were laborious and time-consuming
nonetheless. 

From the viewpoint of the researcher, the same question arises:
how much labour has to be put into a new development for a property
right in it to be plausible? That was a major issue in the Chakrabarty
case. In 1972, Ananda Chakrabarty, a researcher at the General Elec-
tric Corporation, filed a patent application for a genetically engin-
eered bacterium that could be used to break down crude oil, as well as
for the processes used to produce the bacterium. Initially,
Chakrabarty’s claim on the genetically engineered bacterium itself
was rejected, on the grounds that bacteria are ‘products of nature’,
not of human invention. As Diamond v. Chakrabarty, the case went
all the way to the United States Supreme Court, where the claim 
was allowed. According to the justices, the bacterium was not a ‘hith-
erto unknown natural phenomenon’ but ‘a product of human 
ingenuity’.22

Yet Chakrabarty himself admitted that ‘I simply shuffled the
genes—and changed bacteria that already existed.’ Perhaps the
Supreme Court thought Chakrabarty was just being modest. In the
majority opinion, the researcher had applied his creative powers and
scientific knowledge to produce a permanent physical transforma-
tion of a natural substance. On the Lockean argument, that might
appear fair enough. Chakrabarty had put work and skill into trans-
forming something natural into a product of his effort, you might
think, and so he deserved a property right in that product.

However, the Chakrabarty decision contradicted an earlier case,
Funk Brothers Seed Co. v. Kalo Inoculant Co., in which genetic charac-
teristics, as phenomena of nature, had been held to be inviolate.23 That
case involved naturally occurring bacteria in an artificial mixture: not
far from Chakrabarty, which concerned natural genes in a man-made
bacterium. ‘At bottom, both inventions amounted to no more than
the repackaging of naturally occurring characteristics.’24 But in Funk
Brothers the Court explicitly declared that an inventive step can’t just
involve repackaging an existing phenomenon of nature, which is
really all that Chakrabarty did—by his own admission.

What made the difference? Possibly the state of the US economy.
Funk Brothers dates back to 1947, a period of postwar industrial boom
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in the United States. In contrast, by the 1970s the US manufacturing
sector had tumbled into decline, and great hopes were being pinned
on the service and biotechnology sectors. Of course US Supreme
Court judges are meant to be above political considerations, under a
doctrine of ‘strict constructionism’. But it’s notable that in
Chakrabarty, the majority of the Court refused to consider any argu-
ments that didn’t concern purely economic values—such as ethical
or social arguments against patenting life. They implicitly accepted
the common stereotype that patents are good for scientific research,
and that scientific research is good for the economy. That may not be
quite as crass as ‘what’s good for General Motors is good for the coun-
try’, but it’s not terribly sophisticated either.

The Court, in contradictory wise, held both that the social conse-
quences of allowing life forms to be patented would be minimal, and
that it wasn’t competent to consider the social consequences—
although by declaring them to be minimal, it had already considered
them. And by ranking economic values above social ones, it had
already made a value judgment, despite its contention that it wasn’t
the business of the Court to make value judgments.25 The justices
effectively elevated the man-made above the natural, and scientific
skill above veneration for life. The legal scholar Richard Gold thinks
that those implicit value judgments would have justified giving 
Dr Frankenstein patent rights:

As in Chakrabarty, Frankenstein created his creature out of existing
biological material. The monster itself, like the bacterium in
Chakrabarty, did not exist in nature. While Funk Brothers would have
held that life is too inviolate to be patented, under Chakrabarty the
courts could very well hold that Frankenstein had exercised ingenu-
ity in creating something that had never existed and might, therefore,
have accorded Frankenstein a patent in his monster.26

Using its powers to interpret legislative intent, the US Supreme 
Court held that Congress had meant patent laws to be liberally 
interpreted, in the national economic interest.27 Where natural 
phenomena can be transmuted into forms usable by industry,
through an inventive step, they lose their inviolability. Naturally
occurring substances remain in the public domain, as raw material
for industry. 
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Although Chakrabarty didn’t concern human tissue, that argu-
ment can be and has been extended to human tissue viewed as a raw
material. We’ve already seen, in the Moore case, that human tissue
can be used as just such a raw material, with patentable applications.
The same would be true of patentable stem cell lines created by
somatic cell nuclear transfer—if that technique is ever perfected—
that rely on the raw material of women’s eggs.

But even within the judiciary, there was substantial and well-
reasoned dissent, just as in the Moore case. It’s instructive, if depressing,
to note that many of these influential decisions were originally very
close things, but that because our common law relies on precedents in
previous judgments, the majority opinions have controlled all subse-
quent developments in the United States, and, more indirectly, other
common-law countries like the United Kingdom.

At the Court of Appeal level, one rung below the Supreme Court,
four out of nine judges had found against Chakrabarty, arguing that
US patent law was deliberately framed so as to forbid any one indi-
vidual from ‘securing a monopoly on living organisms, no matter how
produced or how used ’.28 But a hybrid variety of seed can be patented;
isn’t a seed also a living organism? Perhaps it all depends on use,
despite the warning ‘no matter ... how used’. A wheat seed will germi-
nate to produce a seedling, if given the right conditions, or it can be
ground into bread, nourishing living organisms while not itself being
allowed to live. Human or other animal genes, however, are another
matter, so it’s also unfortunate that the most influential decision in
US patent law concerned a bacterium.

Equally ill-advised was the individualistic way in which the judi-
ciary interpreted the notion of inventive contribution. Although
research scientists generally work in teams and depend on the contri-
butions of previous researchers, the patent system prefers to reward
creative labour only when it’s the product of a single ‘inventor’.
Chakrabarty himself pooh-poohed any notion that he was a brilliant
lone genius. That stereotype is increasingly a fiction, particularly
when so many patents are taken out on genes discovered through
large-scale database scanning. The most blatant example was the way
in which a private firm, Celera Genomics, applied for a daily round-
up patent on whatever genetic sequences the publicly-funded
Human Genome Project had uncovered that day. 
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Like it or not, scientific research these days is rarely conducted by
lone Einsteins, Edisons or Faradays. Yet patents are readily granted
on such communal ‘inventions’; patent law is willing to overlook the
original requirement of a single ‘inventor’. By the same token, why
can’t collective rights be granted to those who supply the original
human tissue?

It’s sometimes said that it would be impractical and misguided to
assign ongoing rights of any kind to groups of women who donate
eggs for use in somatic cell nuclear transfer technologies, or to parents
like the Greenberg group. But that argument just won’t wash, if it’s
based on the contrast between rewarding single ‘inventors’ for their
labour, but refusing to acknowledge similar work done by groups of
tissue donors. A similar prejudice in favour of individual versus 
communal rights has often blocked Third World peoples from
obtaining rights in plant varieties or herbal medicines developed
through long communal traditions. Rarely can a single individual
‘inventor’ be named.29

Large-scale sequencing of entire genomes is less about identifying
new chemical entities than about analysing patterns among genes.
Most patents these days merely describe an association between a
gene and a particular disease or condition, which looks much more
like the discovery of a pre-existing correlation than a true invention.30

Yet patent courts continue to regard DNA sequences primarily as
chemical substances isolated and ‘invented’ by patent applicants.31

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Since Diamond v. Chakrabarty, patent law has been interpreted—
particularly in the United States—as allowing a biological organism
to be patented as an invention, if it provides for a practical use of a dis-
covery and not just the discovery ‘as such’. Practical use may simply
mean isolating the organism or genetic sequence from its natural sur-
roundings, for example, in the human body. But that’s usually exactly
the case in which protection against ‘body shopping’ is most urgently
required: when tissue is separated from the human body.32

As we’ve seen, the common law has traditionally viewed excised
tissue as no longer belonging to the person from whom it was taken,
and as open to all comers. What patent law does is to reinforce the
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rights of such ‘prospectors’ in the new Gold Rush over those of the
patients from whom the tissue was taken. That affects all of us, as past,
present or potential patients. 

As Bronwyn Parry writes:

As long as the material—such as a gene or biochemical substance—
remains embedded within a whole organism, it is not considered to
be patentable; however, once these elements are extracted from the
body by any technical process, no matter how straightforward, they
become eligible for patent protection. Advocates of patenting argued
that to treat the isolation of a gene or compound as a mere discovery
would fail to provide sufficient reward for the work entailed in
achieving this result. Opponents argued that to treat isolated genes or
compounds as patentable inventions when the sole contribution of
the ‘inventor’ has been to reveal or discover an existing natural sub-
stance is to stretch the concept of ‘invention’ beyond reason.33

That’s what’s wrong with genetic patents: not that they reduce anyone
to slavery, but that they do reinforce the powers of the already power-
ful. ‘What makes you think you own your body?’ becomes an even
more unanswerable question, once the effect of patent law is taken
into account. That law is being interpreted with increasing leniency: a
survey of more than 1,100 US patent claims relating to human genes
found that fully a third did not clearly meet the requirements of nov-
elty, utility and inventiveness.34 (Concern is now growing in the US
Congress, where a draft bill prohibiting patents on human genetic
material was tabled in February 2007 by Representatives Xavier
Becerra [D-California] and Dave Weldon [R-Florida], but even if
passed, the bill would not apply retroactively. Patents issued before it
was enacted would continue to be valid.)

Particularly in the United States, patents are now routinely granted
on living organisms of all sorts, as well as on components of human
bodies. That may seem ironic, given the evangelical Right’s defence of
the ‘right to life’ at all costs. But such a right doesn’t extend to protec-
tion against corporate patents, even on embryonic stem cell lines,
which can be the rightful subject of a patent in US law.35 A similarly
liberal patent regime now obtains globally, with some 117 countries
being automatically required, under TRIPS, to ‘make patents avail-
able for all inventions, whether products or processes, in all fields of
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technology, provided that they are new, involve an inventive step and
are capable of industrial application’ (article 27.1).36 

Some protection is afforded in European patent law by the doc-
trine of ordre public, under which an invention can’t be patented if it’s
contrary to public morality. (The classic example would be a letter
bomb.) Article 53 of the European Patent Convention also excludes
as offensive to public morality the practices of human cloning,
germline genetic modification, use of the human embryo for indus-
trial or commercial purposes and processes for modifying animal
genetic identity where harm outweighs benefit.37 But the German
Green Party failed to establish that ordre public applied in the Relaxin
case, although there’s greater hope in a recent European ruling
against an attempt by the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation to
take out a patent on human embryonic stem cells, which was refused
on the grounds that granting a patent would indeed contravene pub-
lic morality.38

Genetic patenting illustrates an important point about the new
‘Gold Rush’. Human tissue is sometimes valuable in itself—so valu-
able that criminal rings will go to incredibly gruesome lengths to get
hold of it, as in the case of Cooke’s bones. The same is true of eggs for
IVF from the ‘right’ kind of young women (the tall, blonde, intelli-
gent, musical ones). But in many cases it’s not the tissue itself that’s
the source of the value—rather, the patent line created from it.
Whereas the theft of Cooke’s bones incites us all to fear and fury, it’s
much harder to get exercised about a patent line. Yet that’s where the
legitimate big money lies, as opposed to the illicit activities of a few
criminal rings, no matter how nefarious.

Like the wave and particle theory of light, genes, genetic sequences
and other parts of genes seem to partake of two natures: informa-
tional and biological. Bronwyn Parry has suggested that biotechnol-
ogy firms prefer to emphasise the informational, using metaphors
such as the ‘Book of Life’ for the human genome, in order to position
themselves as part of the vibrant new information economy. Perhaps
they also do so because the courts interpreting patent law allow them
to distance the genetic subject of the patent from the natural basis of
it, to avoid the doctrine that phenomena of nature are sacred. The
metaphor of the genome as information is two-edged, however: as
we’ve seen, it actually implies that the ‘book’ is waiting to be read,
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rather than being written by the biotechnology firms. And that would
make it a discovery, not an invention.

At the same time, patent law judgments contradict themselves by
upholding restrictions on diagnostic testing for genes in individual
human bodies, not in their isolated state produced by the inventive
step. Genes predisposing to cystic fibrosis, breast cancer, Hunting-
ton’s Disease and many other conditions have been successfully
patented, drawing on the argument that they aren’t present in the
human body in their patented form.39 But diagnostic tests assay the
presence of those genes in actual human bodies; how can patent
rights logically be upheld on diagnostic tests for those genes in situ?
Yet so they are, with dire diagnostic and financial consequences for
people who suspect they may be genetically susceptible to these 
conditions.

RESISTANCE IS NOT FUTILE: THE CASE OF TONGA

So must we just accept the great genome grab? The Chakrabarty deci-
sion, along with the logarithmic increase in genetic patents which it
has sanctioned, might suggest so. But it’s important not to assume
that where the United States ‘leads’, the rest of the world must blindly
follow. That would be both defeatist and condescending. 

Elsewhere, there have been important challenges to the power of
biotechnology corporations that seek to perform research leading to
profitable patents, when that research conflicts with local beliefs and
priorities. Two such instances of opposition to the patenting of life,
the cases of Tonga and France, show that although genes and
genomes may be up for grabs on a global level, the rise of commodifi-
cation isn’t irresistible. It has been, and continues to be, fought
against.

In November 2000, the Australian firm Autogen announced to the
Australian media an agreement with the Tongan Ministry of Health,
to collect a bank of tissue samples for the purpose of genomic research
into the causes of diabetes (well known for its high incidence, of 
about 14 per cent, in the Tongan population).40 As the press
announcement declared, the firm was attracted to the ‘unique popu-
lation resources of the Kingdom of Tonga’. Homogeneous indige-
nous populations possess an increasing appeal, not only in terms of
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research into the genetic basis of such conditions as diabetes, but also
for pharmacogenomic and pharmacogenetic research (which
involves learning how to tailor drug regimes on an individualised
genetic basis). 

If the tissue bank had resulted in important genetic discoveries,
such as associations between particular gene sequences common to
Tongans and the prevalence of diabetes, Autogen would almost cer-
tainly have sought to patent those sequences, any pharmaceuticals
resulting from the work, and perhaps the processes by which those
genes were isolated. So although the initial debate in Tonga revolved
around the biobank, broader issues about genetic patenting and the
meaning of the gene also came into play. That’s where the greatest
potential profits lay.

Although the Tongan public hadn’t been informed of the initiative
before the announcement in the Australian press, Autogen might
have expected little resistance. It was offering several sorts of benefits:
annual research funding for the Tongan Ministry of Health, royalties
to the Tongan government from any commercially successful discov-
eries and the free provision of drugs arising from such discoveries to
the people of Tonga. To be fair to Autogen, this package of shared
benefits went beyond what many similar corporations would have
offered. 

But although the director of the Tonga Human Rights and 
Democracy Movement, Lopeti Senituli, had advocated similar bene-
fits for indigenous peoples in a previous instance, when Smith Kline
Beecham was pondering a bio-prospecting agreement for plant sam-
ples in Fiji, he was wholly opposed to the Tongan government’s
agreement with Autogen concerning human tissue—despite its
apparently lucrative benefits. As Senituli put it: 

Existing intellectual property right laws favor those with the technol-
ogy, the expertise and the capital. All we have is the raw material—
our blood. We should not sell our children’s blood so cheaply.41

It would be easy to dismiss this statement as a political war cry of
dubious scientific accuracy. Of course the Tongans weren’t literally
being asked to sell their children’s blood: the DNA samples to be
taken were of renewable tissue in any case, and there was no theft of
any individual’s genome. But Senituli’s position is mirrored in the
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views of many other peoples of the Global South, to whom benefit-
sharing smacks of trinket exchange.42

Tongan society possesses sophisticated codes and moral systems,
but they aren’t rooted in private ownership. Even when sweetened by
benefit-sharing, the Autogen proposals fell foul of those core Tongan
values. The Tongan resistance movement raised the same issues
about human dignity and the ‘patenting of life’ which occurred ear-
lier in this chapter. Genes sum up who we are, what we have inherited
from our ancestors and what we will pass on in turn to our descen-
dants. (This notion of genes as held in a sort of venerable trust isn’t
restricted to indigenous peoples. Western writers have likewise
asserted that genes and their DNA possess a ‘sacred quality’, which
‘shares many characteristics with the immortal soul of Christian-
ity’.43) As Senituli put it:

The Tongan people in general still find it inconceivable that some
person or Company or Government can own property rights over a
human person’s body or parts thereof. We speak of the human per-
son as having ‘ngeia’, which means ‘awe-inspiring, inspiring fear or
wonder by its size or magnificence’. It also means ‘dignity’. When we
speak of ‘ngeia o te tangata’ we are referring to ‘the dignity of the
human person’ derived from the Creator ... Therefore the human
person should not be treated as a commodity, as something that can
be exchanged for another, but always as a gift from the Creator.44

An additional value threatened by the Autogen proposal was tapu o te
tangata (the sanctity of the person). In Polynesian belief systems,
including the related culture of the Maori, the aim of a good life is to
preserve and enhance tapu, keeping the self in a steady state of bal-
ance. As the eminent Maori cultural studies professor Hirini Moko
Mead has written, Maori culture views one’s personal tapu as the
most important spiritual attribute of the individual: ‘This attribute is
inherited from the Maori parent and comes with the genes.’45

Actions by oneself or others that take away tapu are to be avoided.
In the Polynesian context, it might well be thought that allowing 
others to take away one’s genetic material is a violation of tapu, result-
ing in a diminution of the tapu available to one’s descendants and
affronting one’s ancestors, who have striven to preserve their own
tapu as a legacy. 
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Although learning for its own sake is highly esteemed in Polynesian
cultures, research for principally financial gain does not necessarily
share the same high value. On the other hand, if it could be known def-
initely that the proposed research might have lowered the high Tongan
rate of diabetes or provided more effective therapies, the value of tapu
might be displaced from its usual pre-eminent position. The counter-
vailing value of mauri or life force could arguably be enhanced.

But there were additional hurdles. The Tongans particularly
objected to Autogen’s proposal that only individual informed con-
sent was to be sought, in accordance with the dominant ethical model
in Western genetic databanks. As Senituli demurred: ‘The Tongan
family, the bedrock of Tongan society, would have no say, even
though the genetic material donated by individual members would
reflect the family’s genetic make-up.’46

Finally, in addition to their objections to violations of their central
cultural beliefs, the Tongans also voiced pragmatic doubts. They can-
nily surmised that Autogen would reap rewards, such as higher share
values and provision of venture capital from the pharmaceutical
industry, as soon as the agreement with Tonga was announced—
whether or not any therapies were eventually developed. By contrast,
as Senituli said: ‘the promised royalties from any therapeutics and the
provision of those therapeutics free of charge to the Tongan people
were, we felt, prefaced by a huge “IF”’.47

In the face of this opposition, in 2002 Autogen quietly dropped its
proposed Tongan DNA biobank, announcing that it would conduct
its research in Tasmania instead, but then disappearing from view
altogether. So contrary to the usual cliché, ‘resistance is futile’, the
Tongans’ resistance had been extremely effective. That success
undermines the argument, so prevalent these days, that ‘We live in a
capitalist society, so what do you expect?’ Such cynicism is a self-
fulfilling prophecy: if you don’t believe resistance is possible, you
won’t resist. The Tongans believed the opposite.

Had Autogen acknowledged that harm had been done to Tongan
values, regardless of the benefits offered, the resultant breakdown of
negotiations might not have occurred. Possibly this seems an impos-
sibly high price to exact of a Western company, and perhaps success-
ful diabetes research might eventually have worked its way through to
benefit the Tongan population. But then again it might not.
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As we saw at the very beginning of this chapter, genetic patenting
and data-mining can impede research as much as facilitate it. Where
they do result in successful discoveries, those benefits often go to
wealthy Westerners rather than the Third World subjects of the
research. The enormous value that lies in rare genomes, and which
genetic patenting seeks to tap, doesn’t necessarily accrue to the ‘own-
ers’ of those genomes. The Tongans were savvy enough to understand
that fact, and to realise that even the proffered benefits didn’t offset it.

Despite their communal emphasis, Maori and Polynesian values
don’t admit of  the utilitarian calculus (according to which the great-
est good  of the greatest number, roughly speaking, outweighs all
other considerations). Even if the benefit to be derived from the
research were definite, there would still be qualms about sacrificing
even a small part of some individuals’ life force or mauri in order to
benefit others. 

By contrast, First World opponents of ‘body shopping’ inevitably
have to fight the dominance of utilitarian thinking, both in academic
bioethics48 and in the popular press, particularly in the English-
speaking countries. In Tonga much less credence was given to these
utilitarian arguments, extolling, as if they were definite, the welfare
and efficiency benefits of speculative biotechnologies, in which pri-
vate market developers seek to extend property rights in tissue and
genomes. 

You might think that the communal values of the Tongans, and
their emphasis on human dignity, couldn’t prevail in a Western soci-
ety. But there is also a major European country which has resisted
body shopping in human tissue, including genetic patenting. That
country is France, which sees itself as a bulwark against commercialis-
ation and utilitarian Anglo-Saxon attitudes.

THE FRENCH DISCONNECTION

Attitudes and policy on ‘body shopping’ are consciously different in
France: a phenomenon you might call ‘The French Disconnection’
(as opposed to the name of a certain film and a clothing chain).
France has long refused to endorse the 1998 European biotechnology
directive sanctioning most forms of patenting of the human genome,
with an official governmental report stoutly maintaining that the
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directive would have to be renegotiated from square one before
France would sign up.49 For that stance, the country earned a formal
censure from the European Commission in July 2004. But France
continues to refuse to sign the directive, on the grounds that it makes
life into a commodity—which is actually very similar to the Tongans’
objections in the Autogen case.

In 2000, the French Minister of Justice, Elisabeth Guigou, flatly
declared that human genetic patents violate French ethical princi-
ples.50 French national documents and commissions frequently, if
somewhat sanctimoniously, present their views as firmly principled
and altruistic, as against those of the laxly ‘pragmatic’ or ‘utilitarian’
Anglo-Saxon countries. The particular principle nearest to the
French cœur is the insistence that the body is the person, and is there-
fore inviolable. Branded a ‘taboo’ by the French political scientist
Dominique Memmi,51 this tenet isn’t just abstract; it can actually
influence practical policy.

In 1994, the French government blocked a research collaboration
between the American biotechnology firm Millennium Pharmaceu-
ticals and a leading genomics laboratory, Centre d’Étude du Polymor-
phisme Humain (CEPH), on the grounds that ‘French DNA’ should
not be given away. That sounds remarkably like Senituli’s insistence
that ‘We should not sell our children’s blood so cheaply.’ As in Tonga,
the external biotechnology firm had its eye on a unique genetic
resource: in this case, an extensive pool of genetic data collected by
CEPH from a large number of French families. And again, coinciden-
tally, their interest lay in families with a high rate of diabetes. CEPH
also had a prior collaboration with a non-profit organisation for fam-
ilies with muscular dystrophy, Association Française contre les
Myopathies (AFM), resulting in a large and valuable pool of genetic
data on another genetically linked condition. 

While the French government had initially approved of proposals to
use these resources for the collaboration between CEPH and Millen-
nium Pharmaceuticals, in 1994 it changed its mind. Unlike in Tonga,
where the data-mining arrangement was concluded between the gov-
ernment and Autogen, in the French instance it was the government,
rather than activists, which stepped in to scupper the deal. Genetic data
from French families belonged to the nation as a whole, the govern-
ment claimed, and couldn’t be appropriated by a foreign firm.52
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Materials freely given as public gifts by patients and their relations
should not simply be transformed into private capital resources, the
government insisted. (In addition, there were also allegations of
insider dealing and conflicts of interest: the director of CEPH, Daniel
Cohen, was also a founder of Millennium Pharmaceuticals.) So
whereas in the United States during this period the biotechnology
landscape was being massively reshaped by large amounts of venture
capital investment in research-industry collaborations, aided by a
change in the climate of legislation, France consciously resisted that
model at the highest levels of government.

Like the Tongan case, the example of ‘French DNA’ could just
seem negative: rejection of the supposed benefits a deal would have
offered, rather than successful negotiation of a deal that would have
genuinely done both parties good. As the American author of French
DNA, Paul Rabinow, puts it: ‘the invocation of “genetic patrimony”
fits snugly with the main symbols of French bioethics: menace,
integrity, identity ’.53 But on the other hand, is that necessarily a bad
thing? Preserving national integrity and identity against what may
well be a genuine menace from globalised ‘body shopping’ isn’t just
some strange obsession; it’s a practical necessity.

The notion that the body is the person, and therefore sacrosanct,
has also been valiantly defended for well over twenty years by the
French national ethics committee, Comité Consultatif National
d’Éthique (CCNE). CCNE has consistently taken the strongest possi-
ble stand against the commodification of human tissue, which it calls
‘an intolerable disrespect for the person, a radical violation of our law,
a threat of decay to our entire civilisation’.54 As its first chairman, Pro-
fessor Jean Bernard, insisted: ‘Ethics has no worse enemy than
money’.55 Lucien Sève, a long-standing member, described his col-
leagues’ stance as radically hostile to the body-shopping mentality: 

If there is one characteristic that genuinely typifies what I call
‘bioethics à la française’, as developed and promulgated by the CCNE,
it is this: intransigence towards all spirit of lucre in research, all cor-
ruption in biomedicine, all commodification of the human body.56

In 1984, the year of its establishment, the CCNE’s very first opinion
presciently denounced the commercial use of foetal tissue, at a time
when awareness of that possibility in other countries was minimal.57
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Later, in its 1991 opinion 27, ‘That the human genome should not be
used for commercial purposes’, the CCNE set out two principles ‘to
which the Committee attaches the most fundamental importance’.
One of these is ‘the inviolable principle that the human body cannot
be put to commercial use’.58 The other is the argument that the
human genome is the common property of humanity as a whole,
translated in French as patrimoine de l’humanité. In the Anglophone
world, this argument is more often heard from activists who oppose
genetic patenting, whereas in France it bears the stamp and sanction
of an august committee of the great and good.

Likewise, CCNE opinion number 21, ‘That the human body
should not be used for commercial purposes’ (1990), proudly
declared that:

The view of French law on this problem is clear. It does not accept
that the human body should be used for commercial purposes. The
body is not an object and cannot be used as such; for instance, blood
and organs are not for sale, a position which is rarely encountered
elsewhere.

(The UK’s blood donation system, likewise based on free donation,
doesn’t get a mention, but then this statement manifests a fair bit of
Gallic exceptionalism.) In the French civil code,59 as restated by this
CCNE opinion, ‘the human body or one of its components cannot be
the object of a contract’. So women can’t sell their eggs, for example.
The reasoning behind this prohibition invokes the principles of
human dignity and non-exploitation:

For instance, an organ, such as the kidney, cannot be sold by the per-
son to whom it belongs and, even if it is donated free of charge, can-
not be sold by a third party, however much the would-be recipient or
his entourage insists on it. Such insistence may be tantamount to
blackmailing dependent individuals, for example prison inmates or
misused minorities. Human dignity is at stake if financial gain
becomes the result of physical weakness, however temporary.60

Conceiving of organ sale as an issue of social justice and power 
relations typifies the French style. Individual consent from the 
kidney seller doesn’t suffice to outweigh questions about protecting
the vulnerable.61 And the vulnerable person is seen not as the 
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recipient—as in Fabre’s analysis, although Fabre is herself French—
but as the seller. 

Another core principle is mutuality. A very telling example of the
difference between Anglo-Saxon and French perspectives in this
regard can be found in the CCNE’s opinion number 74 (2002),
‘Umbilical cord blood banks for autologous use or for research’.
Rather than posing the question in terms of benefits to individual
babies or the choice of individual couples, the CCNE opinion con-
demns the private banking of cord blood for autologous use as a
breach of social solidarity:

Preserving placental blood for the child itself strikes a solitary and
restrictive note in contrast with the implicit solidarity of donation. It
amounts to putting away in a bank as a precaution, as a biological
preventive investment, as biological insurance ... There is a major
divergence between the concept of preservation for the child decided
by parents and that of solidarity with the rest of society.62

Solidarity is linked to gift, whose centrality in French bioethics dates
back to the two world wars. Before World War I, blood was paid for,
but now the system is based on altruism and gift—although some
commentators fear that the effect of European Community member-
ship will be to reinstate a market system.63 During the 1980s, an
intense national debate over altruistic donation was provoked by le
drame du sang contaminé, in which over two thousand lawsuits were
filed by patients who had received transfusions infected with HIV.
(It’s not all roses in the French jardin.) 

Two major statutes and a Constitutional revision later, however,
altruism in blood donation remains dominant in public policy, 
as does the concept of solidarity on which it rests. In fact, it’s been 
said that the debate over HIV-infected blood anchored that principle
on an even firmer footing in law, establishing that society owed a debt
to the victims of technological ‘progress’. Lucien Sève believes that
the contamination of the altruistically donated public blood 
supply was triggered by considerations of profit, which dictated the
pooling of blood and the collection of serum from prisoners.64 If Sève
is right, then the ‘drama of the contaminated blood’ may have
strengthened the hand of those who oppose all forms of commercial
consideration.
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The ‘French DNA’ case occurred well over a decade ago, but 
CCNE opinions continue to be quite sceptical about commercialisa-
tion and genetic patenting. For example, a 2006 opinion65 on the com-
mercialisation of stem cell science noted that the patenting of human
embryonic stem cell lines—the motor of much research interest in the
US and UK, and the subject of over two thousand patent requests by
2002—should not and could not be separated from the question of
whether human tissue should be commodified.66

We’ve seen that patent law rests on the argument that what is being
patented isn’t the tissue of any one person, but rather an artefact cre-
ated in the laboratory. The CCNE committee dismissed this fine dis-
tinction at the very start of its lengthy and careful opinion, insisting
on asking how a patent can possibly be issued on a stem cell line, if it’s
derived from part of a human being. In France, the issue about
Hwang’s patent applications wouldn’t just be whether the science
worked, or whether the economy would benefit, but also whether it’s
permissible to patent a derivative of human tissue in the first place.

The status of the embryo isn’t the main or only issue in France,
either, as it continues to be in the United States. France permits some
forms of embryonic stem cell research67 but prohibits the somatic cell
nuclear transfer method, which the UK’s Human Fertilisation and
Embryology Authority is actively encouraging through its decision to
encourage women to ‘donate’ their eggs. A 2006 CCNE opinion
explains this prohibition as motivated partly by fears of sliding down
a slippery slope to reproductive cloning, and partly by concerns over
the large numbers of human oocytes that would be required, with
concomitant risks to women—those risks that the HFEA skated
over.68

But this document, like the revised laws on bioethics passed in 2004
after lengthy public debate, is definitely less crusading in tone and
content than some of the earlier CCNE opinions: less idealistic, or
more pragmatic, depending on which side of the English Channel
you call home. Explicitly eschewing a ‘public good, private bad’ atti-
tude,69 the committee frankly discusses the need to balance the tradi-
tionally French principle of non-commodification of the human
body against international competitiveness, European Commission
emphasis on creating the most flourishing research space in the
world, and the demands of French scientists. In Sarkozy’s France,
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after the elections of May 2007, that second set of interests may gain
the ascendancy.

Even before the elections, in February 2007, a consultation day for
expert witnesses, convened by the Agency for Biomedicine, dropped
some heavy hints that liberalisation was on the way.70 When they’re
revised in 2009, the bioethics laws of 2004 will almost certainly allow
some form of ‘therapeutic cloning’, if French scientists don’t want to
be left behind in the continuing jostle to do what Hwang claimed to
have done. That means the existing shortage of eggs will worsen, since
they’ll be needed for both IVF and SCNT. And that in turn means that
the principle of non-payment for eggs or any other human tissue may
have to be re-examined. The new minister for education, Valérie
Pécresse, is also on record as a strong advocate of SCNT 71—which is
now a criminal offence except by special dispensation.

Furthermore, the idealistic stance taken against all forms of com-
modification of tissue on an official level in France can’t prevent indi-
vidual French men and women from engaging in body shopping
outside France. Those Spanish students we met in Chapter One 
often sell their eggs to French couples, who are among the private
Spanish clinics’ most frequent customers.72 Restrictions on who qual-
ifies for IVF in France, together with protective rules limiting egg
donation to women who are already the mother of at least one child,
have created a boom in reproductive tourism across the Pyrenees.

Despite some slippages and contradictions, however, France, like
Tonga, provides proof that resistance to body shopping isn’t just
futile. Unfortunately, though, the dominant biotechnological econ-
omy, the United States, is dominated by policies on genetic patenting
which are blatantly designed to favour biotechnology firms or major
research institutions,73 and the pace of developments in their favour
is, if anything, getting faster all the time. In the next chapter, we’ll see
that their interests are also privileged over those of the patients and
families who provide the samples, and, increasingly, over those of the
researchers who make the discoveries.
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6
The biobank that likes to say ‘no’

In the Moore case, Dr Golde and the University of California were in
collaboration—or cahoots—to develop the $3 billion cell line

made with John Moore’s tissue. But as the stakes in body shopping
rise ever higher, alliances between researchers and their universities
are splitting apart, in an embarrassingly public fashion. The one thing
that seems clear so far is that the people who provided the original tis-
sue don’t benefit much. 

That includes you and me, of course. Almost all of us have pro-
vided tissue to biobanks, whether knowingly or unknowingly.
Whereas the Moore case concerned one individual with a particularly
valuable cell line, tissue and genetic data biobanks comprise contri-
butions from thousands of individuals, not all of them necessarily cell
line superstars like Moore. 

The odds of any of us having as rare and valuable tissue as Moore
are minimal, and so you might think we’re protected from the indig-
nities he suffered, as did Henrietta Lacks’s family. But you might be
wrong. Even biologically run-of-the-mill individuals are likely to
have some of their tissue stored in biobanks. That likelihood is
enhanced by the sheer size of collections like the new UK Biobank,
which will take samples from 500,000 individuals aged between forty
and sixty-nine. Furthermore, biobanks created from scratch with the
consent of the donors, like UK Biobank, are vastly outnumbered by
biobanks formed of existing material, created without explicit con-
sent in many cases. In 1999, a ‘conservative estimate’ put the number
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of stored tissue samples in the United States at over 307 million, from
more than 178 million people.1 At that time, the quantity of samples
was thought to be increasing at a rate of over twenty million a year. So
for Joe and Josephine Public, there’s an excellent chance that some of
their tissue is lying in a biobank somewhere, even though they know
nothing about it.

In the United Kingdom, the Retained Organs Commission,
appointed in the wake of the Bristol and Alder Hey hospital scandals
concerning tissue stored from dead children without their parents’
consent, also uncovered large tissue banks at many other hospitals
and academic institutions.2 Body parts from over 850 infants and
children were stored at Alder Hey, on the secret orders of a research
pathologist, Dr van Veltzen. More recently, in 2007, it emerged that
organs were taken from deceased workers at several UK nuclear
power and research sites, including Sellafield in Cumbria, Aldermas-
ton in Berkshire and Harwell in Oxfordshire, and retained for up to
thirty years, all without their families’ knowledge.3 At Sellafield,
hearts, lungs and other major organs from at least sixty-five employ-
ees were stored.4 

Many of the samples held in tissue biobanks, however, are no more
than blocks or slides containing tiny amounts of tissue, and often the
sampling involves no additional procedure or risk to the patient. In
that case, what kinds of ongoing rights should patients have?—
assuming they ever find out that bits of them are hovering under a
microscope somewhere. Does it matter if they don’t find out? As with
genetic patenting, the actual physiological harm done might seem
minimal, especially if the amount of tissue is minuscule.

Of course, the Greenberg case in Chapter Two demonstrated 
that sometimes it matters a great deal to patients and their families.
The Canavan judgment allowed them very few rights over their 
children’s tissue, even when the biobank was created largely through
their efforts. There the researcher’s employer, Miami Children’s 
Hospital Research Institute, was awarded the meatiest bits, including
valuable patent rights, while the Canavan families had to content
themselves with the off-cuts and gristle of minimal damages. And
whereas the French government intervened to protect families 
from possible exploitation, the US Federal courts largely took the
other side.
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Although he was cited as a co-respondent in the Greenberg case,
together with his then employer, the Miami hospital, Dr Matalon
actually claimed that he’d never personally made any money from the
patent line and other rights in the Canavan children’s tissue. How-
ever, that wasn’t a major issue in the case. Effectively, the researcher
and his hospital acted as one. But what would have happened if they’d
fallen out over the spoils? That seems more and more likely, as the
stakes rise. What will happen to patients and their families in the
scrimmage?

POSSESSION IS TEN-TENTHS OF THE LAW: 
THE CATALONA CASE

In the more recent case of Dr William Catalona, the researcher-
employer alliance ruptured spectacularly into litigation. Catalona, a
respected urologist and surgeon who developed the prostate-specific
antigen (PSA) test for prostate cancer, created a research tissue
biobank, containing material from large numbers of his patients.
Based at Washington University in St Louis, Missouri, the GU 
(Genito-Urinary) Repository grew to encompass 3,500 prostate tis-
sue samples, of which between 2,500 and 3,000 came from patients
who had been treated by Catalona during his quarter-century of
employment there. Over 270,000 serum, blood and DNA samples
were stored in the biobank, which was funded in large part by Cat-
alona’s success in obtaining grants. 

Although the university administered the grants, it’s probably fair
to say that it was Catalona’s effort and status which brought the
money in; that’s usually the way with research funding. In fact the
university was probably being paid by its employee Catalona,  rather
than the reverse. Major universities on both sides of the Atlantic now
depend on their professors to subsidise them through grant acquisi-
tion. When I was employed in the medical school of Imperial College
London—rated the second-highest university in the UK at the time,
behind Cambridge but ahead of Oxford—we were expected to earn
our own salaries back in grant money. I was also teaching large num-
bers of undergraduates and administering the Medical Ethics Unit,
but the university was effectively receiving these services free, cour-
tesy of the body that provided my research grant.
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Both Washington University and William Catalona assiduously
denied that their motivation was monetary. Catalona was depicted in
the New York Times as a committed, patient-centred researcher, so
innocent of the tawdry world of megabiobucks that he had never even
bothered to take out a patent on the PSA test.5 The university claimed
that it, in turn, ‘has never profited a nickel from the repository,
although it has spent hundreds of thousands of university dollars and
federal research dollars to create and maintain the repository and
conduct research using it’.6

On the whole, Catalona’s claims came across as more genuine. 
The university may not have ‘profited a nickel’, but only because 
Dr Catalona was insufficiently business-minded, in its managers’
view. The institution’s agenda was made obvious in an email from
John Kratochvil, Washington University’s business development
director, to Theodore Cicero, vice-chancellor for research:

Bill Catalona wants to send nearly 2000 documented samples to
Hybritech for free. Just from a cost recovery scenario, this should be
worth nearly $100,000 to the University. The only consideration
Hybritech is offering is the potential for Catalona to get a publication.
It is my opinion that this is an unacceptable proposal.7

‘Cost recovery’ was a specious argument: the only cost to the univer-
sity was half an hour of a lab technician’s time, plus the postage for
shipping the samples. All other costs—researchers’ salaries and stor-
age costs of the tissue—had already been covered by either Catalona’s
grants or the patients’ insurers.8

Catalona was only proposing to do what researchers are tradition-
ally meant to do: share information and materials freely with other
scientists and doctors, in the interests of progress. That’s what was
deemed ‘an unacceptable proposal’. Altruistic exchange of expertise
and knowledge is no longer sacrosanct, even (or especially) for uni-
versities. Scientific collaboration has been toppled by a new idol, ‘cost
recovery’.

In biotechnology, it’s common for public funding to cover the
risks and costs, but for private firms and universities to reap the pro-
ceeds. Control of large biobanks also means the potential for profit-
making patents—as we saw in both the Moore and Greenberg
cases—and for material transfer agreements, licensing use of the
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database to other institutions. The old days of free transfer of materi-
als between high-minded scientific researchers are gone for good;
that principle may have applied when George Gey altruistically made
the HeLa cells available round the world, but no longer. And all this
rests on the patients being seen as having given their tissue, freely and
finally, to the institution running the biobank.

It was also Catalona’s reputation in the field of prostate cancer
treatment which attracted the patients, and their tissue samples, in
the first place. ‘Their intent [was] to work with the investigator, not
the institution.’9 As one patient, Richard Ward, said:

[Washington University was] where Dr Catalona was, so that’s where
I was. I was looking … for the best to do my surgery, the best in the
world if I could find them and they were available to me. I was willing
to wait for him if I could get him.10

Another patient, James Ellis, added:

I have six grandsons and the one thing I want to do is what I can to
make certain they don’t go through what I’ve gone through, and my
family’s gone through, for the last fourteen years. And I [can’t] think
of anybody that I would have more faith in to do the kind of research
that might help my grandsons on my samples, my tissues, my body
parts, than Dr Catalona.11

But when Catalona changed employer and location, from Washing-
ton University in St Louis to Northwestern in Chicago, he found him-
self unable to take the tissue bank with him for his future research.
Letters sent to former patients resulted in six thousand men agreeing
to Catalona’s request that their tissue samples should move with him
to his new job. Yet all their affirmatives were cancelled out, it
appeared, by one massive negative from Catalona’s employer. 

To rephrase the well-known slogan of Lloyds TSB—‘the bank that
likes to say “yes”’—Washington University’s GU Repository is ‘the
biobank that likes to say “no”’. The university went to court to try to
prevent Catalona from moving the tissue collection, and Catalona
fought their action. Would the combined weight of the patients’
numbers and his expertise pack the necessary legal punch?

The answer from Judge Stephen Limbaugh came loud and clear:
absolutely not. Washington University obtained a court order 
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prohibiting the doctor from taking his tissue bank with him, contrary
to his patients’ express wishes. The tone of the judgment, delivered at
the Federal District Court level in April 2006, was that Catalona was
little more than a flunkey (and a disloyal one at that), while his
patients were just exhibiting blind loyalty.

Possession, that famous nine-tenths of the law, determined the
judgment entirely in favour of Washington University, making it
more like ten-tenths. Research participants retain no ongoing rights
in their donated materials, in the court’s view: certainly not financial
rights to profit from the licensing, patenting or sale of their samples—
which were never at issue—but not even the weaker rights to control
where research is performed with their tissue, by whom and on what.

Professor Lori Andrews, one of the best-known US experts on com-
mercialisation of human tissue, called the ruling ‘a big setback for
patients’ rights’, and so it would seem to be, at least on first reading.12

Even with the support of the doctor involved—which neither Moore
nor Greenberg enjoyed—patients failed to establish rights to control
the ‘downstream’ use of their tissue. Those rights are increasingly vital
to anyone who gives tissue, as the future uses grow ever more complex
and profitable. Catalona’s patients were trying to marshal some con-
trol over what happened next to their tissue, just as Moore was. But
while Moore failed, Catalona’s patients must have thought they had a
good chance of success, because their doctor was on their side.

However, the Catalona story is actually a great deal more compli-
cated than it might appear from these bare facts, as are the issues
raised by the case. First, could Catalona be said to have exercised
undue influence by writing to ask his patients’ permission for their
tissue to be transferred to his new employer? Hwang  is believed to
have asserted illicit pressure over his female researchers to ‘donate’
eggs for his research, and Golde exerted power over Moore in allow-
ing him to believe that his ongoing treatment depended on supplying
the tissue samples that Golde wanted so badly. Did Catalona’s actions
likewise constitute illicit influence over vulnerable parties? Judge
Limbaugh certainly thought so:

In connection with their argument that the RPs [research partici-
pants] ‘own’ their excised biological materials and can transfer them
to any institution or person of their choosing, Dr Catalona advances
the notion that his letter and ‘Medical Consent and Authorization’
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form allegedly signed by approximately 6000 RPs effectively legally
carries out the RPs’ ‘right to discontinue participation’ … [T]he con-
text in which this form was sent is troubling to the Court. He sent it
to RPs, many of whom were his patients and emotionally tied to him,
advising them of his move, of his desire to continue his consulta-
tion/treatment practice, and then describing his need to use these
samples to further his help to them. Such a communication smacks
of undue influence.13

On the other hand, Judge Limbaugh seemed to be inferring that the
patients’ trust in Catalona was automatically a bad thing, and that
they were too emotional to judge rationally. Although he was criticis-
ing Catalona for medical paternalism, you might say that he himself
was indulging in paternalism and that his view of the patients was
condescending:

Although the Court respects the testimony given by Messrs. Ward,
Ellis and McGurk, it was clear that these gentlemen all had a deep per-
sonal connection to Dr Catalona, and believed that they owed their
lives to him. The Court understands and appreciates these feelings,
but their testimony … is suspect …14

True, the old-fashioned paternalistic doctor-patient relationship can
certainly give rise to abuse, but did it in this case? Are patients auto-
matically debarred from making rational judgments about the 
ongoing use of their tissue? That seems offensively patronising, and
likely to ensure that patients can never succeed in any attempts to
control the later uses of their tissue. Actually, if Ward, Ellis and
McGurk were so tied up in their emotions about their illness and
treatment, ought we to infer that they weren’t competent to make a
legally binding gift of their tissue in the first place? That wouldn’t have
suited Washington University’s purposes at all. 

The donor’s intention is crucial in establishing the conditions 
surrounding a gift, but Judge Limbaugh overrode actual evidence
about the donors’ motivation, on the grounds that these men 
were too personally indebted to Catalona for their evidence to be
valid. On that logic, they were so desperately irrational as not to be
able to make a valid gift at all—in which case the transfer of their
property interests to Washington University was presumably also
invalid.
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Yet the wording that Catalona used in his letters was certainly
ambiguous and ambivalent:

You have entrusted me with your samples, and I have used them for
collaborative research that will help in your future medical care and
in the care of others for years to come … [To continue this work] I
need your assistance and your permission. 

Although the form sent for patients to return clearly stated that the
samples would only be used for research purposes, not for any one
patient’s treatment, it’s quite possible that patients were swayed by
that line in the letter about ‘collaborative research that will help in
your future medical care’. Patients are known to be jittery about such
things: think of what Moore said about his continued dependence on
Golde, and his natural unwillingness to cross his doctor. 

What Catalona said was true, though: if the patients’ samples were
anonymised—as the university intended to do—all links to particu-
lar patients would have been lost. The sorts of research which could
then be performed would be diminished, since the sample informa-
tion would be separated from the patients’ ongoing medical records.
Any opportunity to use research findings to benefit those particular
patients would have vanished as well.

Judge Limbaugh also stamped down firmly on the claim that own-
ership rights of any sort could persist after the patient had given
informed consent to the donation of his tissue: ‘A completed inter
vivos gift [a gift between living persons, as opposed to a bequest after
death] cannot be revoked once the gift is delivered and accepted by
the donee.’15 And, the judge said, because the consent form was
printed on ‘Washington University’ headed paper, it should have
been clear to the donors that the university, rather than the doctor,
was the donee.

That’s the sort of narrow argument that gives lawyers a bad 
name. As Lori Andrews remarked: ‘If a woman donated her kidney to
her brother, after signing an informed consent form on a university’s
letterhead, she could reasonably expect that the kidney would 
be given to her brother, not used by the university for whatever pur-
pose it chose.’16 Clearly, the judge intended to use informed consent
as a knock-down argument, to dismiss the patients’ claims out of
hand. 
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It’s hard to avoid the conclusion that where biobanks are con-
cerned, informed consent is a hollow reed, a fig leaf, or whatever
botanical metaphor you prefer. Originally intended to refer to a 
single intervention by a single physician, informed consent can’t
plausibly be stretched to fit biobanks’ requirement for blanket per-
mission, approving multiple uses by multiple users.17

Catalona’s patients testified that they had no intention of making
an unconditional gift to the university, and Catalona himself denied
having received an unconditional gift. The patients reiterated that in
fact the consent form said nothing at all about a ‘gift’, either condi-
tional or unconditional. They denied that they had intended to relin-
quish all ‘dominion and control’ over their tissue, as a valid gift
requires. Because the party claiming the gift has the burden of prov-
ing that intent,18 it should have been up to Washington University to
offer convincing evidence. Instead, the donors had to make all the
running.

It seems plain that the judge was reading ‘gift’ into the situation, in
the same way that stem cell researchers or IVF centres prefer to use the
language of ‘donation’—even when the relationship is really barter,
as when women are given cheaper IVF treatment in exchange for
‘sharing’ their eggs. All these deliberate uses of altruistic language 
perform two neat tricks. First, they make the patient look like the 
mercenary one, if she tries to assert any property rights in her own 
tissue. Judge Limbaugh figuratively threw up his hands in horror at
the idea of allowing patients to control the disposition of their tissue,
because then ‘these highly prized biological materials would become
nothing more than chattel going to the highest bidder’. 

Meanwhile, back in the non-judicial real world, a senior US gov-
ernment scientist was recently found to have trousered $600,000 in
‘consulting fees’, paid to him by a drug company in exchange for tis-
sue procured at public expense in a $6.4-million government-funded
project. Dr Troy Sunderland, chief of the old age psychiatry branch 
of the National Institute of Mental Health, provided Pfizer with 
3,200 tubes of spinal fluid and 388 tubes of plasma for  research into
Alzheimer’s disease: otherwise known as ‘chattel going to the highest
bidder’.19

The second neat sleight of hand, in the Catalona case, was the 
way in which altruistic language enabled the judge to invoke a legal
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concept, gifts inter vivos, in order to assert the finality of the ‘gift’ 
and the patients’ absolute lack of rights thereafter. That doctrine 
was in fact challenged by Catalona’s attorneys, who contended that
the donor of a charitable gift does have the right to attach conditions,
and that a departure from those conditions renders the gift forfeit.
For example, if a benefactor provides a sum of money to a university
on the understanding that a building will be dedicated in his 
name, but the university siphons the funds into a general building
maintenance account, the donor is entitled to have his money
returned.20

The donor’s intention is crucial in establishing the conditions sur-
rounding a gift. Catalona’s attorneys argued that the research partici-
pants had only permitted the use of their tissue in prostate cancer
research conducted by Catalona. They had not intended to transfer
all rights of ownership over their tissue. But Judge Limbaugh over-
rode this actual evidence about the patients’ motivations, on the
grounds that these men were too personally indebted to Catalona for
their intentions to be valid. On that logic, as we’ve seen, they were
really so desperately irrational as not to be able to make a valid gift at
all—in which case the transfer of property interests to Washington
University was presumably also invalid.

TWO STEPS BACK OR ONE STEP FORWARD?

Although the initial judgment in the Catalona case went against both
the surgeon and his patients—which you might see as two steps
back—in an important sense the case represents progress from both
the Moore and Greenberg instances: one step forward. Unlike those
earlier instances, the judgment in Catalona started from the premise
that separated tissue can be the rightful object of property rights. The
question is whether giving that tissue away has the effect of extin-
guishing those rights. 

The judge did at least recognise that tissue, once separated from the
body, now needed to be seen as something in which property rights
could be vested.21 This conclusion was really forced upon him by the
facts of the case: unlike Moore and Greenberg, which concerned
patients’ claims to patent rights and profits derived from their tissue,
Catalona was about rights in the tissue samples themselves. 
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By 2006, when the first judgment in Catalona was handed down, it
had finally become impossible to maintain the old common law 
position that tissue taken from the body is either abandoned or ‘no
one’s thing’. Although Judge Limbaugh held that it was most defi-
nitely someone’s thing—the university’s—he also dispelled the old
fiction that excised tissue can’t be seen as valuable property. Once 
tissue is recognised as having value, and as being a kind of property,
we can deal with it in other ways than the increasingly false gift
metaphor—and a number of new models of property in tissue are
being devised to do just that.

Many judges, like Limbaugh or the Moore majority, distrust the
idea that patients can own their tissue or retain any rights of control
after ‘giving’ it away, because they wrongly perceive property as an
all-or-nothing concept, although the common law actually considers
property to be a ‘bundle’ of distinct rights. If Moore benefited from
rights to income, capital value and sale proceeds of his cell line, these
judges opined, there would be no incentive for research sponsors or
firms to develop the cell line for their own commercial purposes, as
well as for the benefit of society. Further, it was felt inequitable to
allow Moore to enjoy income or capital value from his T-cells, when
it was only by good fortune that he happened to possess a particularly
effective immune system.

But money, as they say, isn’t everything. It wasn’t Moore’s prime
motivator. And what Catalona (along with his patients) most desired
was the right to physical possession of the tissue, the right to deter-
mine how other researchers used it and the right to be protected
against someone else taking it. Some of the consent forms that the
patients had signed stipulated that they wouldn’t receive monetary
compensation, but none of the forms barred them from claiming
these other rights. By default, you might think, they retained them,
since they hadn’t explicitly transferred them.22

At no point had Catalona tried to make a profit from the prostate
tissue itself, or from a patent on the PSA test, which he could easily
have done. So he probably would have been perfectly willing to allow
Washington University the rights to income, capital value and sale
proceeds. The university’s management, in turn, having assiduously
insisted that they never ‘profited a nickel’ from the GU Repository,
would no doubt have been happy with those rights to income, capital
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value and sale proceeds, but less concerned about powers to deter-
mine how others used the biobank in their research—provided the
university’s need for ‘cost recovery’ was respected (at a genuine rather
than a trumped-up level). Catalona himself could then have contin-
ued to use the biobank for his further studies, as his patients wished.
(In the poisonous aftermath of the lawsuit, Catalona is probably the
last person Washington University would now allow to use his own
biobank.)

It can’t be beyond the considerable ingenuity of the biotechnology
sector to devise legal agreements that allow one party to keep physical
possession and the right to management, while allowing a second
party to make the profits. Weirder and more wonderful licensing,
patent and use agreements are devised every day. But as long as judges
like Limbaugh interpret such cases as winner-takes-all, there’s no
incentive to do so. 

Winner-takes-all is a loser of an argument. A better model for such
an agreement is a charitable trust. The notion of a trust, already used
to protect minors and others who can’t defend their own interests,
could go some way towards plugging the rights vacuum for biobank
patients. Even if contributors to biobanks don’t possess full propri-
etary rights, as do the beneficiaries of a trust, the trust model stresses
the duties of administrators of the biobank, while severely restricting
their own property rights.

The notion of the trust as a model for biological repositories was first
mooted by Karen Gottlieb in 199823 and further developed in an influ-
ential 2003 article in the New England Journal of Medicine by David and
Richard Winickoff.24 The charitable biotrust sets out a far more precise
programme of duties and entitlements than the rather vague notions of
‘stewardship’ and ‘custodianship’, used by many biobanks which are
actually more like brokers to the private sector.25 David Winickoff is
now working with the Veterans’ Administration, the largest provider of
publicly funded medical care in the United States, to apply aspects of
the charitable trust model to genomic databanking.

Under a trust agreement, the donor (or settlor) formally transfers
her property interest in tissue to the trust, appointing trustees who
have legal duties to use the property for the benefit of a third party
(the beneficiary). In charitable trusts, the beneficiary has to be a class
of persons (neither an individual nor the community at large). Such a
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collective grouping might be as broad as all of a country’s health ser-
vice patients, or as narrow as sufferers from a particular disease. 

Each donor sets up an individual trust instrument, assigning cer-
tain property interests to the same trustee, a non-profit organisation
that holds and manages the biobank in accordance with the agreed
charitable purpose. Full disclosure of all pending commercial
arrangements must be made to the settlor at the time she gives her
agreement. If the biobank fails or goes bankrupt—a real risk in the
easy-come-easy-go world of modern biotechnology26—then its assets
can’t simply be transferred to the highest bidder or a creditor.

Unlike corporate executives’ legal obligations to their shareholders
to maximise profits, the fiduciary duties of trustees aren’t primarily
profit-oriented. Donors can be protected from unwanted commer-
cialisation of their donations, or from transfer without any secondary
consent to an unknown third party. They may also appoint represen-
tatives from their number to the board of trustees, which mitigates
the paternalistic nature of the trust.27

In other words, the people who gave the tissue get to work with the
people managing its use. They have a measure of control—which is
almost certainly what they really want. At least, so it seemed in the
very diverse cases of Henrietta Lacks, John Moore, the Canavan par-
ents and the Tongan nation, as well as in the Catalona example.

It’s been argued that only giving patients property rights in their
own stored tissue will force researchers and institutions to treat them
less arbitrarily. As the British legal academic Roger Brownsword
remarks: ‘Whereas the voices of those who have property rights sim-
ply cannot be ignored, the voices of those who have an interest, but
without the backing of property, are just so much “noise”’.28 The
charitable trust model gives some hope that the voices of patients who
give tissue to biobanks could be heard together with those of universi-
ties and biotechnology companies, rather than drowned out by them.

CATALONA REVISITED: THE APPEAL COURT 
JUDGMENT

For all its faults, the first Catalona judgment did recognise that
patients had some rights in their tissue, if only sufficient to give that
tissue away. But would that view be upheld if the case went further? 
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Go further it did, when in July 2006, three months after the 
district court judgment, a coalition of interested parties filed an
appeal against Judge Limbaugh’s holding. The appellants included
Catalona himself, eight of his patients and (as amicus curiae, a ‘friend
of the court’ offering an advisory expert opinion) the People’s 
Medical Society, the largest patients’ advocacy group in the United
States. That organisation had a long history of involvement in ‘body
shopping’ cases, dating back to Moore, when it succeeded at least 
in persuading the court that Moore had a claim for lack of informed
consent and breach of fiduciary duty. As the amicus curiae brief 
put it:

Medical institutions and physicians have a strong pecuniary and aca-
demic interest in asserting an unprecedented claim of ownership of
tissue used in research because they can sell the tissue to other
researchers and can profit from any new discoveries. In contrast, the
People’s Medical Society has no such pecuniary interest and thus can
raise fundamental legal and policy considerations that will not other-
wise be addressed.29

Limbaugh had been culpably naïve, the People’s Medical Society
implied: ‘The district court misunderstood how the research enter-
prise operates and the policies that undergird that system.’30 Research
institutions are no longer disinterested servants of science, but major
corporate ‘players’, even if formally not-for-profit. Washington Uni-
versity claimed net assets of over five billion dollars in 2003. Its 
highest-paid physician/researcher—not Catalona himself—received
over one million dollars in salary that year.31

Yet from the testimony about who bore which costs in the Catalona
case, Washington University is the Tommy Hilfiger of the biotech-
nology sector, adding little to the value of a product except its own
‘brand’. (The Hilfiger firm outsources production abroad and does
nothing except sew in its own labels, which doubles the sale price of
the product.32) There may be some instances where the employer or
research institution bears risks and costs, but this wasn’t one of them.
So the winner who took all in the initial Catalona judgment, Wash-
ington University, actually had the least moral right to win, on the
grounds of having put work in.

Once patients realise that the legal system doesn’t protect them,
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but in fact reinforces the already considerable might of the big 
institutions, they will refuse to donate their tissue, and research will
judder to a halt. As the amicus curiae brief argued, pragmatic reasons
actually favour granting more substantial property rights to partici-
pants. This isn’t ‘just idealism’: it’s sound political sense:

This legal scheme [protecting patients’ rights] not only makes good
moral sense, it also makes good practical sense. Most people are will-
ing to participate in research when they can choose the type of
research in which their tissue is used and can stop participating if they
no longer desire to … We would not have had a breakthrough in
AIDS treatment if AIDS patients had not been able to choose the type
of research that was done on them and their tissue. We would not
have learned about sickle-cell anemia if African-Americans had not
been allowed to choose to provide their blood for research on that
particular disease.33

Without patients’ trust in the research system, however, there can be
no further progress, as the brief went on to claim:

If the district court’s decision is upheld, the precedent will not 
only disrupt medical research, but other important transactions
because:

1. Patients and research patients can no longer rely on the promises
made by physicians and research institutions in informed consent
documents …

2. Research participants will lose the right to stop research on their
tissue when a research institution materially changes the nature of
the research being performed …

3. Institutions with biorepositories will be free to sell tissue to the
highest bidder, conduct any type of research on the tissue and gen-
erally treat the tissue as their own property, free of the rights of the
person from whose body the tissue was obtained.34

When patients have no control over ‘downstream’ uses of their tissue,
when they observe that tissue which they have donated altruistically
becomes ‘big bucks’, then cynicism will be the likely response. For
that reason—again out of pragmatism rather than idealism—a com-
mittee of the US National Academy of Sciences warned that
researchers and their universities shouldn’t seek blanket consent
from patients: ‘It is not ethically or legally acceptable to “consent” to
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future yet unknown uses of their identifiable DNA samples.’35 As 
the appellant brief remarked, this is the logical conclusion, if what
participants have granted is only a specific use of their tissue, not full-
blooded ownership rights for the recipient.

Concluding its arguments, the amicus curiae brief noted: 

This case began as a simple employment dispute between a
researcher and a research institution, but it has expanded into a case
where the future of medical research in this country is at stake … It is
even possible that people will not seek out medical care if they cannot
trust that their tissue will not be taken and used in medical research
against their will.36

That claim was something more than just legal rhetoric. The authors
could actually have gone further: the validity of the ‘no property in
the body’ principle was also at issue, and with it, the future of body
shopping. From one American case in the apparently arcane area of
biobanking, we might have derived a radically new answer to the
question: ‘What makes you think you own your body?’ 

We might have, but we didn’t. On 20 June 2007, three months later
than the judgment was expected, the United States Court of Appeals
for the Eighth Circuit issued its opinion, affirming what they called
the ‘well-reasoned opinion and judgment of the district court’.37

No doubt this verdict was a matter of considerable relief not only to
Washington University, but to all the other universities and medical
research institutions which had also filed amicus briefs in support of
the college: the American Cancer Society, the Mayo Clinic, the 
American Council on Education, and Cornell, Duke, Emory, George
Washington, Johns Hopkins, Stanford, Michigan, Minnesota, Pitts-
burgh and Rochester Universities, as well as the Association of Amer-
ican Medical Colleges and the Association of American Universities.
Clearly, major interests are at stake.

For patients, their advocates and others who had hoped for some
recognition of patient control over further uses of tissue, the only
morsel of comfort lay in the narrow construction which the court cir-
cumspectly chose to place on the question of: 

… whether individuals who make an informed decision to con-
tribute their biological materials voluntarily to a particular research
institution for the purpose of medical research retain an ownership
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interest allowing the individuals to direct or authorize the transfer of
such materials to a third party. Under the facts of this case, the answer
is ‘no’.38

Under the facts of a more favourable case, might the answer in future
ever be yes?
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7
Buying the ‘real me’: shopping

for a face

Just a chin-tuck’: that was meant to be the latest in a series of cos-
metic surgery operations for the novelist Olivia Goldsmith. Latest

and, as it turned out, last: Goldsmith died on 15 January 2004, at the
age of fifty-four, from complications following anaesthesia.

As the author of the best-selling novel and film The First Wives Club,
Goldsmith had dissected—if that’s not too ironic a term—the clinical
coldness with which some men cast off their ageing first wives. In fic-
tion, those women took their revenge in exhilaratingly comic fashion;
in reality, Goldsmith willingly made herself into a victim of the poten-
tially fatal quest for youth’s elixir. As a neighbour related, ‘She was the
first person who ever talked to me about Botox, and she had it long
before it became de rigueur.’1 Against the accusation that Goldsmith
was unusually obsessed with looking younger, her friend, the television
news anchor Kelly Lange, fired off the comment: ‘Who the hell wants
to look old? I don’t think Olivia was any different from any of us.’2

Who can resist the temptation of shopping for a new face? Not, it
seems, the New York Times writer Alex Kuczynski, despite her per-
ceptive analysis of the rise and rise of cosmetic surgery: 

We have begun to think of our bodies as something like an accessory
that can be modified when necessary, discarded when it is worn out,
and upgraded when required, a leathery sack to transport us from
one medical specialist to the next.3
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Yet Kuczynski herself came fearfully close to becoming a ‘beauty
junkie’. Finally pulling back from her adventures with liposuction
and eyelid tucks after a disastrous lip-plumping procedure, she
wrote: ‘The fundamental paradox of this kind of addiction, if one 
can call it that, is that I was involved in a process of self-
improvement.’4

Still in her thirties, Kuczynski realised that rather than finding her
‘improved’ self, she had actually lost her true personality:

The qualities I had cherished—fortitude, endurance, practical Yan-
kee good sense—had withered, while I had grown as vain and silly as
any teenage pop star with lip implants and a bad boob job. Worse
still, my very perception had become warped.5

But in tune with Kuczynski’s own belief that she herself was moti-
vated by ‘self-improvement’, most of the women she interviewed
continued to insist that they were only looking for their truer, better
selves, under the crow’s feet and naso-labial lines. As one woman
exclaimed after her ‘extreme makeover’ operation: ‘Oh my God, I
finally look like me!’6

Nor is the odyssey in search of perfection undertaken only by
Americans. Like other forms of body shopping, such as the IVF
industry, cosmetic surgery operates on a global scale. A South African
company called Surgeon and Safari offers cut-price liposuction or
tummy tucks followed by a week’s safari (plus painkillers), much as
hospitals in India and elsewhere offer Western patients in need of
organ transplants a package of transplant plus post-operative R and R
in Goa. Other countries which have developed cosmetic surgery plus
holiday packages include Honduras, Jamaica, Brazil and Malaysia.
Ireland, with its kinship links to the United States, has been particu-
larly targeted by American plastic surgeons. 

Spain, familiar for its glut of for-profit IVF clinics, also has the
highest per capita number of cosmetic surgeons in Europe. The Costa
del Sol welcomes Europeans of all nationalities to its myriad ‘rejuve-
nation centres’, such as the Molding Center, where the Nigerian first
lady, Stella Obasanjo, died abruptly at the age of fifty-nine after
undergoing liposuction.7

Fallout from negligently performed cosmetic surgery on medical
tourists is fast becoming a problem for their home health care 
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services, which have to pick up the pieces. In Australia alone, a recent
survey of sixty-eight plastic surgeons revealed one hundred cases of
botched operations from cosmetic surgery package holidays in
Malaysia and Thailand.8

Despite the risks, cosmetic surgery is becoming the most popular
and obvious form of body shopping: buying a new face—one that will
convey not a new identity, but the ‘real me’. Just how far will the quest
for ‘the real me’ go? Media coverage of two recent face transplants in
France may have left many readers thinking that it is only a matter of
time before we can all go ‘face shopping’, with the same insouciance
we show in buying cosmetics. Are face transplants likely to be the next
area of business interest in biotechnology? If so, what’s wrong with
that? If the recipient consents and the technology is available, what
ethical objections can there possibly be? We’ll return to those ques-
tions later in this chapter.

‘VENUS ENVY’9

Bioethicists tend to dismiss the ‘yuck factor’ as an irrational response
to new developments in medical technology, but it’s unavoidable in
cosmetic surgery. The collagen used to plump Kuczynski’s lips prob-
ably came, like a great deal of collagen used in such procedures, from
the cells of a baby boy’s foreskin—now developed into a stem cell line
owned by a Californian firm, Inamed Aesthetics. ‘Cosmoplast’, a syn-
thetic collagen, is made from the cells of a boy born in the early
1990s.10 (The young man, as he now is, remains happily unaware that
his genital tissue can be found in the lips of women around the
world.) Cadavers are another source of collagen, harkening back to
the scandal around Alastair Cooke’s bones.

Breast augmentation surgery is routinely given to American high
school girls as a graduation present from their parents. If they realised
that the chances are those young women will require regular opera-
tions  for the rest of their lives, to deal with the after-effects, those lov-
ing parents might prefer to revert to the more traditional gift of a
second-hand car. It’s been estimated that a woman who has breast
‘enhancement’ surgery at eighteen will need to have surgery twice a
decade for the rest of her life, because of the problems of leakage,
infection and formation of scar tissue.
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Ever inventive in seeking out new markets and undreamt-of 
procedures, the cosmetic surgery industry in the United States 
alone was worth between $13 and $15 billion in 2005.11 Between 2003
and 2004, there was a 44 per cent surge in cosmetic surgery 
procedures or, as the industry and some academics prefer to
euphemise it, ‘aesthetic surgery’.12 Demand in the United States is
predicted to grow by 11.2 per cent annually, with one-stop cosmetic
surgery parlours operating in shopping malls and advertising in the
Yellow Pages. 

A specialist lender, the Capital One cosmetic surgery lending site,
offers loans tailor-made for the purpose, enabling the patient to buy
the face of her dreams now: why wait? Even impecunious college stu-
dents can qualify for these 24 per cent rate-of-interest loans—which
they can always pay back by selling their eggs. Body shopping has cre-
ated a closed-loop economy of its own.

New ‘products’ in cosmetic surgery include umbilicoplasty (navel
‘enhancement’), breast nipple enlargement, and toe shortening to fit
strappy Jimmy Choo sandals. Beauty magazines tout the procedure
of ‘labial rejuvenation’, in which the lips surrounding the vagina are
snipped into pre-childbirth form. Or perhaps the ‘enhanced’ body
itself should be seen as the product, and the surgeon’s art as a partic-
ular ‘brand’. Kuczynski tells the tale of meeting a colleague who had
recently undergone breast augmentation surgery at the hands of a
chic New York surgeon, Dr David Hidalgo. Just as wealthy women
call their expensive Manolo Blahnik shoes ‘Manolos’, this woman
flaunted her surgically enlarged breasts, which she proudly called her
‘Hidalgos’.13

‘Aging faces, flat breasts and small penises, which as facts of life
were considered unworthy of medical attention, have been progres-
sively redefined as problems worthy of medical consideration and
more recently as pathologies or deformities requiring medical solu-
tions’.14 This medicalisation of perfectly normal features turns them
into something ‘other’ than the self:

The you who feels ugly is linked to the defective piece but is also imag-
inatively separable. Partly, this double effect of your body that is both
‘you’ and replaceable feels like a split right down the center of your
identity.15
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Paradoxically, the women—and it is mainly women—who submit to
the surgeon’s knife typically claim that they’ve found a new identity
or, perhaps more accurately, have finally found their own original
self. The fissure between imperfect reality and perfect self-image has
been healed—at least, until the cosmetic surgery industry decides
what it will next diagnose as abnormal. 

Yet cosmetic surgery, unlike other forms of medicine, is even more
predominantly about self-diagnosis. Why do even gender-aware
women like Goldsmith decide that there’s something so wrong with
them that they simply must have surgery?  Finding and enhancing
‘the real me’ is crucial in a society where marketing oneself is seen as
inescapable:

I’d rather spend my money on Botox and a procedure here and there
than something that is not a part of me. All we have in life is ourselves,
and what we can put out there every day for the world to see. The
world is not going to see my great record collection or the stuff I have
at home. They’re going to see me. And Me is all I got.16

The irony is that this glorification of the unique ‘I’ results in one
homogeneous ideal of look-alike beauty. Human cloning is still tech-
nologically impossible and universally illegal, but American plastic
surgeons are doing their best to remedy that by creating a race of
Pamela Anderson clones. Thanks to the mainstreaming of pornogra-
phy and the promotion of a uniform image of beauty by the media,
the successful white female products of plastic surgery all look alike—
in fact, very much like the type of woman who can sell her eggs for a
premium: tall, blonde, slim but large-breasted. As in Aldous Huxley’s
Brave New World, or in David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas, so the dystopian
Hollywood world of trophy wives ‘is inhabited by identical people
who remain young forever because they are replaced with identical
copies as they age’.17

If any woman who doesn’t look like that ideal is defined as abnor-
mal, there’s a potentially huge market—particularly if her psyche can
be made to seem as much in need of repair as her body. ‘[T]hat
implies from the start that the psyche or the body is somehow broken
or disfigured and must be fixed if the actualized, “real” human being
is to emerge.’18 As the writer Carolyn Latteier said of her ‘abnormal’
lack of a full bust: ‘My discomfort with small breasts was more than
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cosmetic. I felt the lack as a poverty of being, as if my very nature were
somehow stark and bony.’19

‘In the world of rejuvenation everything is “real” or at least seems
real.’20 At the same time that new surgeries proclaim the body to be
indefinitely plastic, infinitely capable of makeover, women undertake
the risks of cosmetic surgery because they feel it will give them back
their ‘true’ identity. There’s a powerful contradiction here between
the idea that there are no fixed identities—not even those conferred
by mortality—and the compelling motivation to find your authentic
self. 

‘IT MAY BE SOMEONE ELSE’S FACE, BUT WHEN 
I LOOK IN THE MIRROR I SEE ME’

In November 2005, a Frenchwoman, later identified as thirty-nine-
year-old Isabelle Dinoire, became the recipient of the world’s first
face transplant. After being savaged by a dog, Dinoire underwent a
partial transplant, using tissue from a brain-dead donor, at the hands
of an international team headed by Professor Jean-Michel
Dubernard. Interviewed a year later, she remarked, ‘It may be some-
one else’s face, but when I look in the mirror I see me.’ 

Dinoire’s case, and a second face transplant performed in January
2007 on a twenty-nine-year-old Frenchman with a severely disfigur-
ing disease,21 throw questions about psychological and physiological
identity into sharp relief. Despite Dinoire’s claim that ‘I see me’, the
transplanted face does retain some features of the dead donor; it is a
hybrid, not Dinoire’s lost ‘real’ face. The underlying bone structure
and remaining musculature of the patient’s own face influence the
final combination most strongly, but there are also important physi-
ological aspects of the donor, particularly skin and subcutaneous 
tissue. 

The second patient—deliberately unnamed by the surgeon, who
was concerned about patient confidentiality—took a rather different
view of his new facial identity: ‘My brain has taken on two faces.’ (‘Le
cerveau s’est approprié de deux visages.’22) This young man thought
of both ‘before’ and ‘after’ as his faces, whereas Dinoire identified
‘me’ exclusively with ‘after’. Perhaps that’s because she had suffered a
sudden traumatic injury, a dog bite, whereas his chronic, progressively
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worsening condition had accustomed him to constantly comparing
yesterday’s ‘before’ and today’s ‘after’ in the mirror each morning.

This condition was a genetic malady, von Recklinghausen’s dis-
ease: a kind of neurofibromatosis, which makes tumours grow on
nerve tissue throughout the body. Sometimes these tumours turn
malignant, but even if they don’t, they can spread quickly. In this case,
the entire lower face was affected, to the extent that the weight of the
lesions on his lips almost prevented the patient from eating. The
young man had already undergone a quarantaine of operations, some
forty over a ten-year period.23 Because new tumours cannot grow on
the transplanted tissue, according to the chief surgeon Laurent
Lantieri, the balance of risks and benefits in this case made a face
transplant a reasonable medical bet, although still a tremendous 
risk. The fifteen-hour procedure began with the removal of the neu-
rofibromas, whose tendency to bleed posed real problems for the 
surgical team. 

Clearly, neither of these cases can be likened to Olivia Goldsmith’s
‘just a chin-tuck’. Yet a face graft, some commentators think, is 
just the logical extreme of shopping for the face of your dreams. 
Face banks might supposedly allow us to shop for the face of a 
model or a football star. ‘Could face transplants become the latest
symbol of affluence, the “fashion label” of the early twenty-first 
century?’24

Commodification of the human body is not new, but facial trans-
plantation may be the most striking example of the results of this
reductionist view of the human body. It seeks to resolve the problems
of disfigurement by disposing of the damaged face and replacing it
with the face of another.25

Extreme indeed, but logical? The risks inherent in both partial and full
face transplants are far too grave for anyone to undertake the proce-
dure lightly, let alone readily persuade the crack surgical team needed
to perform the extremely complex operation. The after-effects of the
procedure can be life-threatening. Even with heavy doses of immuno-
suppressant drugs—which carry their own risks—both of the French
patients experienced severe bouts of tissue rejection.

In a partial face transplant such as these two patients underwent, a
variety of tissues are involved—so that rather than a single-organ
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transplant like a kidney graft, they had a ‘composite allograft trans-
plant’ (CAT). Muscles, mucosa, sensory and motor nerves must all be
‘degloved’ from the deceased donor and transplanted to the living
recipient. In a full face transplant, ears, nose and eyelids might also be
included. The procedure is complex, and the benefits limited.
Although new skin and subcutaneous tissue may be more flexible
than the pre-transplant face, if the recipient is a victim of burns or
other trauma, it’s unlikely that all the functions can be restored. 

And if the face transplant goes wrong—if the body rejects the for-
eign tissue—it might have to be removed, unless heavier doses of
immunosuppressive drugs can overcome the problem. The chances
of rejection are high, since the skin is extremely ‘antigenic’ (that is,
reactive against transplanted tissue). In fact, the skin is one of the
most antigenic (or ‘immunogenic’) of all the tissues or organs that
can be transplanted. Whereas kidney transplants—much less reac-
tive—have a three-year survival rate of about 83 per cent,26 it’s
thought that the immediate chance of short-term rejection for face
transplants is about 10 per cent, and the longer-term probability of
chronic rejection between 30 and 50 per cent.27

That’s very high indeed. And if a kidney fails, the recipient would
probably be able to go back to the alternative of dialysis. If a face trans-
plant fails, the only choice is removing the entire face (with extremely
dire consequences if some underlying tissue has been removed to
make the graft ‘stick’). In that case, the patient would be left much
more disfigured than before. Additionally, a repeat transplant—if a
donor could be found—would be even more likely to be rejected by
the body’s immune mechanisms, because the underlying tissue
would have become even more sensitive.28 Yet the risks of failure are
rarely confronted head-on, even in some of the most influential arti-
cles: most worryingly, in a much-cited piece by the team at a clinic in
Louisville which proposes to do the first face transplants in the USA.29

In her transplant, although certainly not in the dreadful injury that
occasioned it, Isabelle Dinoire was comparatively lucky: she received
an unusually well-matched graft. Out of six possible tissue matches,
five were fully compatible—fortunate indeed, given the haste with
which a donor had to be found. But she still suffered several major
episodes of rejection, the first around the eighteenth day after the
transplant. The same occurred with the second patient, whose 
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surgeons were only able to find a donor who matched the recipient on
three out of six factors. He also experienced rejection, which was
overcome, as with Dinoire, by increasing the dosage of immunosup-
pressive drugs. And these were episodes of short-term rejection,
where the chances of overcoming the immune reaction are better
than in chronic long-term rejection, the major cause of overall failure
for transplanted organs.30

A lifelong regime of immunosuppressive drugs, particularly in
continually increasing dosages, carries such high risks that face trans-
plants can actually shorten life. These powerful medications are
implicated in a number of potentially serious complications. ‘The
healthy person with a facial disfigurement is then transformed into a
morbidly ill individual who must endure a toxic regime of drugs for
the remainder of their life.’31

Raising the dosage of immunosuppressive drugs lessens the risk of
rejection but increases other hazards. All such drugs carry risks, such
as hypertension, kidney damage, diabetes, infection and the long-
term possibility of cancers (up to a four-fold increase in the incidence
of colon and lung cancers).32 ‘The weakening of the body’s defenses
allows malignant cells that would normally be destroyed in an
immunocompetent individual to survive and multiply in an
immunosuppressed host.’33

It’s hard to believe that anyone would take such potentially fatal
risks lightly, particularly a young person. The average life of a trans-
plant is limited, particularly for composite tissue grafts like facial
transplants, and the chances of developing rejection accumulate with
the years. But in the case of the second French transplant, the patient
was already confronting a deadly calculus. His neurofibromas had
grown most quickly during his childhood and adolescence. Now, as
he neared his thirties, they threatened to degenerate, possibly becom-
ing cancerous. 

Although face transplants are arguably so experimental as to con-
stitute research rather than therapy, the Helsinki Declaration, which
governs research ethics, allows for more latitude in comparing risk
with benefit if the only alternative to the experimental treatment is
death or more severe disability.34 But does this exemption apply to
face transplants? That depends on how severely we rate damage to the
face. In the extreme, you could argue that massive facial deformity
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entails a sort of social death. Isabelle Dinoire’s first words in an inter-
view given to Le Monde after her operation were: ‘I’ve returned to the
planet of humankind.’35

THE FACE: JUST ANOTHER PART OF THE BODY?

But what’s so special about the face? Even though the procedure of
transplanting all the multiple components that make it up may be
more complex than a single-organ transplant, isn’t the face essentially
an organ like any other? And if parts of the body like eggs and kidneys
are readily sold on global markets, as we saw in Chapter One, why
should we be shocked if faces also become commodified? Isn’t that
just the logic of body shopping? 

On that reasoning, the difference between cosmetic surgery and
face transplants is only a matter of degree and medical know-how.
After all, facial regeneration through surgery worked wonders during
World Wars I and II, and later for the ‘Hiroshima maidens’, who were
brought to the United States after the first atomic bomb blast to
reconstruct their features. Jaw transplants have been possible since an
operation by an Italian surgeon in 2003, but they haven’t attracted the
same degree of attention as partial face transplants.36 Presumably full
face transplants would be even more newsworthy, but isn’t the differ-
ence just one of degree? 

Does it really matter, either, if we can’t draw a firm line between
‘necessary’ reconstruction and ‘mere’ enhancement? Is it paternalis-
tic even to try? Isn’t it up to the patient to decide? And if the patient
can afford it, what would actually be wrong with paying for a new
face?—as well as the lifelong immunosuppressants required to pre-
vent rejection, if those aren’t covered by a national health service.37

Of course the face is a particularly sensitive area, both physiologic-
ally and psychologically. If the face is the person, as is conventionally
supposed, perhaps we’re really talking about the dead donor being
given a new body, rather than the living recipient getting a new face.38

In that case, the recipient could even be seen as consenting to the
death of her old identity and to the resurrection of the dead donor. 

If that seems far-fetched, consider the reaction of recipients of
other organs, who commonly report being troubled by a sense that
they’re no longer themselves.39 One adolescent girl even refused a
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heart transplant on those grounds, although her refusal was eventu-
ally overborne. She had said: ‘I would feel different with someone
else’s heart; that’s a good enough reason not to have a heart trans-
plant, even if it saved my life.’40

Criminals were once punished by having their noses removed, to
brand them irretrievably as social outcasts. ‘Facial mutilation ... was
plainly a form of social torture, designed to imprison the offender in
a face that instantly signaled the person’s sins.’41 The recipient of the
second French transplant felt very strongly that his facial deformity
had made him, too, into a social pariah, unable to hold down a job or
enjoy a glass of wine in a bistro.

In other cases, however, people with serious burns or other facial
‘abnormalities’ reject the idea of surgery to ‘cure’ their condition.
While Changing Faces, a British advocacy group for people with
severe facial injuries, accepted the French patients’ right to choose,
they (and other disability rights organisations) have asked whether
the mote is in the eye of the beholder. Is our beauty-obsessed 
society medicalising the ‘problem’ of ‘abnormal’ faces—just as cos-
metic surgery has turned small breasts and penises into dreadful
deformities? 

If society were more tolerant of facial ‘deformities’ which aren’t
life-threatening, would people like Dinoire still feel such an urgent
need for surgery? And if face transplants are offered freely, ‘will surgi-
cal correction become the expectation?’42 Will people with facial dis-
figurement be subject to even more intense ostracism? Will surgeons
be tempted to correct whatever is correctable, merely because it is
correctable? 

Cosmetic surgery has already been used to ‘correct’ the faces of
people with Down’s syndrome, so these fears aren’t just fanciful.43

After all, the inventiveness of the cosmetic surgery industry knows
few bounds, as the example of vaginal labial ‘improvement’ demon-
strates. Like most other industries under late capitalism, it’s learned
how to create demand out of nothing.

The UK’s Royal College of Surgeons has pointed out a cruel irony:
‘Those patients who may be best placed to give valid informed con-
sent for the procedure may also be best able over the longer term to
adapt to their existing appearance.’44 Conversely, anxiety about facial
disfigurement of a non-life-threatening kind can so undermine 
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some patients’ autonomy as to cast doubts on whether their choice of
surgery is really free: 

The more vulnerable patients are made by such distress, the 
more likely it is that this vulnerability will create psychological diffi-
culties in obtaining valid informed consent from them ... This issue is
especially relevant to facial transplantation because surgeons
involved will inevitably be enthusiasts—rightly so—and patients will
know that they are utterly dependent upon them to obtain the trans-
plant that they desire ... Given the desperation that led to the desire
for facial transplantation—of accepting, for example, the inevitabil-
ity of being made unwell by and dependent upon relatively danger-
ous immunosuppressive drugs for a lifetime—transplant failure
could be devastating for even the most psychologically resilient
patient.45

It’s also vital to remember that face transplants aren’t just about what
the patient wants, or what the surgeon proposes. Because the face 
is the expression of the person, and because persons have relation-
ships, the interests of those in relationships with both donor and
recipient also matter a great deal. 

This point has troubled me since I was asked to help formulate a
London hospital ethics committee’s response to an earlier request,
for the first human hand transplant. As I wrote with my co-author,
the hand, too, is an expressive ‘instrument’ of intimacy, skill and
interpersonal relationship.46 For the donor’s family, it’s deeply unset-
tling to think that the hand which once touched you may now stroke
another body. 

That same caution about remembering the relatives applies to 
face transplants. If you’re a relative or friend of the donor, you 
might have to confront the possibility of one day running into a
hybrid of the dead person’s face and the recipient’s features, walking
down the street towards you. Even if that gruesome possibility never
transpires, the face isn’t just a part of the body like any other—at least,
not an internal part of the body. In most organ donations the donor
remains anonymous. However, because of the external nature of the
face and the large amount of publicity that will surround this surgery,
it will be difficult to conceal the donor’s identity from family and
friends.47
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The donor may be dead, but that’s not the end of the matter,
although most working parties and commentators on face trans-
plants have acted as if it were. Yet:

this is not like the decision to donate other organs after death. And
this is because ... the donor will die and in a disembodied form live
on. What was the stuff of drama to earlier generations (Hamlet’s
father’s ghost reappearing or the Commendatore returning in
Mozart’s Don Giovanni) is set for contemporary realisation.48

For the recipient’s family, there are equally troubling questions: 
for example, should they welcome attempts at contact from the
donor’s family? Such associations have become commonplace in the
United States between families of solid organ donors and recipients;
they can play a practical role in bereavement, giving mourners a 
sense that the dead person has helped a concrete someone else to 
live. But face transplants don’t normally save lives, as transplanted
kidneys do. 

Nor would every recipient, or their families, want to scan the faces
of the donor’s kin for traces of resemblance to the new hybrid face. 
On the other hand, donors’ families may prefer anonymity, but 
recipients and their loved ones may want to know more about where
the unaccustomed features came from. Any analysis of the rights and
wrongs of face transplants that omits these real questions about 
previously unimagined kinds of relationships is remorselessly 
superficial.

A CAUTIONARY TALE: THE AFTERMATH OF THE
FIRST HUMAN HAND TRANSPLANT

In an extreme but instructive form, Clint Hallam, the recipient of the
first human hand transplant, was also driven by a compulsion to find
his ‘real me’, embodied in his ‘missing’ hand. That hand was both
physically and psychologically, literally and figuratively, missing. It,
and Hallam’s sense of his own identity, were waiting out there to be
found—or so he felt. 

It’s these troublesome questions of identity and rationality that
bedevil all the elective, free-choice surgeries this chapter considers. Is
it enough just to say that if people want them, they should be allowed
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to choose freely? That was the argument made in the Hallam case, but
with disastrous consequences.

Hand transplants have now been feasible for roughly ten years: as
of late 2006, some twenty-four hand and forearm grafts had been per-
formed, on eighteen patients.49 (Interestingly, all of the recipients so
far have been men.50) A survey of the first fourteen transplants con-
cluded that: ‘active range of motion of the digits has been surprisingly
better than would have been expected based on previous results of
replantation, but return of sensibility has been less than optimal’.51

However, it has been calculated that long-term side effects of
immunosuppression mean that hand transplant patients have an 80
per cent higher chance than normal of contracting an infection, a 20
per cent higher risk of developing diabetes and a 4 to 18 per cent
higher risk of cancer (particularly skin cancers, although no cancers
have yet been reported in any of the patients).52 Even with increased
dosages of immunosuppressives, the frequency and timing of
episodes of acute rejection predict chronic dysfunction and failure of
a complicated, multi-tissue transplant, such as grafts of the face or the
hand.53 Solid single organs like kidneys are more tolerant of rejection
episodes than composite allograft transplants, but even  a single-
organ transplant doesn’t last forever. 

Obviously composite tissue transplantation is vastly more com-
plex and difficult than most cosmetic surgery. Nor is it the sort of
thing you might squeeze in between a funeral and the after-funeral
reception, as Kuczynski did with her disastrous lip-plumping proce-
dure. There’s no real risk that hand transplants will become the latest
fad in reconstructive surgery—not least because a dead donor is
required. But Clint Hallam’s strange search for identity raises inter-
esting parallels with the motivations of cosmetic surgery patients—
and instructive contrasts with face transplants, too.

In 1998, when I was Senior Lecturer in Medical Ethics and Law at
Imperial College London, I was asked to serve on the clinical ethics
committee of St Mary’s, Paddington, one of the hospitals associated
with Imperial College School of Medicine. Alongside our more 
routine duties, we were requested to consider the application by an
international clinical team—through one of its members, Professor
Nadey Hakim, a respected consultant transplant surgeon at St
Mary’s—to perform the world’s first human hand transplant. 
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Coincidentally, that group also included Professor Dubernard, who
was later to lead the team performing the first face transplant.

The case, widely reported and in the public domain, concerned a
forty-eight-year-old New Zealander, Clint Hallam, whose arm had
been cut off in an accident with a circular saw fourteen years earlier.
(Hallam voluntarily revealed his identity in press interviews after-
wards, so there’s no breach of confidentiality in naming him.) The
arm had been reimplanted following the accident but had failed to
‘take’. Refusing any of the increasingly sophisticated prosthetic hands
available, Hallam then approached the Australian head of the trans-
plant team and asked to volunteer as the first recipient of a human
hand ‘allograft’ (transplant from another person). In turn, the head
of the team asked its local member at St Mary’s, Professor Hakim, to
obtain permission from our recently established clinical ethics com-
mittee to perform the procedure there.

In one view, hand transplants crossed technological frontiers at the
time, but not ethical ones; the only issues to be resolved concerned
professional competence, under the assumption of patient auton-
omy.54 Given the presumption of competence to consent in adults,
and the lack of any grounds presented to the committee at the time for
supposing that the patient lacked capacity, his wishes should have
been respected, on this interpretation. It was not up to the committee
to judge the risks, but to the patient; anything else would be paternal-
istic. Or so some members of the committee argued—just as many
people think the decision to have cosmetic surgery is entirely a matter
of personal choice.

But what if the choice is irrational? Is patient autonomy a catch-all
that includes any wish whatsoever? Respecting patient autonomy
isn’t necessarily the same as giving a patient whatever he wants. It may
be wrong to take advantage of another person’s willingness to harm
himself: motives are complex creatures. Following extensive media
coverage of a total artificial heart transplant in 1982, some volunteers
were even willing to ‘donate’ their hearts in the interests of advancing
science, although it would kill them.55 You can’t ask a surgeon to 
do that. 

Doctors are people, too, with their own rights and moral beliefs. Is
it still part of the doctor’s duty to perform a procedure that may actu-
ally shorten life, even at the patient’s request? Medicine is generally
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thought to be about improving health and life expectancy, but given
the risks inherent in life-long immunosuppressive medication, a
hand transplant, like a facial graft, may actually shorten life. Our
committee had to navigate uncharted waters in confronting these
ethical issues, but we were mindful of the goals and limitations of
medicine: ‘The art’s most delicate aspect is not to shorten life further,
and not to diminish it.’56

Other innovative transplant procedures, like multi-organ trans-
plants, may have such unacceptably high mortality rates that they are
more properly characterised as research than as therapy. (That’s also
how the surgeon Laurent Lantieri conceives of face transplants: as
operations that will further the cause of research.) The difference is
that multi-organ transplants are usually intended to save life—
indeed, as the last chance to save life. A hand transplant would not
have been life-saving, we felt, and an artificial hand could actually
have performed as well or better than the transplanted hand was
expected to do. Given that the benefits of limb transplant didn’t out-
weigh the risks, the autonomy and rationality of the patient weren’t
necessarily self-evident to us. 

In those circumstances, what made Clint Hallam want a hand
transplant so badly? That was the question that troubled me, along
with the majority of other committee members. We decided that
before saying either yes or no, we would like to have a psychiatric
assessment of his reasoning and capacity. That has since become stan-
dard procedure,57 but we were proceeding without any precedents.
Nor had we had any opportunity to interview Hallam. While we were
at pains to emphasise that we were not refusing permission for the
procedure altogether, we wanted more information about how he
saw the risks and benefits.

The clinical transplant team decided to bypass our request and to
have the transplant performed elsewhere—in fact, at Professor
Dubernard’s hospital, in Lyon. In April 1999, the Lancet published 
an Early Report on the initially successful results of this first human
hand allograft, performed in September 1998.58 Meanwhile, the
British tabloid press made mincemeat of us for blocking the United
Kingdom’s chance of medical stardom. 

Some months afterwards, Hallam himself turned up at a meeting
of the clinical ethics committee, in the company of the transplant 
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surgeon Nadey Hakim, to demonstrate the functioning and appear-
ance of the transplanted hand. The proceedings of that committee are
confidential, but suffice it to say that I, for one, was not persuaded
that we had been wrong—although at neither committee meeting
were we told crucial facts about Hallam’s psychiatric history.

Two years later, the International Herald Tribune carried an article
describing how Hallam had become ‘detached’ from his hand. 59 This
was perhaps an unfortunate turn of phrase. It transpired that Hallam
was firmly convinced that the cadaver hand which he had received
was really his own. Even before the transplant, he believed that the
reason why the hand he lost in the circular saw accident had failed to
graft after it was re-attached was that it wasn’t actually his to begin
with. His own perfect hand—like the ‘real me’ in the extreme
makeover—was out there, just waiting for the surgeon’s skills, like the
prince hacking through the thorns to rescue Sleeping Beauty. 

That conviction had fatal medical consequences. If the hand that
Hallam had received in the transplant was ‘really’ his own hand all
along, as he believed, then he wouldn’t need to take immunosuppres-
sive medications to prevent rejection, would he? The psychiatric
assessment which our committee had requested might have revealed
these delusions, but of course it never took place. With the hand
showing signs of rejection two years later because of his failure to take
his immunosuppressants consistently, Hallam realised, too late, that
it wasn’t his hand after all. On 3 February 2001, the hand was 
amputated. 

It would take someone with a very firmly rooted identity to cope
with waking up every morning to find someone else’s hand, a dead
man’s hand, peeping over the duvet. Even the recipient of an internal
organ transplant may face dilemmas about what he owes to the dead
donor.60 How much greater will the constant reminder of otherness
be for the recipient of someone else’s constantly visible hand? Similar
qualms have since arisen in the context of face transplants, where the
identity question is even more obvious. 

You could see hand and face transplants—unlike cosmetic surgery
—as transferring personal qualities from one human being to
another. Although Hallam was convinced that he would find his ‘real’
hand out there, it’s more common for recipients of organ transplants
to feel that their identities have been somehow invaded by the donor’s
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personality. This goes beyond the question of the hand’s visibility,
though that too is an issue—a constant threat to the recipient’s sense
of his psychological wholeness, arguably outweighing the physical
wholeness for which the transplant was sought in the first place. An
artificial hand or limb might arguably have the same effect, but on the
other hand, there may be a crucial psychological difference. The
recipient isn’t expected to believe that the artificial limb is either his or
another person’s, because it’s obviously not human. There are no
personal qualities to be transposed from one person to another.

The hand is in fact a symbol of connectedness with others: shaking
hands, for example, symbolises good faith. There is a wider function
of the hand in relation to identity, as an instrument of physical inti-
macy, of contact with others, of consummate skill in artists and musi-
cians, of agency itself—witness the use of ‘hand’ to represent agency
in phrases such as ‘the hand of Fate’, ‘by his own hand’ and ‘the hand
of God’. The hand plays an unrivalled part in both shaping and stand-
ing for the story of the recipient and the donor and in representing
agency, and our language reflects this role. 

As the physician, poet and philosopher Raymond Tallis has 
written: 

[T]he hand remains unarguably a bodily structure while at the same
time, it has played a crucial role in loosening the bonds that constrain
us through our embodied state. The hand—by which we have
manipulated, rather than talked, ourselves free of organic con-
straint—may point the way into the future of mankind.61

THE ‘REAL ME’: WHAT MONEY CAN’T BUY

Personal and human identity is embodied, not abstract. The hand
symbolises this embodiment quite strongly, even if not as obviously
as does the face. But there’s an important difference: the patients on
whom face transplants have been performed did have faces, even if
damaged or deformed ones. The recipients of hand transplants had
lost their hands altogether. Any face, even a less-than-‘normal’ one, is
the primary badge of identity. As James Partridge of Changing Faces
says: ‘Even for those like myself with severe disfigurement, the face
carries a lot of identity, the sense of self .’62
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Personal identity isn’t up for sale: as the Canadian bioethicist Fran-
coise Baylis has written, ‘recognition by others, not just recognition of
self, is key to identity’.63 As always, relationship is all-important. The
view of face or hand transplants which says that patients should be
able to undergo either one entirely as a matter of choice fails to recog-
nise the centrality of relationship—the claims and needs of the
donor’s or recipient’s families, for example. But even more pro-
foundly, it ignores the way in which personal identity is actually 
created through relationship.

So in a strange, final irony, looking for the ‘real me’ in a face trans-
plant or cosmetic surgery actually means denying your real identity—
just as surely, if not as floridly, as Clint Hallam denied that his real
hand was the hand which had originally been re-attached. To insist
on attaining some ever-elusive ideal of ‘normality’ won’t confer nor-
mality, particularly not when the standards of ‘normality’ are contin-
ually shifted by the cosmetic surgery industry to suit their own profits
and purposes. You can’t buy the ‘real me’, although, like Olivia 
Goldsmith, you can die trying.
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8
My body, my capital?

Shopping for the real me’ through cosmetic surgery—like ‘body
shopping’ in general—symbolises both the dream and the night-

mare of modern commercial biomedicine. To be more precise, the
dream and the nightmare are inseparable, as Alex Kuczynski found to
her cost when she herself became a ‘beauty junkie’. But even an irra-
tional obsession with cosmetic surgery has a deeper significance: the
way in which our bodies are said to have become a kind of capital—
our best and truest investment. 

As the anonymous woman quoted in Chapter Seven put it, ‘All we
have in life is ourselves, and what we can put out there every day for
the world to see ... Me is all I got.’ This book has covered the commer-
cialisation of parts of the body, down to the minute level of genes. In
cosmetic surgery, by contrast, it’s the whole body that becomes an
object: the one secure possession, everyone’s literal birthright.

So is this woman being realistically hard-headed, or actually
exploiting and demeaning herself? Marx, whose influential ideas on
exploitation we encountered at the very start of this book, must be
turning violently in his Highgate tomb. He thought that it was the
propertyless workers, the proletariat, who were distinguished by only
having the labour of their bodies to sell, lacking any other capital. But
now, it seems, everyone increasingly sees their bodies as their capital.

In his 2005 surprise bestseller, L’avènement du corps (The Coming
of the Body), the French commentator Hervé Juvin actually extols this
sort of attitude.1 Plastic surgery, the implantation of biochips, 
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piercings—all emblazon the new attitude that my body is my unique
property. At the same time, because everyone has a body, property
has suddenly become democratised, as property in the body. 

In an ironic recasting of the sixties feminist slogan, ‘Our bodies,
our selves’, perhaps we ought to say ‘My body, my capital’? Juvin
thinks that the answer to this somewhat flip question should be a
reverberating ‘oui’. We can all make or remake our bodies, enhance
our potential wealth in them and improve our chances of a long and
healthy life, he argues. We can all be body billionaires. 

The long-standing jokes about sexual body parts, ‘her assets’ or ‘his
crown jewels’, take on a literal and serious meaning, from this per-
spective. If the body has become everyone’s main capital and universal
inheritance, then it’s worth investing in it. Once we in modern West-
ern society have attained a sufficient level of wealth, enhancement and
prolongation of life are what really count. That explanation would fit
cosmetic surgery in the United States rather nicely: conspicuous con-
sumption can be best displayed not in your Jimmy Choos, which you
only wear some of the time, but rather in your ever-present Hidalgos.

Before dismissing this analysis as jejune and even perverse, it’s worth
noting the way in which it accords with a more profound way of think-
ing. We appear to live in a time which has witnessed the absolute fail-
ure of the grand Enlightenment dreams of linear progress, universal
peace and equality between rich and poor. Together with widespread
hostility to organised religion (manifested in popular books such as
Richard Dawkins’s The God Delusion), disappointment in social ideals
means that we turn inwards. In the absence of a belief in eternal life,
everything becomes invested instead in this life, in this body. Long life
is our ferocious desire, eternal youth our supposed right and the myth
of the body without origin or limits our crusading new religion. 

That could also mean that we look to the state to maintain our bod-
ily investment. The state’s job is then to guarantee to each of us the
healthy growth of our investment in a healthy body. That may be why
governments are so widely seen to have a positive duty to promote
stem cell research and other forms of medical progress. The biotech-
nology industries flourish, with state sanction and support, because
they add extra value to the body, which is already the object of supreme
worth to us. (Woe betide any bioethicist who stands in the way of these
combined forces of state, industry and deep popular longing.)
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As noted earlier, the body has become accustomed to prostheses
and aids that liberate it from memory, time and space. The infinite
renewal of the body isn’t confined to superficial repairs through cos-
metic surgery. It includes the way in which external substitutes like
pacemakers can be surgically incorporated into the body, breaking
down the barriers between the body and the outside world. At the
same time, tissue removed from the body enters into external com-
merce and trade, as a commodity like any other.

What was once termed the ‘End of History’ or the ‘End of Ideology’,
by thinkers as disparate as Hegel, Marx and the neo-conservative
writer Daniel Bell,2 is, in this interpretation, the ‘End of Nature’.
Rather than a new classless society rendering class warfare irrelevant,
or a democratic ideology emerging victorious over all opposition, it is
biotechnology that has come out triumphant. We need no longer
accept the merely natural body. We can do better than that.

For the fortunate few who can afford these procedures to stave off
decay and death—although obviously not for good—perhaps the
‘End of Nature’ is an attractive notion. But isn’t Juvin’s picture an
otherwise too grandiose and exaggerated view of bioindustry and
biopolitics? Yes: despite his compelling rhetoric, Juvin has fallen for
the same sort of frenetic ‘hype’ which predisposed commentators to
believe that Hwang Woo-Suk really had discovered the Fountain of
Youth, in the form of therapeutic cloning. 

Such a highly optimistic analysis obviously fails on the clinical
front: cord blood spare part kits don’t work as well as allotransplants,
face grafts require lifelong immunosuppressants and cosmetic
surgery can kill rather than prolong youth. Medically, this grand 
thesis is glibly improbable, but it’s also criminally naïve economic-
ally. Juvin may live in a cosy world where the body is the only capital
that counts because everyone has sufficient other wealth, but the vast
majority of humanity doesn’t. Here are just two out of many possible
examples.

ORGANS FOR SALE, ONE CAREFUL (AND 
UNWILLING) OWNER

Since the tsunami of 2004 further impoverished the already desolate
fishing villages on the Bay of Bengal, fifty-one women from one 
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village alone have sold a kidney, to rescue their families from an
equally threatening tidal wave of debt. Most ‘donors’ are lower-caste
women in their twenties; most recipients, high-caste Indians or
wealthy Westerners. Stranded in refugee villages miles from their
fishing boats, the women’s husbands can’t feed their families. So the
burden of putting the food on the table falls on their wives, who have
few other means by which to do so other than selling their kidneys.
The going price is about 35,000 rupees (£460), with a substantial per-
centage going to the local broker. 

Dr Ravindranath Seppan, a campaigner against the cash-for-
kidneys trade, claims that this village is by no means unique. He cites
an article in the Journal of the American Medical Association which
surveyed 305 Indians who had sold a kidney to pay off their debts.
Three-quarters of them remained in debt, but now with worsened
health. A weak climate of government regulation, despite laws on the
Indian statute books prohibiting cash for kidneys, allows the trade to
continue.3 World Health Organisation guidelines issued in 1991 also
ban payment for organ donation, but although 192 countries have
endorsed them, they aren’t binding. 

Often the debts that the women are trying to repay are health-
related, which can be expected to become commoner as governments
limit socialised medicine or privatise hospitals, as part of structural
adjustment plans imposed by the International Monetary Fund or
World Bank. But of course this will become a vicious circle: when
these weakened women need health care themselves, who will sell a
kidney to pay for them? 

Capital is money used to breed more money, but selling kidneys
out of desperation only breeds further poverty. It seems worse than
insensitive to typify what these Indian women do as making capital
from their bodies, even though there is some vestigial element of
choice in their actions. But that minimal autonomy doesn’t apply to
the victims of the Chinese organ trade, who are largely members of
the despised Falun Gong Buddhist sect or prisoners condemned to
death for any of the 160 capital offences in China. Nor is this trade
confined to kidneys, of which we’re all born with a ‘spare’. The ‘capi-
tal’ in prisoners’ bodies extends to their hearts, lungs and livers. The
only snag is that you can’t live without those organs.

Although cynics might shrug off tales of cash-for-hearts as mere
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urban myths, the use of condemned prisoners as cadaver ‘donors’ for
the international organ trade was openly acknowledged by the 
Chinese deputy health minister, Huang Jiefu, in November 2006.
Amnesty International had been reporting large-scale ‘harvesting’ of
vital organs from prisoners since 1993. In 1998, the European Parlia-
ment passed a resolution condemning the sale of organs from exe-
cuted prisoners. For many years, international medical bodies such as
the British Medical Association had also condemned the practice.4 But
no Chinese medical disciplinary body exists to impose standards; what
the state permits goes, and the state not only permits the organ trade—
it actively encourages it. Coincidentally or not, after the state began its
persecution of Falun Gong in 1999, the number of liver transplants
surged from 118 to over three thousand in the space of four years.

A report by a Canadian human rights lawyer, David Matas, and a
former Canadian Member of Parliament, David Kilgour, gave further
substance to allegations about the Chinese organ trade, even specifying
the going rates for particular organs in the global transplant market:5

Kidney US$62,000
Liver $98,000–130,000
Liver-kidney $160,000–180,000
Kidney-pancreas $150,000
Lung $150,000–170,000
Heart $130,000–150,000
Cornea $30,000

The Canadian report found that the global trade in prisoners’ organs
has become a vital source of hard currency income for the Chinese
health and military systems, now that the prop of state funding has
been kicked away. As Matas and Kilgour wrote: ‘The organ harvesting
market in China, in order to thrive, requires both a supply and a
demand. The supply comes from China, from prisoners. But the
demand in large part, in big bucks, comes from abroad.’6

Chinese hospital websites compete to offer the shortest waiting
times—at one to two weeks, suspiciously lower than anywhere else in
the world—for their busy international clients. These ‘foreign friends’
are offered the promise that ‘providers can be found immediately!’
(original exclamation marks). How is this miracle of modern medi-
cine possible? The website goes on to assure ‘foreign friends’ that:
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So many transplantation operations are owing to the support of the
Chinese government. The supreme demotic court, supreme demotic
law-officer, police, judiciary, department of health and civil adminis-
tration have enacted a law together to ensure that organ donations
are supported by the government. This is unique in the world.7

A website affiliated to the Number Two Military Medical University
offers a rock-bottom price of 200,000 yuan (£7,200) for a liver trans-
plant, hospitalisation and operation fee—with the numbers of trans-
plants having skyrocketed in recent years. The funding which
military hospitals receive from tourists who jet in to buy organs not
only keeps the hospitals themselves afloat; it subsidises the rest of the
military as well. (Buy yourself a kidney, keep the Chinese occupation
of Tibet going ...)

Although a Chinese law against organ sales came into belated force
in July 2006, the Canadians remarked caustically that:

... from what we can tell, the law is not now being enforced. Belgian
Senator Patrick Vankrunkelsven, in late November 2006, called two
different hospitals in Beijing pretending to be a customer for a kidney
transplant. Both hospitals offered him a kidney on the spot for 50,000
euros.8

Nor are transplant tourists subject to prosecution in their own coun-
tries if it turns out that the organ was obtained without the donor’s
consent, even by the murder of the ‘donor’. While a sex tourist who
uses child prostitutes abroad can sometimes be prosecuted at home
for child abuse, transplant law is strictly territorial; it hasn’t woken up
yet to the worst abuses of global body shopping.

These two examples demonstrate how hopelessly inadequate it is
simply to view the body as an individual’s private capital. For the Chi-
nese state, the organs of executed Falun Gong members and prisoners
are part of the nation’s assets. And for these unfortunate people, the
‘biovalue’ in their bodies doesn’t liberate them; instead, it puts them
at mortal risk.

THE TRAGEDY OF THE GENETIC COMMONS

It’s clearly misguided to think of ‘body shopping’ as an entirely benef-
icent phenomenon, in which we all blissfully increase our capital in
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our bodies. But how else might we understand it? Two better models
will be explored in the rest of this final chapter. 

The American law professor James Boyle believes that we can best
grasp the way in which the body has become an object of trade by
likening it to the historical process of enclosure. In Britain, during the
great agricultural transformation in the eighteenth century that pre-
ceded the industrial revolution, land, which had previously been a
public resource, was ‘enclosed’ by private landowners. Freed of feu-
dal-style legal restrictions on transfer of ownership and of traditional
rights held by commoners who used communal land to pasture their
animals, landholdings could now be sold to raise capital, which
helped to fund the industrial revolution. 

As in the old agricultural enclosure movement, so in today’s
biotechnology: ‘things that were thought to be uncommodifiable,
essentially common or outside the market altogether, are being
turned into private possessions under a new kind of property
regime’.9 In biomedicine, a series of legal cases, like Moore and Green-
berg, have generated a similarly powerful momentum towards the
transfer of rights over the body and its component parts from the
individual ‘owner’ to corporations and research institutions. The
body has entered the market, just as land did when it was turned from
a public good to a private one. So in a sense, it is correct to argue that
the body has become capital, just as land did—but not to blithely
assume that everyone benefits, any more than the dispossessed com-
moners grew wealthy during the agricultural enclosures. 

The metaphor of ‘body shopping’ as a form of enclosure works 
well for many of the developments this book has examined. The
promise that every baby can be equipped with a personal spare parts
kit, for example, is promoted heavily in advertising for private 
cord blood banks. That’s a prime example of how something that
used to be outside the market altogether, cord blood, has become the
subject of burgeoning market competition, and also a new kind of
privatisation.

The enclosure metaphor also helps us to analyse resistance to ‘body
shopping’: instances in which it’s withstood as much as those in
which it’s allowed to go ahead. Although he doesn’t extend it that far,
Boyle’s argument would fit the reasoning that the French national
ethics committee used in rejecting private cord blood banks: 
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Preserving placental blood for the child itself strikes a solitary and
restrictive note in contrast with the implicit solidarity of donation. It
amounts to putting away in a bank as a precaution, as a biological
preventive investment, as biological insurance … There is major
divergence between the concept of preservation for the child decided
by parents and that of solidarity with the rest of society.10

By continuing to insist that cord blood and other forms of human tis-
sue are a public resource, the official French view defends an older,
pre-enclosure model of society: less individualistic, more organic,
less infatuated with the notion of private choice. 

Boyle intends his enclosure metaphor to apply widely, from com-
puter software to human spleens—specifically, John Moore’s.11 His
target is ‘the relentless power of market logic to migrate to new areas,
disrupting traditional social relationships, views of the self, and even
the relationship of human beings to their environment’.12 But the
enclosure metaphor fits genetic patenting particularly snugly. 

Just as the agricultural enclosures turned common wealth into pri-
vate possessions, so the ‘great genome grab’ attempts to profit from
and privatise the public resource of the human genome—both in the
Third World (as in the Tongan case) and in the developed countries
(as in the ‘French DNA’ example). Far from providing all of us with
capital in our bodies, this process transfers wealth from the public
domain to biotechnology venture capital and start-up firms—where
it succeeds, as it didn’t in Tonga and France. 

When the agricultural poor had pre-existing rights in the public
resource, like grazing for their animals, they lost out. As the popular
rhyme of the period went:

The law will hang the man or woman
Who steals the goose from off the common,
But lets the greater villain loose
Who steals the common from the goose.

And the poor lost out despite the codified rights of commons which
the law had granted them since feudal times: rights such as grazing,
coppicing, water and footpath access. What hope do we have of pro-
tecting the genetic commons from similar depredations, when the
common law has never recognised our rights to property in our bod-
ies? As we’ve seen over and over, the traditional legal position held
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that tissue, once excised from the body, has either been abandoned as
waste by its original ‘owner’ or that it was ‘no one’s thing’, which
never belonged to anyone in the first place.

Appropriation of the genetic commons has been justified by
another argument, Garrett Hardin’s influential notion of ‘the tragedy
of the commons’.13 In Hardin’s view, communal property is prone to
abuse, because everyone who has common rights in an object has an
incentive to overuse it. As a whole, the community loses out when
individuals take more than their share, but it’s in each single person’s
interest to use the common resource as intensively as possible, to
become a ‘free-rider’. The defenders of land enclosures argued that
private ownership would avoid the tragedy of the commons by elim-
inating incentives for overuse, transferring inefficiently managed
common land into single ownership. 

Even though it’s hard to see how ordinary individuals could possi-
bly ‘overuse’ the genome, a similar argument is frequently made
about more efficient uses through private rights like patents. Advo-
cates of corporations’ control of the new biotechnologies can fre-
quently be heard claiming that property rights for them will mean
long-term benefits for all. What’s good for Myriad Genetics is good
for the world, in this view. Even General Motors more modestly
claimed that what was good for it, was good for the nation.

Actually, the resource of land was often grossly mismanaged by 
the new private owners—as when Scottish crofters were evicted in the
nineteenth century to make way for sheep, just at the time when the
bottom was about to fall out of the British wool market. Emigration
nearly destroyed the Gaelic language and left large areas radically
underpopulated to this day. Uncultivated land quickly sank back into
peat bog. The failures of sheep-farming gave way to the conversion of
many large estates to deer parks for shooting purposes. When these in
turn fell out of favour—large Victorian house parties no longer being
the thing after World War I decimated the population of footmen
and valets—the deer bred too rapidly. As a result, it’s now 
being debated whether the grey wolf should be reintroduced to the
Highlands. 

In fact the Scottish example actually illustrates ‘the tragedy of the
anti-commons’:14 a private right to prevent others from using prop-
erty of mutual interest, resulting in underuse of the monopolised
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resource. On the island of Raasay, near Skye, enclosure of the pro-
ductive southern two-thirds of the island drove the remaining popu-
lation into the barren northwest section and the nearby rocky island
of Rona, bereft of pasture and arable land. A six-foot-high stone wall
was built across the narrow northern neck of Raasay to keep the sheep
and deer in, but the crofters out. The owner of the newly enclosed
estate, a merchant called George Rainy, even enforced a rule that no
one should marry on the island, to reduce the remaining population
by natural attrition. In the 1841 census, nearly one thousand people
had lived on Raasay, almost all in the southern and eastern townships.
Twenty years later, only deserted villages like Hallaig, evoked in the
Raasay poet Sorley MacLean’s poem of that title, remained of ‘the
green and cultivated land ... on the tops of the high eastern cliffs,
which [were] everywhere covered with farms.’15

Likewise, when a gene is patented defensively, the patentholders
can block research and treatment that would benefit everyone. That
certainly happened in the Greenberg and Catalona cases, as well as in
the example of the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes. Another instance of the
tragedy of the anti-commons is the drug Herceptin, which has inno-
vative therapeutic uses against cancer cell production, in women with
certain genetic predispositions to breast cancer. 

Herceptin acts on the HER-2 gene (human epidermal growth fac-
tor receptor-2) and increases survival rates in women who have the
version of the gene that makes them more prone to some forms of
breast cancer. (About 25 per cent of all breast cancers are HER-2 
positive.) The patentholder of Herceptin, Genentech, also holds mul-
tiple patents related to the HER-2 gene itself. Any researcher or drug
company wishing to develop an alternative, cheaper drug must
obtain permission from Genentech or risk being sued for patent
infringement.16 This monopoly has driven the price of the drug up to
such high levels that the UK Institute for National Clinical Excellence
had to restrict its use on the National Health Service, in a controver-
sial and widely unpopular decision. 

The Herceptin example illustrates the concrete threat to both
research and treatment from privatisation of our ‘commons’ in the
human genome and bodily tissue. Usually, of course, defenders of
commercialisation present it instead as the helpmate of research and
therapy. Boyle is particularly scathing about the disingenuousness—
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accepted too readily by the courts in cases like Moore—of corporate
claims that granting individuals a property right in their own tissue
would hinder research and treatment: ‘To back up this argument, the
court [in Moore] paints a vivid picture of a vigorous, thriving public
realm. Communally organized, altruistically motivated and unham-
pered by nasty property claims, the world of research is moving
dynamically toward new discoveries.’17

In order to justify its claims for private property rights, the biotech-
nology sector has been allowed by the courts to claim that it alone rep-
resents the public interest—to which it is arguably the greatest threat.
The Moore court accepted that granting Moore and others like him a
property right in their own tissues would only encourage selfish
claims. Compulsory altruism was to apply in the strictest possible
fashion to donors, but strictly only to donors. And one-way altruism,
as I’ve pointed out elsewhere, is better termed exploitation.18

Those who favour giving individual patients private rights to buy
and sell organs and tissue are on the firmest ground when they high-
light the hypocrisy of a ‘gift’ relationship in which only the donor is
expected to demonstrate selflessness. When the UK Human Fertilisa-
tion and Embryology Authority overlooks the real risks of egg dona-
tion in encouraging women to show their altruism, or when women
are asked to endure additional risk in delivery for the sake of provid-
ing cord blood to profit-making banks like Branson’s, the gift rela-
tionship is similarly abused. 

In a passage whose rhetorical final question is clearly intended to
be answered in the same vein as queries about the doctrinal allegiance
of the pontiff or the lavatorial habits of bruins, Boyle likewise
declares: 

On the one hand, property rights given to those whose bodies can be
mined for valuable genetic information will hamstring research
because property is inimical to the free exchange of information. On
the other hand, property rights must be given to those who do the
mining, because property is an essential incentive to research. Do
these assertions contradict each other?19

Actually, perhaps this pair of questions is a little tougher than the ones
about the pope or the bears. Those who want to bestow greater prop-
erty rights on researchers and the corporations or universities that
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employ them would probably argue that the contribution made by
researchers adds more value to the finished product. Those who want
to extend property interests to mere ‘raw material’ providers, like
women who donate ova for stem cell research, might counter, as I
have, that their labour is undervalued, although it also contributes
vital worth.

Even though I argued that ‘to pay or not to pay’ was not the real
question about egg provision, I did also make the Lockean claim that
women put extensive labour into donating eggs and deserve recogni-
tion for it. They put hours of work into ‘donating’ and take risks of the
sort that are supposed to justify rewards, in the case of entrepreneurs
or venture capitalists.

Boyle thinks that the ‘raw material’ providers like Moore—he
doesn’t discuss egg donors—typically do find their contribution
either undervalued, or not valued at all. This, he says, is because
human tissue represents a public commons, and because our domi-
nant political culture sets the private above the communal. Not 
only does it value private property more highly; it also asserts that pri-
vate wealth actually produces public wealth. The public sector is
thought to be dependent, or even parasitic, on the private. (That’s the
implicit assumption behind the attempt to impose market models of
finance and management on the public sector in the United Kingdom
during the Thatcher, Major and Blair years: ‘private good, public
bad’.)

As Boyle points out, Marx thought the reverse. ‘Writing about the
industrial revolution and the transformation of capitalism, Marx
turned the rhetoric of private property and entrepreneurialism on its
head, arguing that wealth was socially produced but privately appro-
priated.’ 20 In the agricultural enclosure movement, as Boyle presents
it, we see the wellspring of the industrial revolution: the massive
appropriation of the public commons in land. That earlier ‘great
grab’ provided both the capital to invest in new machines and the
workforce to operate them: it forced the rural British poor into urban
factories, since they no longer had any entitlements to communal
resources in the countryside. Now it’s the global poor who are forced
to sell their kidneys because they have no other resources.

The commodification of human tissue in ‘body shopping’ also
expropriates common resources—which is exactly how the Tongans
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conceive of their genetic heritage—and turns them into private
wealth. Boyle highlights similar Third World examples involving
plants, rather than human tissue. For instance, vinca alkaloids from
the rosy periwinkle of Madagascar, long used by Malagasy peoples to
treat diabetes, have now yielded a drug patented by Eli Lilly—worth
$100 million a year for the treatment of a different condition,
Hodgkin’s disease. If Madagascar had received any share in this
income, it would have been one of the country’s largest sources of
wealth. As it is, local people have been reduced instead to chopping
down forests for slash-and-burn agriculture.21

So Boyle’s enclosure metaphor encompasses a wide range of exam-
ples of ‘body shopping’, helping us see common links between the
disparate forms it’s taken in this book. There’s one thing his model
doesn’t do, though, and that’s to explain the way in which women’s
tissue has been a particular focus of commodification. Nor does it
really scrutinise the popular fear and loathing that seem to be
attached to so many forms of ‘body shopping’. For that, we need to
look, in this final section, at a different argument: my own view that
we all have female bodies now.

WHY WE ALL HAVE FEMALE BODIES NOW

Whereas Juvin celebrated the way in which the body has become an
object of trade, it seems to me that the opposite reaction is much more
widespread. Most people are quite shocked when they learn that
Moore wasn’t held to have a property in his body, or that one-fifth of
the human genome has been patented, mostly by private firms. But to
play devil’s advocate, why should they be so surprised? After all,
female bodies have been subject to various forms of property-holding
over many centuries and in many societies. 

Women’s bodies are used to sell everything from cars to pop music,
of course; there’s nothing remarkable or original in making that
point. But female tissue has been objectified and commodified in
much more profound ways, in legal systems from Athens onwards.
Men were also made into objects of ownership and trade, of course,
under slavery. But women were much more likely than men to be
treated as commodities in non-slave-owning systems. Even though
women weren’t literally the property of their husbands under the
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Anglo-American legal system of ‘coverture’ governing marriage, for
example, their husbands had the right to own and manage their
income, their capital and their labour.22 Men held many property
rights over women’s activities, even if they didn’t actually own their
wives as slaves. 

And once a woman had given her initial consent to the so-called
marriage ‘contract’, she had no right to retract her consent to sexual
relations at any time. Rape in marriage wasn’t recognised as a crime,
because the husband was presumed to have a sort of property right
over his wife’s body, at least for the purposes of sexual relations. Usu-
ally contracts protect both parties’ property rights, but in the case of
the marriage contract, the enforcement mechanisms worked almost
entirely in one party’s favour: the husband’s. 

It doesn’t take a great leap of the imagination to see the parallels
between that situation and the way in which the law offered little
redress to Moore or Greenberg. Similarly, when pathologists like van
Veltzen or employers like British Nuclear Fuels simply take the
organs of dead children or employees at autopsy without consent, all
bodies are being treated as open-access, like women’s bodies under
the marriage ‘contract’. Just as the language of women’s natural
capacity for love and selfless devotion has been used to hide the power
imbalance in marriage, so the language of ‘gift’ is employed to cam-
ouflage one-way altruism in relationships between donors and
biobanks.

In that cradle of democracy, ancient Athens, freeborn women
weren’t slaves, but they had no title to any property whatsoever, not
even their own clothes. An Athenian woman wasn’t a party to her
own marriage contract: that was a transaction between her father as
her present kyrios (lord) and her husband-to-be as her future one.
Although modern commentators have often been volubly shocked by
the lack of freedom of choice in Plato’s proposals for eugenically dic-
tated marriages in his Republic, they ignore the fact that no Athenian
woman had a free choice of whom to marry, or indeed whether to
marry at all.

What we see in such outrage is a similar phenomenon to the femi-
nisation of the body in modern biotechnology: the assault on free-
dom is only noticed when it begins to apply to men. It took a very long
time for people to notice that women’s eggs were required in large
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quantities for the stem cell technologies: the phenomenon I’ve
termed ‘the lady vanishes’.23 The stem cell debates seemed to be
premised on the assumption that only the status of the embryo 
mattered.24 Many people are still quite unaware that women’s eggs
are a crucial part of ‘therapeutic cloning’; the vituperative ‘cloning
wars’ rarely mention that issue. By contrast, genetic patenting, which
affects both sexes, has generated a huge scholarly literature and a very
vigorous popular debate. Just a coincidence?

I think not. The taking of solely female tissue doesn’t provoke
widespread concern; rather, we hear constant calls for women to be
more altruistic, trust the scientists and stop making a fuss about the
risks—very much the tone of the HFEA decision in February 2007 to
allow egg donation for research. Yet it’s often female tissue that 
possesses the greatest ‘biovalue’. And the processes by which it’s 
‘harvested’, at least in the case of eggs for stem cell research, are much
more invasive than the taking of a cheek swab for genetic analysis. In
the case of Catalona’s tissue donors, no further procedures were
required at all: the men had already undergone their operations, from
which the samples were left over. (Perhaps it’s also no coincidence
that the plaintiffs in the Catalona case, which attracted widespread
media outrage, were by definition all men, donors of prostate tissue
samples.) 

My original argument—provocative, if you like, but also produc-
tive, I hope—is that what we are witnessing is fear of feminisation of
property in the body.25 The ‘new enclosures’ of the genetic commons
or of body tissue threaten to extend the objectification and commod-
ification of the body to both sexes. Everyone has a ‘female’ body now,
or, more properly, a feminised body. While men obviously don’t have
biologically female bodies, both male and female bodies are increas-
ingly at risk of being treated like objects and commodities.

From the time of the Greeks until the eighteenth century, all bod-
ies were regarded as essentially male. Female bodies were seen as
imperfect versions of male ones, and women as anatomically failed
men. Ovaries were labelled ‘female testicles’ in diagrams, and the
vagina was depicted as an inverted penis.26 What women contributed
to gestation was supposedly no more than what the earth does in har-
bouring the seed. Their bodies were merely seen as inert matter, while
the male ‘generative principle’ provided the life-giving spark. (In
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similar fashion, in many accounts of ‘therapeutic cloning’ an enucle-
ated egg is merely a receptacle for the energising power of the somatic
cell transferred into it.)

This one-sex-fits-all model was supplanted after the Scientific 
Revolution of the seventeenth century by an equally implacable divi-
sion into two sexes, whose twain would never meet. Now modern
biomedicine is reverting to a single-sex model—but with the crucial
difference that all bodies are regarded as essentially female, open and
accessible. Human tissue, both men’s and women’s, becomes the
mere matter on which biotechnology performs its masculine life-
giving magic.

That model has its limitations. Women’s tissue is still generally
more valuable in ‘body shopping’. Objectification and commodifica-
tion continue to be perceived as more ‘normal’ for women’s bodies.
Women’s bodies seem to be more widely assumed to be ‘open access’.
The only difference from past practice is often that the object or com-
modity takes new and sometimes disturbing forms, like the docu-
mented use of aborted tissue from pregnant Ukrainian women to
create ‘beauty treatments’ in Moscow salons,27 or the trafficking of
women for both sex and egg sale in Cyprus clinics. 

But when men’s bodies likewise become mere objects or com-
modities, people take notice. The ‘new enclosures’ threaten both
sexes, although they don’t affect them equally: female tissue is gener-
ally more valuable, as in the case of eggs used in ‘therapeutic cloning’.
There are exceptions, like John Moore. But then there was also 
Henrietta Lacks. 

I certainly don’t want to argue that because women’s bodies have
traditionally been treated in ways that befit objects rather than people,
so should men’s bodies be. Equal misery for all is not a very attractive
rallying cry. Rather, a feminist approach like mine gives us the histor-
ical awareness and the present-day sensitivity we need to protect both
sexes. For example, the Korean feminists who were suspicious of
Hwang’s initial claims, and who asked awkward questions about
where that huge number of eggs could have come from, helped to
bring the abuses of his research to light. As Paik Young-Gyung said, ‘If
you argue that it was feminists who helped open up the scandal, I think
this is very much true to the case.’ Their dissidence was uncomfortable
and courageous, at a time when other commentators were heaping
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praise on Hwang and salivating at his ‘enviable supply of eggs’.28

Korean WomenLink and Solidarity for Biotechnology Watch raised
important issues about how we can protect those who are merely ‘raw
material providers’, rather than collaborating research subjects. 

Those questions will arise in greater and greater number, in a wider
and wider range of countries, it’s fair to predict. We urgently need to
find better ways of dealing with them: new practical models of gover-
nance like the biobank as a charitable trust, and new conceptual
understandings like the enclosure and feminisation models. Femi-
nists or not, we all need to jettison the old metaphors about bodies as
merely things, to be appropriated at will. 

Unfortunately, treatment of the new biotechnologies in the popu-
lar media and in academic literature alike has actually reinforced such
oversimplifications. That lack of imagination isn’t just an inevitable
reaction to the ‘weirdness’ of the new biotechnologies. Just because
the new biotechnologies are novel doesn’t mean that the underlying
ethical problems and political phenomena are utterly beyond our
previous experience. 

We’ve already seen that the historical enclosure of the agricultural
commons provides useful insights into what’s going on in genetic
patenting. Feminisation of the body is another such comparison or
metaphor, invoking another set of historical examples.29 If we can
understand this history, we aren’t doomed to repeat it. The two inter-
pretations I’ve offered here—enclosure and feminisation—can work
in tandem. We don’t have to choose one or the other. Feminisation
makes up for the gender-blindness of enclosure, while enclosure sug-
gests economic arguments about private and public wealth that fem-
inisation misses.

What works much less well is the smug and complacent view that
we’re all growing rich on the capital in our bodies. Even less convinc-
ing, to my mind, is the common assertion that the commercialisation
of the body is just a matter of free individual choice. And the least con-
vincing of all, I think, is the claim that anyone who opposes ‘body
shopping’ is a stick-in-the-mud enemy of medical and scientific
progress—when commercialisation of the genome and human tissue
is so often actually an obstacle to research and therapy.

‘Body shopping’ sometimes seems entirely new. Many of its worst
abuses—the theft of Cooke’s bones, the murder of Falun Gong
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believers for their organs, the trafficking of Eastern European women
for their eggs—are genuinely shocking. We shouldn’t lose that sense
of dread and awe; its heart, so to speak, is in the right place. But nei-
ther should we conclude that the commercial forces behind ‘body
shopping’, and the onward momentum of modern biotechnology,
are so overwhelming as to be unstoppable. 

The modern French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty wrote,
‘For if the body is a thing among things, it is so in a stronger and
deeper sense than they.’30 When genes are patented, eggs are ‘har-
vested’, or cord blood is ‘banked’, that strangeness is ignored. The
body both is, and is not, the person. But it should never be only a con-
sumer good, an obscure object of material desire, a capital invest-
ment, a transferable resource: merely a thing. Our consciousness,
dignity, ngeia and human essence are all embodied, caught up in our
frail human bodies. The body is indeed like nothing on earth: not no
one’s thing, but no thing at all.
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